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INTRODUCTION 
John Osborne stands among the most brilliant British dramatists of pust-
~w ar Britain. lie ww as a prolific writer with scintillating personality. With the 
performance of his epoch-making? play Look Buck in Anger he became tamous 
overni1ht and heralded a drastic revolutionary change in the British theatre 
called 'emergence of working class drama.' lie was admired lavishl\. 
denounced widely. labeled 'Angry Young Man', a pioneer. a revolutionary and 
a shining dog but never ignored. A galaxy of young writers like Harold 
Pinter. Arnold Wesker. Shelagh Delaney and John Wane were drawn on the 
course set b\ Osborne. Their writings effected revolt against established 
traditions. particularly through a language common but never heard hefore. 
Osborne's plays are the true voice ut angry uun4 generation protesting against 
social evils like sexual deviancy gender and class conflict. allarch\ and 
injustice and demanding change and justice. 
Osborne as well as his contemporary playwrights was actors-turned-
playw rights. ft  e' represented the generation that witnessed the political 
shrinking of Britain and decolonization of occupied lands. 'l'hey expressed the 
angr\ attitude of youth to\\ ards the elders and the authorities. Osborne's ,li1lV11 - 
Porter and Kin!sle\ Alni ' I.uckv ,Jim manifested the similar indignation. 
Osborne's plays received mixed responses. Critics like Milton 
ShiilI uat1. Simon "I russler. Ronald I layman and John I.usselie question the 
genuineness of Osborne's heroes indignation. On the other hand critics like 
Martin Benham. Michael Anderson and Allan Carter stoutl\ ad ocate 
Oshorne's anger. protest and disgust with established social order. Ills are one 
man plays and the central characters therein are from working class extraction. 
assuminaly misfits and neurotics in the injudicious social fabric. "hhey revolted 
against everything that is seemingly wrong and c\ it like bourgeoisie, 
privatization of education, political double-cross. fashionable feminism. 
corruption in church and press. 
III,, personal life itself courts controversies. t-le was an orphan \\ho 
remained distant from his mother. married five times and mistreated his wives. 
Ilia adolescent daughter. Nolan left home and never returned, lie himself 
tailed in receiving true love and friendship. These biographical elements 
relied t time to time in his plays in different forms but they are advertently 
ignored in the thesis keeping in mind the modern literary concept 'author is 
dead.' 
'l he influence of foreign dramatists like Samuel Beckett. Jean Paul 
Sartre. L-ugene Ionesco and I3ertolt Brecht revitalized his rhetorical encr`\. 
expanded the canvass of his mind and opened the vistas of new and fresh Ideas. 
These remarkable aspects present him as the multi-dimensional playwright who 
heralded a change into the decadent British theatre that became ultimately a 
platform to practice vibrant debate on current issues. Nevertheless his plays are 
not the fountainhead of philosophical ideas but the oasis of pure and deep 
feelings 	ith a kind of' magnetism that keeps the audience and reader, 
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spellbound. For convenience. the present thesis has been designed in seven 
chapters including conclusion. 
I'he First chapter is a critical study of the various phases of development 
of English drama up to John Osborne. It explores the socio-political situations 
of post-war England. and its eftcct on people and theatre. and probes into the 
biographical elements of the phi \ Wright and his ideas regarding society and 
theatre. 
I-he second chapter is devoted to Look Buck in Anger that developed 
the chasm between the haves and the have-nots (aristocratic and plebeians). 
the play is all honest and an2ry voice aaiilst the escalating ,gender 
discrimination, racial persecution, religious hypocrisy, class- difference. 
political Incompetence, failure to the establish Welfare State. misogyny. 
hvpergarny. family interference and class conflict in an injudicious social 
fabric. 
the third chapter is a treatise on forgotten stage heroes. It is a peep into 
the sorry plight of second rate artists, and ramshackle condition of theatre in 
post-\\ar hngland. The whole action of the play rotates around the nucleus of 
the absurdity of human existence. shits of po er equation fi•onl England to 
Canada due to economic depression, and the skepticism and disbelief in God's 
existence among young thinking Christians. 
The fourth chapter is an attempt to look into the subject of religious 
freedom. It is a manifestation of Osborne's religious experience, it wonderful 
amalgam of histor\ with imagination, and his intellectual journe' from aathcisni 
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to religion. It is a play concerning religious skepticism, conflict between 
lay men and churchmen, and consequent rising indignation in Christendom. The 
pla\ denounces the monopoly of Catholic Church. its hold upon human society 
misuse of indulgences and holy relics and misleading mediation between man 
and God. It debunks the conflict among, various schools of religious thoughts 
and reprimands the Establishment but in a less o!i nsi\ e v aV unlike Look 
Buck in Anger and The Entc'i•tainer. 
The fifth chapter revolves around sexual deviancy, judiciary. la%\ and 
admissibility. Fhe court of' law only permits evidence that is supported by 
proof'. Consequent)\ the late of people and cases heavily rel\ on the hod \ of' 
proof's that would he entertained and admitted. Beginning With a dream the 
entire play with its resultant conflicts and sequences happens in a state of 
admissible and inadmissible. 
I-he sixth chapter is Osborne's deep self-analysis and confession of lost 
achievements at various stages in the complex drama of' his life. It is also a 
manifestation of' a new and real Osborne who rehulls any kind of \ulgar 
inisconceptions that blemish his personal it\ as an angry protagonist of' sodolm. 
rni.sog\ fly. sadism and anti-feminism. The pla\ gave went to the animus of the 
protagonist against government, teachers and parents for their irresponsible 
attitude. As an iconoclast Osborne rages at every damaging tradition in post-
modern or post-colonial British society. People want change and a better 
society as life has become an increasing hell. 
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l'he thesis aims at revisiting Osbornes drama with a view to analyzing 
the deeper thematic preoccupations that contributed to his success, and also the 
fountainhead of the Angry Young Generation. 
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Chapter I 
English Drama upto John Osborne 
1)rama in i.niland has its origin in religion. It -,re\\ out of the liturg\ of 
church. According to \\ illianm J. Long drama in Lurope. as in (Treece. had a 
distinctly religious origin. lie explains the reasons and circumstances of 
development ot'drama in England as follows: 
I lo much we are indebted to the Norman love of 
pageantry for the development of drama in England is an 
unanswered question. During the Middle-Ages it was 
customary. in welcoming a monarch or in celebrating a 
royal wedding. to represent allegorical and my tholoical 
scenes. like the combat of St. George and the dragon. for 
instance, on a stage constructed for the purpose. These 
pageants were popular all over Europe and developed 
during the Renaissance into the dramatic form known as 
the Masque. Though the drama was of religious origin, we 
must not overlook these secular pageants as an important 
factor in the development of dramatic art.( I .oni& 11 (0 ► 
l he early religious plays were broadl\ of' tx'o t%pe : the Muster Pla\.". 
based upon the scenes from the life of Jesus Christ and stories from Old 
'l'estament. and Miracle Plays based upon the lives of saints. William J. Long 
explains the difTerence between these two primitive I::nulish religious plays in 
these words: 
In name Miracle was used indiscriminately for all plays 
having their origin in France the name miracle was given 
to an play representing the lives of the saints, while the 
ntvstere represented scenes From the life of Christ or 
stories front the Old Testament associated with the conlinu 
of Messiah. In England this distinction was almost 
unknown: the bible or in the lives of saints: and the name 
\lvsterv. to distinguish a certain class of plays. was not 
used until long after the religious drama had passed away. 
(Long 117) 
the distinction between Miracle and Mystery onl\ came to be kno\\ n in 
l:ngland after religious drama had declined. The earliest Miracle play recorded 
in I-nuland is Loclus d Sancta Kirtharino (1 1 10) by an unknown writer. It was 
translated by Geoffrey of St. Albans, a French school teacher of Dunstable. 
Centuries after the Miracles plays began their numbers and popularity remained 
and increased. 'l'he best of existing cycles of Miracle and Mysteries plays 
belon to the fifteenth century. .ih,•aTruraT and Isaac. an early didactic drama is 
notable fir its pathos. I hose plays aimed to guide and instruct the ignorant 
common masses on the right path in the light of scriptures and educate through 
events oC lives of saints. In the beginning, they were completely controlled by 
the church. Scripted by clergymen in Latin, a proposed language of church 
scrxice. these plays \%ere enacted only by them within the premises of the 
Church. With passage of time. the sacred and didactic spirit of these religious 
plays became diluted through interference of secular and entertainment 
elements. l heir increasing popularity attracted large numbers of lay men who 
dre\i in crowds to the church. This huge gathering in the church occasioned the 
venue of drama to he shifted first to the porch. then to the village green and 
later to the street. Consequently the dominance of church weakened and drama 
emerged Out of the absolute control of' the church. l he participation of Tait\ in 
drama thus began. They started to try their hand at both writing and acting. and 
English began replacing Latin as the language employed in these spectacles. 
the increasing number of fairs. growth of wealth. rise of power and prestige of 
merchant guilds contributed a great amount to the development of English 
drania 
I he next genre of drama in England came to he known as \ioralit\ 
plays. With the imperceptible weakening of' church dominance scriptures and 
live., of , saints Were substituted by personified abstractions. Lvei't'i aii (1490 
by Ben Janson and Dr. Faustus by Christopher Marlowe are fine examples of 
this kind of stage craft. Drama in fifteenth century gradually freed itself' from 
restricting curbs of the church. Earlier also the Miracles which had shed 
ecclesiastical control by 1300 were adopted eagerly by town guilds. In the 
fi>llo ing tMM o centuries middle-class Puritan clergymen censured play going 
on the aground that it gave birth to disorder. shamelessness and skepticism. But 
by this time Miracle pla} s had already gained approbation (popularit\ 
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approval) with the f:n`lish people. However the Renaissance in knuland 
generated interest in the tragedies of Seneca and comedies 01' Plautus and 
Terence. Accepting the Roman pattern of' five acts playwrights in England 
adopted plot strategies and characters borrowed from the plays of''l'erence: and 
Plautus. Similarly Senecan tragedies provided them with concepts of' revenge , 
supernatural and heroism. 
('he linglish playwrights experimented tirst with comedy. ('he earliest 
kn11 n English comedy to be fashioned can classical pattern is Ru/fph Roister 
Doistc'r by Nicholas Udall. Gaminer (m rton 's Needle was another English 
coaled\ \\ ritten about this time. (wrhocluc. or Ferrex and Perrex written b\ 
Violas Sackville and Thomas Nortan is believed to be the earliest traedv 
written on the classical pattern. 
Aristotle mentions in The Poetics, that clranra must be pure in feeling. 
emotions and poetic in form. literature in pre-Aristotelian period was 
cate:.orized only in two forms. prose and poetr`'. Horace and Aristotle widened 
the scope to embrace three genres epic. lyric and drama. I his enlargement 
recei\ ecl universal acceptance. l lle blank verse used in Gorbochic was neither 
prose nor poetry. l hus the use of' blank verse in English tragedy marked 
another stage in the growth of' English drama. It exhibited the release of' 
En zlish play w rights from classical poetic model. l'he need for a new paradigm 
and mode arose from the discrete nature of' English sensibilities which could 
not he accommodated into the Roman literary pattern. Exploring the root of 
conflict William J. long maintains: 
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Our first tragedy Gorbudruc was written by Thomas 
Sackville and I]honlas Norton. and was acted in 1562. only 
two years before the birth of Shakespeare. It is remarkable 
not only as our first tragedy . but as the first pla\ to he 
written in blank verse. the latter being most significant. 
since it started the drama into the style of verse best suited 
to the `genius of English playwrights ... ( Long 125) 
I lence. within the short span of fex\ years blank verse established itself 
as a standard medium of English tragedy. It persisted till the end of the 
nineteenth Century. lde111ogicall\. the l:liiahethan dramatkt diliercd1 l'runn the 
Roman classical plav\\ rights on three Counts. Playwrights in England wished to 
depict an entire Idle span within a tc\v hours can stage. So they did not follow 
the three unities and characters appeared at different stages of their life. 
developing and evolving with the drama. Secondly they advocated a pastiche of 
comic and tragic elements to portray Ii le in its multiplicity. Ihis was counter to 
the concept of pristine purity in Greek and Roman classical plays. 
Shakespeare's tragicomedy is the best illustration of , this genre of I-lirahethan 
drama. And linally blank verse was introduced and widely accepted h\ 
contemporary dramatists upon the Elizabethan stage. l'he Seventeenth Celltllr\ 
witnessed all Upsurge in drama with the prolific \\ rlting of Shakespeare. And 
perhaps no age can rival it. Shakespeare brought English drama to an apogee. 
I low e\ er the genre declined with his death in l 6l b as other dramatists could 
not match him in vision. creativit\ and versatility. The essential reason I'e~r the 
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declining standards of drama rests in degeneration in literary taste and lack of 
intellectual expectations. Interest lad merely in amusement and 
sensationalization. l he responsibility for the decline in dramatic standards goes 
not only to audience but to the playwrights too. Attracted h\ the keen demands 
for sensational scenes oil stage. by the common populace of England. 
pla\ \v rights such as Beaumont, Fletcher. Massinger. and Ford . though with the 
exception of Ben Jonson . inclined towards the notion of 'Art for art sake'. 
instead of' following the practice of 'art for life sake'. Beaumont and Fletcher 
provided the theatres with sensational plays. Webster furnished them with the 
Revenge tragedies gull of' blood and horror. Massinger and Ford Supplied 
scenes of turpitude. and sinister decadence. Ben .Ionson. a. a draniati,t. ,toad 
alone in ideological conflict with Shakespeare. He opposed not onlN the current 
romantic tendencies of this age, but also endeavoured to reassert the classical 
standards. Ben Jonson rejected the tragicomic form in which both the dark and 
droll aspects of life are intermingled. Unlike Shakespeare he did not embellish 
historical facts with imaginative details. Favouring purity of form and plot in 
his comedy of humour he advocated the exhibition of the exact reality of' life 
and society. The performance of' his play Evert,nunt in His humour ( 1598 99) 
made him famous overnight as an innu itor of a new pattern of curried termed 
as C'onredt of Ilunrvw-. Ben Jonson produced his most notable series of comical 
satire on contemporary actors and playwrights in 1-VVar of Theatre, and IVar of 
Poets. This continued From 1600 to 1620. Before the death of Queen Elizabeth 
this \ ariet% of play \v righting started to vv ane. The new monarch James 1 
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assembled all theatre groups under royal patronage. Theatres Surrendered to the 
dominance of the royal fanlrly and the tendency towards political division 
became evident in England. The accession of James the first gave rise to 
masque. writing fir court entertainment. I he English stage became berelt of 
meaningful and thought provoking drama with a surfeit of plays re \ ol\ ing 
around cheap entertainment and lucre. C'onsequently government had to 
intervene to get its closure granted, as William. J. Long writes: 
In 1642. only twenty six years after Shakespeare's death. 
both houses of parliament voted to close the theatres as 
breeders of lies and immorality. ( lone 257) 
Ihe Jacobean and Restoration period turned out to be spells of' dramatic 
rccc ion. l his period gave birth to unl\ a small number of pla\ \v right, ho 
produced a few plays which can be counted on finger tips. Ibis age pros ed to 
he a theatrically bankrupt period for England. l:\ en though Dr\ den wrote about 
thirt\ plays but a majoritv of these were intended to flatter and appease the 
kin2. 	the Restoration period (1660-1700) had only a small number of 
play\\ rights. The Eighteenth Century is also known as the Augustan or 
Classical age. William of Orange ascended to the throne of England. I his era is 
marked by peripheral social development, though unit\ and peace pre' ailed 
within the nation. In Restoration period drama was restricted to entertaining the 
King-,. the elite and nobility. Ibis enthusiasm declined and lur the first time 
theatre came under the control of the middle class. The subjects ceased to be 
lotto and sublime and theatre lost much in terms of' production. The 
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dct,cncrating standard cat' drama \\as coupled to introduction of music as 
component in theatre. 
Hie I lay Market Opera I louse opened in London setting a trend for the 
comic and ballad form. Pantomime and burlesque fascinated audiences. 
Sentimentalism and superficiality had already debilitated the essence of tragedy 
and spirit of pure comic art was exhausting itself'. The tra4~edies of this period 
could conform to neither classical discipline nor Elizabethan discipline or 
Shakespearean form. .lohn Gassner in Masters of' Drama sums up the theatre 
dearth In the tollow ins' \\ ords: 
Sentimentalism enfeebled the tragedy: it perverted the 
comed\ . It substituted gravity and tenderness for laughter 
and ridicule. Comedy became genteel instead of ww itt' . 
moralized instead of' critical... It remained. however. tier 
another Irishman. Sir Richard Steele (I 672-1729 ). to 
complete the sentimentalization of drama. (Gassncr 594 
Goldsmith attacked sentimental comedy' in one of his essays on the "Theatre in 
1772.1  Ic considered comedy  a critical and witty portrayal of vices and follies cat' 
lower middle classes. The dramatist underscored refinement. civility and mirth. 
tcatures which had become virtually absent in the sentimental comedy of the 
ei<mzhteenth century. To meet this need Oliver Goldsmith \\rote the well kno mm 
play .1 rr .SIuujps• w ('014111 - in March 1773. Regarded as the hest phi v of the 
gar. it inspired Richard l3rinsely Sheridan ( 1751 ) to "rite ihr Rival.'. I he 
succc s ol' his ef'f'ort promoted the playwrightinto another successful venture 
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Tht , L)rrc'mu. ca comic oj)el'u. This `genre of coniedy stemmed out of' its 
predecessor the sentimental comedy. Sheridan's The Critic as a diatribe on 
the sentimentalists but its impact was short lived. 
Early nineteenth century is considered to be a lean period for English 
theatre in England. Ihsen's influence on English drama in this period opened 
the gate of social criticism through predetermined well-made plays. Arthur 
Pinero (185-5-1934) raised his voice auainst the deterioratlnt fashionable 
English plays and gave shape to a ne\\ serious social drama. At about the Same 
time Oscar Wilde revitalised the Restoration comedy of manners which had 
vanished from the scene since Sheridan. because melodrama had impaired the 
spirit of tragedy and sensationalised emotions, instead of portraying the real 
picture of society. the Importance of' Being Earnest is the best example of his 
creati\ its. I lence this literary period ministered to several cunilicting Victorian 
ideals. Compton Rickert maintains: 
Nominally. the Victorian era closes in 1900: actually. it 
came to an end during the eighties. The last tell years of 
the century saw a ferment of' new ideas. gave birth to a 
fresh set of farces in literary life, and witnessed a reaction 
against nman\ of theold Victorian ideals. (Rickert 657) 
George Bernard Shaw (1856-190). uni\ ersall vcll-reputed Irish iconoclast of' 
the Victorian period fortified the English theatre \ ith his keen. pmIound. 
discerning intellectual ideas. Ile is a dramatist whose perfect picture 0!' modern 
life ,gets depicted \\ith carelull\ measured \\urds and \\ell organised forceful 
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sentences. 11 huu<1h the neck IIIO\ eIIICIIt shared sinIIIaritie " ith Ilie ronluntic 
rev i\ al it also experimented the impact of revolutionary ideas. I iterar\ 
historians locate the beginning of the modernist revolt as lair hack as the 1890s. 
but most agree that what is called high modernism came after the First World 
War. M.H. Abrams detines modernism as t~lllo~v s: 
the term modernism is widely used to identity new and 
distinctive teatures in the subjects. forms. concepts. and 
styles of literature and the other arts in the earl\ decades of 
the t\\entieth century. but especiall\ after World War I 
1914-18). The specific features signified "modernism" for 
by adjective modernist) vary with the user, but ntan\ 
critics I- turee that it involves a deliberate and radical break 
with some of' the traditional bases not only of Western art . 
but of \v estern culture in general. Important intellectual 
precursors of modernism, in this sense .are thinkers \\ ho 
had Luestiuned the certainties that had supported 
traditional modes of social organization. religion, and 
nlorality. and also traditional ways of' conceiving the 
human self- thinkers such as Friedrich Nietzsche ( 1844-
1900). Karl Marx. Sigmund Freud. and James G. Frazer. 
whose 12 volumes the Golden I3ouwh (1890-1915 ) 
stressed the correspondence het ccn central l hritluil 
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tenets and pagan. often barbaric, myths and 
rituals.( Abrams 176) 
One of the lasting features of modern age is the scientific and 
technolowcal advancement that influenced literature more than human 
psychology. It altered all genres of' literature including drama. The subjects in 
the modern drama are as infinite as life .Avant-garde drama of this period 
explores the infinite and complex problems of modern world. Trends of 
Realism and Naturalism made their appearance in modern theatre. Realism 
which opposed sentimentalism and romance found ti~llowwcrs in Fngland also. 
l'he earlier romances had delineated lite in its scenic, adventitious and heroic 
manifest. Realism portrayed existence as it really is. and society as it appears to 
he. giving credence to the sense that the created characters and the world 
frequented by them is familiar. The practitioners of' Realism represent the 
humdrum as ell as the more unique experiences of routine life in minute 
detail. The content ma\ not he discriminatory but had Lo he realistic. 
Naturalism which flourished in France also represents truth to lift but as 
method of' form. Both Realism and Naturalism are byproducts of' scientific 
mo\ ernents. The former underscored the importance of the subject and the 
latter emphasized representation as a manner of' presentation or style and 
technique of' theatre. It sometimes claimed to give an even more accurate 
depiction of' life than realism. Naturalism is a philosophical product of post- 
I)ar inian biology that puts human being, into the category of' 'higher-order 
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animal' with compulsive human urges. In this connection M. II. Abrams 
III Z) III t ~1ins: 
It is a mode of fiction that was developed by a school of 
writers in accordance with it particular philosophical 
thesis. This thesis, a product of* post-Darwinian biology in 
the nineteenth century. held that a human being exists 
entirely in the order of nature and does not have a soul nor 
any access to a religious or spiritual world beyond the 
natural world: and therefore, that such a being is merely a 
higher-order animal whose character and behaviour are 
entlrcl\ determined by two kinds of forces: heredit\ and 
en Inmmeut. L'ach person inherits compulsive instincts-
especially hunger. the drive to accumulate possessions, 
and sexuality- and is then subjected to the social and 
economic forces in the family. the class, and the milieu 
into which that person is borne.(Abrams 259) 
Modern drama began with the rise of Art 'Theatre or Little theatre, and 
the development of Problem Play. The first Art Theatre \\as instituted in Paris 
in 1887. under Andre Antoine. The popularity of Antoine's Theatre Libre 
encouraged Otto Brahm and Paul Schlenther to also begin the Free Theatre of 
Berlin in I889. Both Theatre Libre and The Free Theatre promoted freedom in 
production and depiction of' life actually lived by real people. It was in 1904 
that l::gland first witnessed such liberty in the dramatic representation of real 
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ii t. Granville Barker and J.l:. Vedrena ushered in the Art Theatre. Some more 
repertory theatres were opened at Birmingham and Manchester in 1907. Within 
three years (1904-7) plays from dramatists such as I lenrik Ibsen. Maxim 
Gorl:\. MMaeterlinck. Hauptmann. and Sha\v were enacted at Court I hcatre in 
I:ffllland. In the first halt of the twentieth century Shaw. Barr\ and John 
Gals\\ orth\ became kno\\ n as the 'Big IThree' dramatists'. 
John Gals~rorthv. John Maselield and St. John Ilankins contributed a lot 
to revive and refresh the realistic drama. Galsworthv, the noble laureate in 
1932. began a new style of drama termed as the Problem Play wherein he 
explores the reality of life. In this realistic drama he probes into the dilemmas 
ot'the modern world as conflict between capitalists and working class. disputes 
and controversies between various classes and races. He declares the nluti\ e of 
his creations in the t011o\\ jug words: 
M\ dramatic invasion. and the form or it. was didactic h\ 
revolt at the artificial nature of the En2lish play of the 
period, and by a resolute intention to present real lit': on 
the stage. (Clark If 855) 
l'he total economic recession in 1930' played the taxing role of bringing 
about social, political economic and intellectual change across the globe in 
general and in England in particular. A novel, real. untravelled and practical 
world replaced the earlier space at' illusion. romance and imagination. Manifest 
changes were evident in everywhere. Science and technological advances. 
expansion in the housing sector cinema and music hail entertainment were 
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replacing age old defunct systems. Theatre too was linding it difficult to keep 
pace \\ ith the cinema and its role in this crucial decade as hardly' noteworthy. 
he whole scenario has been summed up by A.J. P. lay lor: 
Glittering cinema palaces Went up everywhere, even in the 
most impoverished areas. In I.i\crpuul, it \a, caIcukited 
-40 per Cent Of population \\cllt to the Clllellla once it \\eek. 
25 per cent \vent twice. the cinema \vas church and 
theatre in one. though With no communal reality..... Few 
learnt their morals, good or had, from the cinema: fewer 
still followed the stars in the morality of their private 
ll\ es....Thc real effect of the cinema went deeper: It 
provided a substitute for real life and helped people to 
become watchers instead of doers.( I a\ lor. A..I.P 3 15-3 16 
l he 1930s '\ ltllessed music halls in a dilapidated state and the theatre at 
its worst with a few remarkable plays. A.P.J. l aylor further maintains: 
The literary renaissance of drama, which marked the 
earlier wears of the century. virtually ended. Galsworthv 
died in 1933. John I)rinkwater followed Stephen Philips 
into oblivion. Sha\V vas in his (lotage: verbal Ieliclt\ and 
nothing to say. Noel C'u\\ard turned ter the patriotic displa\ 
of Cavalcade-begun, it is said. though not completed. 
tongue in check. (l aylor, A.J.P. 31-4 
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I lo c\ er the depressing, scenario did not in an \\ a\ announce the death 
of drama or literature in this period nor did it preclude its appearance in an 
altered Form. 'l'he predicament of 1930s. Great Depression and military crisis, 
exhorted the conscious world of the playwrights to reiterate their own personal 
and profound expression on stage urging the audience to listen to their voice 
attentively. l he crisis prompted a new \\ave that changed the conventional 
trends in theatre. The common roan hero replaced the traditional upper class 
protagonist. hero became anti-hero, sophisticated speech Was Supplanted b\ 
ordinar\ language. romanticism as substituted by humanism. fantasy and 
expressionism were employed to depict realism. Drama became more and 
more. drama of people. The altered perceptions of the period directed 
play\\ rights to the naturalistic six Ic of Emile Zola. This style became the 
common trend of 1930s and was adopted by playwrights ill' this period because 
it mirrored the whole and real structure of lit. underscored ordinar\ discourse 
and paid special attention to the setting and environment in order to obliterate 
the difference between static and nature. Naturalistic plays continued to he 
popular in this period \\ ith the development of another concept and theory of 
dramatic presentation termed as 'I'heatricalism in Russia and Germany. The 
new theory came \\ ith the message, 'l'heatre is theatre and is representation of' 
life-and is not life itself." (Cuddon C) 1 2-9 1 3 ) 
i he revival of poetic drama of 1)r\ den by the (great critic and the pioneer 
of modern epic poetr\ 1. S. Idiot is regarded as a yet another Milestone of 
dralllatic development in the lust half of twentieth centur\ . lie advocated the 
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complete unit' of hoctr\ and drama. I:liot's successful experimentation \M ill 
erse drama was Counter to the traditional naturalistic mode and the realism of 
Georue Bernard Shaw. the naturalistic style of John Galsworthy and J. M. 
Svnge. Verse drama reached its apogee with the successful presentation of the 
plays Such as Murder in the Cathedral (1935 ).Though  superior to other 
contemporary lornis oi' drama poetic drama could not sustain itself in England 
liar long. \Kith its predominant psychological overtones and lack of' action it 
failed to meet the standard requirement b r theatre. the philosophic overtones 
of 7 ie Fanzil.  Reunion ( 19391 became sole reason for its failure: even though 
The Cocktail Party ( 1946) was a success despite its innate philosophy. T. S. 
Eliot himself took note of the limitations of' verse drama in spite ol' its intrinsic 
worth. Gascoigne Bamber in his hook Tiventieth Ceniuri' Drainer comments: 
Lliot found the perfect subject-matter in :\linter in the 
Cathedral. but he llmiseiI called it a 'dead-end'. l:\ en 
leaving technical considerations aside. its appeal was too 
limited. The theatre is one of' the sides of the market place. 
and that was where Eliot wanted to he. His solution was to 
make his later pla\, s seem like ordinary drawing room 
comedies, by using cony entional plots and settings and b\ 
doing awav with his provocative rhythms in favour of an 
informal and conversational four stress line ( 13anlher 66) 
l he ninety thirties thus \\ itnessed the advent of cinema and talLie N. 11 
development of' broadcasting, an increasing culture of popular Iloll 	ood 
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entertainment. diminishing spectators, a long and deep fissure between cineniaa 
audience and theatre spectators, and ultimate decline in standard of' theatre 
productions. In this theatrically barren decade Noel Coward emerged as a 
play \\ right of considerable merit. He established his status as it successful 
dramatist in twenties and thirties. Blithe Spirit (1941). This Happy Breed 
(1941) and Present Laughter (1943) are some successful representative plays 
that enriched English theatre as meaningful productions. I His plays are an 
artistic fusion of the poetic flavour of' T. S. Eliot. absurdist dimensions of 
Harold Pinter and incensed overtones of John Osborne. The later plays of 
another prominent playwright of' the thirties Sean 0 Case\-. The Siw's 7'urnns 
Red ( 1940). Purple Dust (1940). Red Roses for Me (1 946) and Oak Leaves and 
La venckel• (1946) homogenise tragedy and comedy along with a realistic and 
objective presentation of life. Noel Coward. Sean 0' Casey and T.S. Eliot were 
followed by three worth\ successors: Christopher Fry. Sir Terrence Rattigan 
and Peter Ustinov. Christopher l ry tried to revive verse drama. I le produced 
three remarkable plays to sustain Verse drama in the Theatre but he realised its 
failure just as Eliot did. I us plays :1 Phoenix Too Frequent (1946). The 
l'lf.ctf)oI'lJ (1948) and The Lath's Nor far Burning (1948) made him aware of'
the inability of verse drama to give full expression to human feelings. Fhe ke\ 
reason behind the non success of' verse drama lies in the confused and 
frustrated mood of this period which needed urgently something new and 
revolutionary. Terrence Rattigan, the most popular dramatist of 1940s assuaged 
the post-\\ar disillusionment of the audience through his plays uauie1\ ('i'., ei /i 
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Without Tears (1936). The Flare Path (1942), The Winslomc Boy (1946), The 
Browning Version (1948), The Deep /3/ye Sea (1952), and Separate Tables 
(1954). In his welt-knit plays which coalesced history with naturalism he 
foregrounded character_ plot structure and social humiliation. Peter Ustinor did 
not add anything novel to development of English drama but aided Stagecraft 
with several successful plays based on conventional dramaturgy. The theatre of 
a nuclear war and subsequent annihilation of the human race, invasion of 
I liroshima and Nagasaki had left a deep impact on the psyche. Insecure and 
emotionally battered the audience hankered for some revolutionary subject that 
would voice their concerns faithfully. 
The appearance of the play Look Back in Anger in1956 written by a 
twenty seven years old young dramatist John Osborne to some extent fulfilled 
their expectations. The best tradition of playwriting in England since G.B. 
Shaw has been implicit, not explicit. the  change in England came after World 
War Second when explicit way of playwriting emerged after the performance 
of challenging play Look Back in Anger by John Osborne in 1956 at Royal 
Court Theatre. It was founded by an actor as well as a director George I)ccinc 
(1910-66). this was a Writer's Theatre which encouraged new dramatists and 
urged novelists and poets to try their hands at playwriting. Subjects of the play 
by new and young writers struck the audience anew, often the life of the urban 
and rural working- class, a group which had traditionally been used as a pool 
for comic characters. John Osborne introduced social realism in England. He 
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wanted to make people feel as he says in an abrasive article in I957 entitled 
l)ecicrratioil : 
I want to make people feel, to give them lessons in feeling. The\ 
can think afterward. In some countries it could be a clangerous 
approach. but there seems a little clanger of people leeling too 
much — at least not in England. I and an artist ... (Cole 14 1) 
Writing socially realistic plays Osborne became a herald for current 
playwrights of' the new post war generation. His epoch making play Look Back 
in .-liigei• invented a new term Angry Young Man for the young angry 
generation of politically bankrupt Britain. This term is attributed particularly to 
the \ Dung intellectuals of' the day. Mangy oung rriters tried their hands in 
pla\ writing in a ne\v style breaking all the earlier traditions. 'l•heir \corks arc 
ariousl identil ed as Kitchen Sink l)ranla, Dustbin [)ranla. Angry Theatre. 
and Committed 'Theatre. This new realism was a revolt against the existing 
systems and traditions, a conflict between the prose drama and the verse drama 
oil. S. Eliot and Christopher Fry. and the result of clash between the 
sensibilities of the new and traditional pla\wrights on basis of depicting reality 
explicitly and implicitly. 
The t\V cr \k orld Wars. especially the Second World War brought a 
radical change in British society. The victory of' the Labour part\ in 1945 
ushered a revolution in the social, economic, political sectors. It was also 
reflected in the religious mood of the populace. The wretched and miserable 
state of British people consequent to the var generated a sense of shared 
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struggle to fight against an external enemy. A perception to reconstruct the 
political system and rebuild society on more democratic and egalitarian 
principles was growing rapidly among intellectuals, left and liberal parties and 
nearly all sections of society Jhe British society Nras moving tovvards 
socialism. 
Bending beneath the pressure and angry young generation the coalition 
government set up a number of committees to son out the economic and social 
problems weakening the roots of the social system. Although, Britain of 1950s 
claimed to be more economically sound as compared to inter-war years, but it 
vas still far from the desired target in achievements. However the growing 
affluence affected the moral fabric of society. Prosperity and consumerism 
were all too evident. A new but distinct social group of youth celebrating free 
and compulsory education as part of social welfare schemes in schools and 
colleges was fast emerging. However despite these opportunities, and a new 
life style and values, the growing class of people faced fresh worries and 
anxieties, because they were now suspended between the middle and lower 
working classes. 'their upward mobility did riot extend to recognition and 
acceptance in sections above them. The perennially high remained closed and 
shut within their confines disallowing the new learned my privilege of 
occupation. 'I his class of individuals became the subject of all discussions in 
media and among intellectuals. 'these arc the angry young men who faced 
difficulties of war and post war period and had surmounted inevitable miseries 
to overcome them. Incensed with the social, political and economic inequalities 
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this angry young generation emotionally and mentally favoured sell= interest 
and lack of commitment over loyalty for the country because they were 
\v itnessing the emergence of a 'decadent'. 'mean', and materialistic society 
solely influenced by American ideals. l'his was the internal conflict '\ ithin 
l3ritain. 
Conflict within the individual, bet\\een individual and inddi ideal. 
between individual and society. heteen political parties. between social and 
religious groups, between nations and between two super powers created 
further disillusionment causing some young writers to write openly. The 
ambition of both the super powers to divide the world between them 
aggravated the teeting of helplessness in common people. and intensified the 
threat oi nuclear holocaust as they entered into a frenetic arms race. Fv en 
F:ngland participated in this dangerous race of nuclear armament. Oshor►le 
rewarded this situation as a trap from which there was no exit. Reno ncd 
writers and celebrated playwrights such as John Osborne. John Arden. Arnold 
Wesker. Lindsay Anderson and a galaxy of other reputed personalities 
participated actively in the civil disobedience programmes of' the committee of' 
hundred known as the branch of C.N.1). Thus English people were simmering 
in anger against the anti human political activities and hypocrisy. 1 heir hopes 
to restructure the \var- torn nation had been defeated. The dream to establish a 
society based on ,justice. equality and egalitarian principles had not been 
fulfilled with auguries of a dark and dismal Future. the establishment of 
\\elf are state hardly achieved anything constructive. l'he Labour party could 
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not solve the essential problems of' employment, Insurance. free \\ ealth care. 
expansion of educational opportunities. and the rigid class system. I hese 
social, political and psychological tensions created a deep conflict between the 
rulers and the ruled, and the government and the general masses. David Cairns 
and Shaun Richards explain in an essay No Good Brave Causes: 
The new meritocracy that emerged front the expansion of' 
education, created its o\\n problems and social tcnstons a, a f*C\\ 
at the top were absorbed into the groups of' the elite and powerful 
leaving the rest without any avenues of growth and advancement. 
The welfare state had also created an imaginative and 
authoritative and authoritarian bureaucratic structure. which 
contributed to a general sense of alienation in society. This 
alienation was further strengthened by the propagation of it fake 
sense of optimism by the political leaders and ruling clue \\ ho 
continued to project it mythical self-image of' a great. prosperous 
and unified nation. (Malik XIV) 
Osborne perceived that the establishment of welfare system had not only 
protected society from censure but had vitiated the atmosphere by increasing 
class-prejudices. The wage earners were being resented as undeserving 
recipients of material benefits. The prevalent scenario was totally different 
from the 1930s. In an inversion the high born beliesed that c 'cr\thiii had 
changed but fin• the proletarian things remained the same. l he 1950s y ore it 
period of' social disillusionment and attrition. The angry ounsg men or young 
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\\riters waged \\ar a`ainst the e up 'cue'.  and set 	 in the 
British people. 'l'he\ uncovered the hypocrisy and treachery of politicians and 
the life style of the privileged. The new writers portrayed through working 
class anti heroes the restlessness, agitation and dissatisfaction of economicall\. 
politically and socially suppressed people. the underprivileged by birth. who 
were traditionally deprived of all social power. Kingsley Amis in his play 
Lucks' Jim presents an educated, aggressive middle- class young rebel .line 
[)ixon who exposes social pretensions. cultural snuhhcr\ and authoritarianism 
o1 middle-class academics dominating uni\ ersity departments. .John \Vain's 
rebel hero. Charles Lumley, considered himself 'an outsider' at odds \\ ith an 
oppressive society. In 19>6 John Oshorne's protagonist Jimmy Porter appeared 
on the scene charged with a revolutiunar> vision. He challenged the official 
belief of post-war British society. These anti- heroes seemingly belong to the 
same social background. attitudes, and beliefs. Stephen Lacey has discussed in 
detail this topic in his book British Realist Theatre. 'l he chaos. disharllloll\ 
ditferences. contradictions. injustice. prejudices. and disillusionment are 
evident in the angry and rebellious voices of John Osborne in The writer in His 
-1￿e. "This is not the kind of atmosphere that produced the heart-searching and 
the gesture of 'thirties''. ("Fa\ lur. J.R. 61 ) 
John James Osborne. the piOIli°et oI the 'an`,r\ \ slung Ma11' n111\ enlent 
\\ as horn in Fulham. London. II is father Thomas Godfrev Osborne. it 
commercial artist, victim of tuberculosis and complete blindness \\as accurdunI 
to Alan Carter 'a member o1' the fake genteel middle class which is it Frequent 
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tartet I'or attack in his pla\ s". Osborne \\ as ten y ears old \v hen his father died. 
File playwright did not share a cordial rapport 	itll his mother. Nellie l3catrice 
Groe. x\ho came from the fanlilv 01' pub-keepers \ihom he ridicules as 
publican,. Osborne as never comfortable in the class of people whom his 
,pother represented. 'l'he\- claimed to belong to middle -class family but their 
Ahaviur. nature and predilections countered the assertions. 'l he conflict left a 
~ting impact can Osborne's mind. lie writes in Declaration: 
My mothers parents were publicans---to he accurate. they 
managed a succession of pubs in London until nl grandlather 
lost it all. N1\ mother has \\orked behind the bar most of her life. 
She still does because she likes "to be with other people 
She is a tough, sly old cockney with a harsh. often cruel 
wit, \\ho knows how to beat the bailiffs and the moneylenders 
which my 2randf~1ther managed to hrin~z can to her...The whole 
family pushed. and whenever the gat together for some 
celebration. there Would he plenty to drink. however hard thing, 
\\ere: that alone is something middle-class people find difficult to 
understand or forgive... I here would he battling shrieks of 
laughter. veiling, ignoring, and brawling every one trying to get 
his piece in. .\ big celebration would be the worst. (Maschler 80) 
Fill the agcy of twelve he attended state schools. Shortly after that he was 
anslcrred to a minor public School. Belmont College. in l3ranstaple. Devon. 
ishorne found it difficult to adjust with the environment. Antagonism and 
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resentment increased when his angry headmaster slapped hint in front of his 
class mates. Infuriated he returned the insult only to he expelled from the 
institution at the age ol' sixteen. Osborne's 	n account i "he Slapped in I'.►cc. 
,O I slapped him hack''. Anthon\ Rev nolds asserts that his expulsion \\ a, more 
the result of his repeated jeering at the Royal Family when they visited school 
rather than the slap. Osborne spent his two years at home searching suitable 
openings. lie tried his hand at various unsatisfactory jobs. John Gassner and 
1-d\\and Quinn in Reucler 's L'nc ~vclopccliu o/ li'ork/ Drama write that lie took up 
the ',job of trade journalism at the age of seventeen and began writing poetr\ 
and 'ver' sad' stories". (( ) Allan Carter in John Osborfu describes: 
Osborne tried a series of odd jobs. He wrote cops fir \ ariotts 
trade journals, such as Gas World and Miller. and then became 
tutor to a group of children touring with a repertory company. 
After six months of leaching English and Arithmetic, the local 
education authority Inspector arrived and Osborne was once 
again jobless. Ike became assistant stage manager to the same 
company, and even began to act. [lie next ten y cars vv ere to he a 
monotonous alternation of twice-nightly repertory, at t 0 pounds 
per \\eek. and the (tole. (Carter 10) 
Osborne's dramatic career in all probahilit) began from 1948.1-Ic first 
appeared on stage as an evacuee in loan Temple's No room at the Inn and his 
last appearance as an actor was in his own play .4 Patriot fc~r .tile, at the Royal 
Court Theatre in 1965. 1 ie also participated in a television play Braincreit h\ 
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I lcnr\ Livings and in a film flash Gordon. Osborne', stage career aided his 
creative writing in 110 uncertain terms. In his interview with R. Fidlater 
published in the journal Twentieth Centura, lie maintains: 
Well. I al\\ays enjoy acting. and if' I were oliered a reall\ good 
part I'd he tempted. But I'r'e: never taken myself seriously as an 
actor, and neither has an one else. It would really he a hit self-
indulgent to do it anymore! Of course when I' m writing I see all 
the parts being played beautifully by me, to perfection! (T'aylor. 
J.K. 66) 
1hou~1.h labeled as angry yuung man. Osborne %v as an intelligent. 
humorous and witty playwright. II is protagonist Jimmy Porter is ridictrluusl\ 
both an angry and a comic character h-N turns though critics take him other\\ ise. 
In his last pla\ Dejov i Osborne declares Jimm\ a victim of mistaken identit\ 
Kenneth I ynan reviewing Cards of/dent i!v in Tvnan on Theatre wrote: 
... 
 
who should turn up, wearing false sabre-teeth and a hairless 
donee. but John Osborne. ruthlessly Funny as the custodian of 
,Ancient Offices! The Ro\ al Court's captive playwright stands out 
from an excellent cast. ("I nan 49) 
Allan C'ar'ter quoted David I)empsey's statement noted down in the New 
}"ork Tim, that Osborne speaks: 
a kind of neutral English. somewhere between cockney and 
the I3.B.C., and with a gentle almost tired inflection. Ile is 
cheerful. good humoured and honest. (Carter 17) 
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lie \\as a prolific writer who produced thirty plays. I His first three plays 
The Devil Inside. Personal Enemy and Epitaph for George Dillon were written 
in collaboration with Stella Linden and Anthony Creighton. Look Back in Anger 
made him a sensation and overnight Success. It was a path breaking play that ran 
liar eighteen months. I he success Of this play is supposed to he based on the 
plati \\ ridht's biographical remarks and his unsuccessful marriage with his first 
\\ 1t'. actress Pamela Lane. According. to Alan Carter -he has been married four 
times, thrice to actresses, and once to a critic," (10-11) but various sources 
confirm his five time marriages. Arjun Dubev in The P/ms of John Osborne 
maintains: 
It is interesting to note that Osborne had married live times. lie 
had love at'tairs with many women. from the information 
available, it is not clear as to what led him to marr\ so man\ 
times. but as he mistreated his wives and lovers, his marital 
relationship with them could not last long. l its first marriage was 
with Pamela in 1951. \While he was living, with her. at Chelsea 
I iouseboat. almost penniless, that he wrote his celebrated Look 
Back in Anger. 'I'he~' were di\ orced in 1957. 11is second \\ i be \V GIs 
Mary Ure, \v ho pla\ eel the role oI Alison in l.uulc I.? i l iii . I ii 	i 
both in London and Ne\\ York. as yell as in the film \ crsion of 
the play. they married in 1957 and were di \ orced in 1962. (here 
is one child. Colin, by them. I lis third wife was Penelope (►illiatt. 
then lib and later drama critic of The Observer. The \\ ere 
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separated in June 1966. l here is one child. Nolan Kate From that 
marriage also. fourthly. he married Miss Jill Bennett on April 19. 
1968. She had previuusl\ been married to a playwright. Willis 
I fall. She lived 	ith him till 1977. Lastly . Osborne married 
I lelena I)a\\ son, an art journalist and critic for the Observer in 
1975. (Duhev 231 
ll' seeking for biographical parallels then Look Back in Anger describes 
social issues and causes of clash bete e:en Osborne and Pamela Lane. his last 
play Dejuvtr (1992) deals with his happy lile and association with his last wife 
I lelena Dawson. and Inadmissible Evidence (1965) probes into a guilty 
conscience. relationships with his other wives and reaction of Penelope 
(;illiatt's exploitation of his personal Ii le leading to divorce. Strangely enough 
alter divorce "Osborne did not defend the divorce action lodued in June 
1967"( Carter 11). Look Back in Anger ( 1956) first named On the Pier at 
%Iorcainbt' \vas rejected by almost all the London producers. It was staged at 
Royal Court Theatre in 1956 and Osborne became both famous and a leading 
play \\ right and pioneer cif new wave of angry young men. I)r Arun lhubev in 
The Plal'.s of John Osborne writes: 
It won the New York Critics Circle Award as the best !reign 
play of the year. Oshurne earned a good deal Irom this pla\ in 
name. lame. and mono\ . lie bought his first car from this earning. 
Besides. the phrase "Angr\ Young Man" popularised h,, the 
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Journalists of the day with regard to this pla\ had stuck \\ ith him. 
and he was more or less fixed in this imayge. (Duhev 12) 
Critics sceptically maintained that it laid the foundation of'working class 
drama. and reviewers attacked him as "a ruffian and an intellectual upstart who 
as doing the unthinkable in the drawing room, threatening the good manners 
and comfortable illusions ot*middIle-class life." Scores oftitles 'ere su<_<uested. 
Some christened the playwright as "Walls Ice ('ream Man" and vet others as 
"lie ilciered Yount Men". Censure apart the appeal in O;horne's play la) in 
its timeliness. It 	as an opportune moment to protest on stage against 
prevailing discrimination in societ\. and England was ready to listen to his 
voice carefully. \Martin Benham in his book Osborne quotes Osborne's 
intention III plavwriting as lollo~v s: 
I \\ant to make people feel. to give them lessons in feeling. The\ 
can think afterwards, In some countries this could he a (langerous 
approach. but there seems little danger of Feeling. too much at 
least in [ugland as I'rn riling. I and an artist - whether or not I 
am a good one is beside the point now. For the first time in my 
life I have a cause to get on with my job. and that is what I intend 
to do. I shall not try and hand out my gospel version of the 
I abour Party 's next manifesto to prop up any journalist \\ho 
\\ants it hit of cas\ cop\ or gi\ e some rcv'ic\\ er another small clue 
for his veekl\ written up cross words game. I shall siilnhl\ t1iil,k 
do\\ n a few statement's \ on can think you pick. l he) will  be \\ hat 
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are often called sweeping statements may he valuable. It is too 
late for caution. ( Benham 3 
Like (ieur~ue Bernard Sham. Osborne himself was a reticent dissenter 
from his childhood and established himself first through poetry, then drama. 
Like Shaw he too was an iconoclast. lie highlighted the weaknesses and flaws 
in society and oflered remedies to cure inherent maladies. A disbeliever who 
seldom \vent to church the theatre became his religion, an instrument to break 
the existing class barriers, arouse high sensibilities among masses, and remind 
them of life 's real pleasure and pains. Osborne expressed his a\ersiun to the 
society he is living in and his love fir the theatre he wants to live in: 
I don't like the kind of' society in which I find myself. I like it less 
and less. I love the theatre more than ever because I know that it 
is what I dreamed it might be: a weapon. (Dubey 17) 
He firrther states: 
I have learnt more about theatre from old \\omen in public bars 
and upstairs concert-rooms all over England than I shill c\ cr 
learn from reading the left and right re \ iewws can it I riday. I he 
theatre must he based on care, care for how people feel. We 
haven 't got it in Eng land. Perhaps, one da\ . v e shall, and then 
there will he new strength. new hope and new care 
every ~v here.( Benham 3 ► 
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As a playwright Osborne vv as compassionate, sociable, entertaining. 
disctT17lll' while as a commentator he was unafraid. passionate and \ Itrlüllc. 
With simplicity and lack of pretensions he confesses: 
Whenever I sit down to write, it is always with dread in my heart. 
But newer more than I am about to write straightforward prose. 
because I know them that m~, failure will he reater and more 
obvious. (here will be no exhilarating skirmishes, no small 
victims on the way to detcat. (I'russler 197) 
Osborne belie ed that writers of his age \\ crc responsible l'ur the 
creeping inertia in the country as they were indifferent to social malaise and the 
problems of human tt'eedom. Ile was a sympathizer of the working-classes \\ ho 
wrote plays to accord a voice to the lower segment of socict\ and candidly 
foreground their predicament and dilemmas. Osborne expresses concerns and 
enquires thus: 
What is their relationship with one another and with their 
children, with their neighbors and the people across the street. or 
on the floor aho\e'' What are the things that are important to 
them. that make them care, give them hope and anxiet\- '.' What 
kind uC language do they Use to one another? What is the 
meaning of work the do? Where does the pain lie? %\hat are 
their expectations? What moves them. brings them together. 
makes them speak out'' Where is the weakness, the loneliness? 
Benham 3) 
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As a compassionate humanist and profound advocate of the working-
class he advocated better \\orkinu condition for artists \vorkinw, in the theatre. 
Ills theatre. artists, characters. stage and content. all are related to Britain and 
the English people. In That Awful Aluseirnr he wrote: 
I think we should all be at lo\\ ed that kind of scope bUr a complete 
artistic freedom. so that sometimes we don't have to please 
anybody but oursclvcs. It's possible to write for yourself and 
write For as tew people at the same time. It's also possible to 
write  
a dramatist to worry about reaching a mass audience it there is 
one. to make the theatre less of a minorit\ art. So much ol' that. in 
any case, depends on other factors like new buildings with good 
restaurants, service and other amenities. If you're going to do 
what other people think or say or you ought to do. it's a waste of 
time. Ultimatel-'. after all, the only satisfaction you get out of 
doing all this is the satisfaction you give yourself'. (Taylor. J.R. 
65) 
( )sborlle \\ as influenced b\ changes that \\ ere being witnessed in dranla. 
Social. cconounic and political scenario across the world and altered ideas and 
multiple movements did not leave Osborne untouched. The Entertainer 
imitated the theatre embodied by Max Mueller. I lenrik Ibsen's plays provided 
fresh impetus to Osborne's mindset. Ibsen's plays and his views offered 
Osborne possible remedies for marginalized people's maladies. Iledda Gabler 
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by Osborne (1 972) is supposed to be adaptations of the original text. Works of 
Ciiraudoux and Anouilh too left a deep impression on Osborne 's mind. In spite 
of all the existing dramatic drives Osborne did not compromise with his 
oriwnalit\. personality and indiVidUalit,. his experimentations extended to 
new dimensions. added ne I atures and made a peculiar liusion oh` ne\\ \ ith 
traditional bent. as l apas Das in % l u!obiogr aphieal Elements in Jo/mil Osborne. 
A Srtu/v v/'Look Back in ;l nger maintains: 
Alth~)u~2h the play is constructed in accordance with the 
traditional dramaturgy, it is. indeed, revolutionary. for the 
playwright added new dimension to the play by making a strange 
melange of both tradition and new tendencies. Osborne Could not 
he totally isolated Iromh his predecessors. but 1hi, pla'. l.uA 13 i ), 
in Anger creates a certain demarcation bet a\ een the plays before 
19-6 and the plays alter 1956. E-Ie, indeed, ushered development 
of post-vgar British dramas. not in Form but in content. Das 30) 
An iconoclast like Bernard Shaw. Osborne also ushered a ne\v and 
original drama on the English stage. Ills plays underscored the predicament of 
the ordinary plcbian man on the street \\ ho was voiceless and lacelcss. Osborne 
felt for them and offered to become a passionate spokesman for all Such people 
marginalized. The lollo\v in;( chapters analyse some of his \\ e l I-known pla\ s for 
their innate conflict and the indignation that forms the essential core of 
Osborne's stagecraft. 
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C1-1APTFR II 
LOOK BACK IN ANGER: 
The Gender Conflict and the Chasm between the Privileged 
and the Plebeians 
Osborne became famous overnight as Angry Young Man With the first 
performance of the path breaking Look Back in Anger. The play received 
mixed responses. I high Hunt disagrees with its newness. In The Rcv e/x //isFHn 
of Drama in English he does not find in Look Bock in Anger ''an thing ne\\. 
anything more'. anything '' out of' the ordinary" .hevond conventional 
dramatun(p and "outside the bounds of elementary theatrical realism". (I lunt 
237) Osborne himself declared that Look Back in Anger is "a formal, old-
fashioned play" and puts much emphasis on "personal angst" rather than 
'social anger" but "at the time it startlingly revealed the possibilities of theatre 
for a new generation of 	niters. some of' working class origin". ( I russler 2 3) 77 ) 
Dan Rehellato finds it a "decisive point for the British theatre" ( Ix► as 'ne\\ 
youthful audiences flocked to the Royal Court Theatre to hear .1inlnl\ Porter 
express their own hopes and fears'(Rebellato 1) and perceive an cnacaileut of 
their own 'genuine passion and 'intense feeling' with 'utmost fidelity'. A 
revolutionary play it coalesced established traditions with modernist 
predictions. lietman in Coriterrmpor ary British Drama 19700-90 writes, 
More revolutionary by fitr as in content. spa ning a whole sle 
of "kitchen sink'' dramas peopled by "angr\ \ oung n1cn". But the 
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genuinely breakthrough element of the play \V S its searing 
passion, its detiant recapturing of the stage as a \chicle tOr 
intense feeling and meaningful debate. Look Back in Anger thus 
created primarily a climate. in which theatre was once again 
perceived as vibrant and challenging, a forum for interesting and 
potentially important Ile\\- \\Titin`a. ( 2) 
Look Back in Anger is not merely' a literary work intended for aesthetic 
pleasure but is also a social document that depicts the post-war British society. 
It turned theatre into a platturm to practice vibrant. challenging and meaningful 
debate on post-war British society. The drama spelled a point of separation for 
the new wave literary creations. Breaking the constraints of the discursive 
traditions the play articulated the seething, anger and the searing passion of the 
cynical masses of fractured [nitland. the country which socially, politically, 
ecooneoltlicall\ and culturally was at nadir. Osborne's drama displays the 
disillusioned individual's struggle to achieve at least some meaning out of life 
b\ establishing significant comprehensible personal relationships \\ ith people 
in a world hemmed by despair and mortification. Look Back in ,•1rrge is entitled 
kitchen sink drama as a mark of 'Absurdity with a di►Terence'. A streak of 
v-larxism. tinge of' 13eckett's absurdism. Imprint of' Brechtian alienation and 
influence of dramatic theory of Sir l'errence Rattigan can be traced in this play. 
but unlike these dramatists Osborne managed successfully to conjure an 
optimistic view of life out of' despair and futility of' human existence in an 
atmosphere involving People Suttering from hreaLdh\\n of meaningful 
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col 1l1lnicattl)n to an alien v\ orld struggling to escape from multiple problems. 
"l apas Das in A►►tobiographicul Elements in John Osborne: a Stndy of Look 
Back in Anger observers: 
Osborne did not forsake his optimistic views of IiCe. I le. unlike 
Beckett, Jean Genet and lonesco. did not submerge himself in 
despair and filtilit\ of human existence: he concentrated can 
emotional involvement and personal relationship as the way out 
of despair. Ile did not follow the th--,ories of drama of Rattigan. 
or did he attempt to writeabsurd drama like Beckett. l'hough 
influenced by Brecht. he did not lean towards epic theatre. I1is 
was a distinguished endeavour to initiate a new tradition of 
drama. Human psvcholog\ uw as best dealt with to shu\\ 
individual's struggle to escape from despair and anxiety in an 
alien world \\ -here individual suffered from the lack of 
communication) and seemed to remain forlorn and hclpless.(24) 
the play received both lavish praises. as well as critical reviews for its 
portrayal of human psychology in nivriads of themes involving conflict, anger 
and despair. the play is an honest and angr\ voice against church h\ E,ucris\ 
that supports class-distinction and nuclear armament. It is it social document 
against \\ idening generation gap and into 1Sltying gender conflict owing to last 
changing mindset. culture and scenario of war-affected-post-modern world. It 
is an articulation of the feeling of social discrimination among working class 
people as "1 ngland is the most class-ridden country under the sun". It is a 
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manifestation of nostalgic hysteria over decolonisation of' occupied lands and 
political shrinking of' Great Britain. It is an expression of anger at devaluation 
of' ethics of education among university intellectuals, inertia and lack of' 
commitment among literary liULlrt'i. commercial tendencies in biased 
iourn,llism and moral decadence in modern young generation. It is an utterance 
of' an er and despair among educated jobless youth and stress of' mistaken 
identity among ne\vI\" emerging classless fraction of society. It is a key to 
individual's conflict with society that impeds hypergamy. inter-class or inter-
cast marriage. IIowever. this historical. political. revolutionary, thought 
provoking and image breaking play Look Back in Linger revolves around the 
theme of unsound marriage. as Aleks Sierz in his Article John Osborne and the 
111 tlr of Angel' observes: 
I he need to see Look Bock in Anger in these terms blinded nlan~ 
not only to its traditional character. but to the tact that one of its 
main subjects is a marria-e. (Malik 1 58) 
Marriage is a social institution under which a man and a woman 
establish their decision to live within a legal commitment. It 1s a social contract 
het \\ een t\\ o individuals that unites their lives legally. econoi>>icalI) and 
emotionally. There can he many causes of' marital discord. such as. extra 
marital affair. excessive consumption of' alcohol and drug. cultural (]tlP`renee. 
joint family, communication gap. sexual infertility or impotence. diHrennc s 
about child rearing, temperament mismatch of partner and insolvent behaviour. 
anger due to uliempV)\'n1Cnt or other financial difficulties. domestic violence. 
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hvpergamv, difference in religion, caste, class, culture and status provide ample 
reasons for conjugal failure. If marriage is arranged keeping all these 
considerably signlllcant aspects aside more often, than later. the give birth to 
many unavoidable difficulties in marital life. Marriage turns soon into class 
caste-'~ender conflict. An imbalanced \\cdding is seldom successful. 
Further the play also deals with class conflict which exists in soCiet\ 
sub1,eL1uent to competing socio-economic interest among people of different 
classes. Through the metaphor of unsound and incompatible marriage. John 
Osborne has resorted to expose the suppressed anger in the psyche of many a 
jobless. restless and frustrated \ oun` man belonging to poverty-stricken 
~v orking-class. ILmplo\ in`( the trope of a tottering and incompatible union he 
has attempted to underscore the causes for antipathy and displeasure in the 
anima of an embittered working class. Look Back in :ln~er reveals the conflict 
between proletariat and bourgeoisie. pleheians and bureaucrats, down-trodden 
and upper crust and between privileged and Indigents who are deprived of all 
opportunities. It also exhibits Osborne's staunch sympathy towards the working 
class people. as Mary McCarthy in Sights and Spectacles 1937-56 maintains 
'Osborne is a socialist who prefers working-class people. to people who have 
ne\ cr seen a flat with an outside toilet".( 196) 
the socialist (John Osborne) has delineated ,Jimm Porter a a c\ nical. 
rantin`, and emotional working-class graduate from a second class, white tiles 
unix er itv in order to gi\ e forceful utterance to the feelings of' the frustrated 
post-war younger generation. lie was. as Tynan believes. "a working class 
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hero ( I layman H ) who kidnaps Alison. a member from upper middle- class 
family, to avenge against the sophisticated complacent gentry .Through 
intrigues of' marriage and brutal demands he wages a war upon the elite who 
humiliated the suffering and poor working-class living in post- war British 
society. The Infirm marriage between Jimmy and Alison signifies a kind of 
class-revenge between a middle-class reticent v ife and a working-class ranting 
husband. with weapons of hvpergamv and prerogative. Aleks Sierr remarks: 
Look Buck in Anger is t\ pical of' it's decade in that the class-war 
fought in the bedroom -an example of what Anthony Burgess 
called 'h\ pergamy' meaning marriage by a man into a social 
class higher than his own. (Malik 161) 
l he wedding between tuo individuals belonging to different social 
classes and consciousness relentlessly pushes them Into the morass of conflict 
and retaliation. Neither of them is nlentall\ and ps\chologicall\ in harmony 
and compatible. Jimnly is an angry husband while Alison is a taciturn \' ifi`. 
,I1Hfd1u is a sprinithead of a revolution exhorting the people to urgently bring 
about change in a spiritually passive world. and Alison on the contrary is a 
spineless creature lost in romantic fantasies. Jimmy as a character is full of 
paradoxes. lie courts controversies and his anger is no less ambiguous than 
himself. 
Jimmy is a tall. thin voumi elan about t\\ellt\ II\C...a 
disconcerting mixture of' sincerity and cheerful malice. of 
tenderness and free booting cruelty: restless, importunate. full of 
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pride, a combination which alienates the sensiti\ e and in- ii' Iti\ e 
alike. 131istering honest . or apparent honest\. like his. snake fC\\ 
friends. lo many he may scene sensitive to the point of vulgarity. 
I'o others, is simply it loud mouth. To he as vehement as he is to 
he almost non-committal (7) 
\ot only is his character inescapably rooted in complexity. his innate 
sensihilit\ too exhibits an indication of class conflict. for the an2r\ \oun~I 
generation and afflicted poor vvorking classes he is 'sensitive to the point of 
ul;,jrit 	but for the elite "he is simpl\ a loud mouth: because they fail to feel 
the pain o1 the CCOII()Ill ]call \. politically and sociafhv back-~v'ard classes. 
\lison' on the other hand is, as Osborne portrays: 
[he most elusive personality to catch in the polyphony of these 
three people'' She is turned in a different key' a key of well-bred 
malice. .She is rouehl\ the sane age as the men ...Sonleho\l 
their combined physical oddit\ makes her heaut inure stril:in~1 
than it really is. She is tall' thin' dark... l here; is a surprising 
reservation about her eves which are so large and deep they 
should make equivocation impossible. (8) 
Not only Jimmy. Alison too attracts polemic. Iwo points can he 
mentioned in this respect. I:irstl\. 'her beauty more striking than it really is' 
implies that she is unreliable and her personality is concealed under deception 
and ;guile. A deeper probe into Alison's countenance unmasks the by pocris\ of 
the apparent beautiful upper middle-class exterior which she represents. the 
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second phrase "surprising reserx ation about her eyes \\ hlch are so large and 
deep they should make equi\ ocation impossible" could hint that her quiescence 
is doubtfully ambiguous and reveals her indifferent attitude. 
Vituperation is not a sign cif' dignity. decency and culture .13ut when an 
individual already trapped in despair and misery Feels betrayed by his own kith 
and kill the sense Of outrage is similar to what is witnessed in the instant play . 
Jimm\'s wrath and tirade for his \vile Alison. Brother Nigel. his mother-in-law. 
Father-in-law, and the people Ii\ in-`, around him is in out pouriii cif' the 
suppressed anguish and frustration caused by the injustice against hills h\ this 
segment of society. Jimmy's antagonism for his mother- in-la \\ seems equally 
valid because in her pride, contempt and hostility against him it was she who 
tried her best to prevent his marriage by stooping so low as to cast aspersions 
on his character She considered him a plebeian and debased his morality as 
loose'. Alison herself verbally stands against her mother when she supports 
JiIiin1\ in the following \\ords: 
ALISON: .1 iniiii\ <`ot his own private mor.1lll\ . a~ \ (11I 
what 111\ mother calls *loose'. It 's pretty free. of course. but 
it's v er\ harsh too. (25 ) 
File comment can be sllllllllarized as all attack Upon the morality of all 
simple and gullible working-class commoners h} the educated affluent elite. 
undoubtedly. such irresponsible statements are harsh and unbearable f~>r a 
sensitive and educated man like Jimmy. She Vilifies 11111E despises his long hair. 
accuses him of Crimes, and hires detectives to espy on his acti\ ities. In I ,~Ict she 
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decries the contemporary hippy culture among youth. The disgruntled hero 
confides his rievances to 1lelena. his \\ile's friend in the following words: 
.TIMMY: You may have noticed that I happen to wear m\ hair 
rather long. Now. It m\ \\ llc is honest or concerned enough to 
explain, she could tell you that this is not due to dark 
unnatural instincts I possess. but because (al 1 can usuallv 
think ol better things than a hair cut to spend to bob on, and 
(bl I pretirr long hair .But that obvious innocent explanation 
didn~t appeal to mummy at all. So she hires detect i\ eS to 
watch me. to see i1 she cant somehow get rue into the Nc\\,, 
of the world... all tricked out and caparisoned in discredited 
passion and ideals... it \\ as all she could do to carry me, but 
your \\.eight [to Alison ] was too much to her. She just 
dropped dead on the way. (44-45) 
Angelic Mulhani in her article The 'Motiveless Anger of A7)'. Jimmy 
Porter in The Lost Temper maintains: 
\lison's mother is also a representati\e of lost I-nmpire. I h e er. 
more importantly for Jimmy, she is the guardian of class Structure 
that he has tried to break down by marrying Alison. (Prasad I8) 
He further explains to Ilelena about the heartlessness, narrow 
mindedness and dark intentions harhoured by the older woman for she regarded 
his union with Alison as violation o1' the established traditions of society which 
did not sanction hypergamv. When coercion appeared I'ruitles she exhorted her 
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daughter to surrender her rights over assets. Consequently the couple was 
reduced to penury with pittance coming in from the Iv shares o\\ned by 
Alison. The behaviour patterns of the elitist older \\onlan re \ cal not just a 
dislike for Jimmy as an individual who threatened to estrange her from her 
daughter as also a symbol of the lowly contempt \\orth\ working class that 
dared to aspire as high as to contemplate marriage in high society. Jimmy 
exposes her obsessive anxiety in the following words: 
JIMMY: Munitn\, locked her up in their eight bed room castle 
...There is no limit to what the middle-aged Mummy will do 
in the holy crusade against rul'tians like me. Mumlm and I 
took one quick look at each other, and from theti on. the age 
of chivalry \\ as dead. I. know that to protect her innocent 
young. she would not hesitate to cheat, lie, bully and black 
mail. (43) 
l ler censorious attitude and unrelenting opinions only serve to provoke 
li►llm\ to bitter retaliation. Not realizing that her narrow-mindedness and 
extreme standpoint was injurious to the long term happiness and Future of her 
daughter she pursues her compulsive domination pro\ Idlng the protagonkl 
both a convenient \\capon to settle scores and fiormaliic his opinion about the 
aristocratic class of hi2li bro\\ s. I icr arbitrary decision to humiliate and to 
malign him was an error which adversely affected the life of the young couple. 
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I lie Colonel admits their mistake thus: 
COLONEL: It's a little late to admit it. I kno'\. but your Mother 
and I 	eren't entirely tree from blame I have never said 
anything-there was no point atlerwwards- but I have al a\, 
believed that she \\ cnt too lar o\ er .1inmm\ . Oi cour,e. he 
was extremely upset at that time- we both \\ ere and that 
explains a good deal of what happened. I did m\ best to 
stop her, but she was in such a 	state cal' mind, there was 
simply nothing I could do. She seemed to have made up her 
mind that it' he was going to marry you. Ile must he a 
criminal at the very least. All those enquiries. the private 
detecti\ e,. l he accusations. I hated ever moment eel, it. 
It is believed that \womenfolk are instinctive and emotional and men I~)Ik 
rational and practical. The fault may not entirely rest with her: and the entire 
Camily could possibly be responsible. but the situation required a recognition 
and cognizance of the wrong they were doing. 1 he Colonel does make a tacit 
achnowled~tement of' their blunders and the subsequent class war that ensued. 
The Colonel acknowledges: 
CC)LONIE.L: We were all to blame. in our dfillerernt \\a\s. 	No 
doubt .limm acted in Mood faith- IIC's honest enough. 
whatever else he may he ... perhaps von and I \\ crc the most 
to blame.( 57) 
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lie further concedes that Jinlnly 's astringent handling of his consort 
stems from 1, mile. intervention. It ,Mould have been a little more dlgnitted if 
Alison's parents had never attempted to interfere. Jimmy despises all of 
Alison's relatives. specially the womenfolk, and more particularly his mother-
in-la\\ because in the part\- he was looked down and slKpectecl by all as all 
alien creature from another \\orld. totall\ dil7erent from their 	n. Alison 
describes the Incident to her friend I lelena as follows: 
ALISON: The men there all looked as though they distrusted 
hint and as for the women. tile\, were all Intent on showing 
their contempt for this rather odd character. but no one 
seemed quite sure how to do it... Well the howl of outrage 
went up from the 1'amilv.( 38) 
Ile made up his mind to marry her. and they did just e\ er\ iii mug tlhe\ 
Could thine: of to stole them. I htls it can he surmised that hk anger IN 
occa n) ed by the middle-class condescension, social arrogance and contempt 
which i; used as a \'. capon against him. I Ic constantly tcets the hatred of men 
and the loathing of womenfolk who assiduously strive to stop the marriage. Ile 
distrusts the high bro\\ gentry because he feels they lack 'guts or courage. It 
instead has been replaced by it cowardice which is the primary reason for the 
decline of an nation in the world. Jimim and Hugh kidnap Al ion. brine Iler to 
it jungle and treat her as it hostage to take revenge against the tipper-class 
;uciet\ . But the challenge is not taken seriousl\ by Alison's o' ii social class 
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and no one takes the initiati\e to protect or rescue her Alison confides the 
horror of this situation to her friend I lelena. She explains: 
AI.ISON:... '1.ogether they vere frightening. •l'hey both came to 
regard me as a sort of hostage from those sections of society 
they had declared war on. It was just enemy territory to 
them, and. as I say. the used me as a hostage. We Set out 
from head quarter in Poplar. and Carry out our raids (,11 the 
enelll' in\\I,s\\I.s\\'3. and \\v8.(37) 
These lines clearly define class conflict in England. Osborne divides the 
entire soclet\ into two sections. plebeians and bourgeoisie. Poplar is a working 
class suburb of London. and \\ . I. s.\v I. s.\\w3 and \v.8 are the postal codes of 
areas \\here the profligate live in \\orldl\ comfort. Employing tropes from \\ar 
,11111111\ and Ilugh strategize their Invasion from Poplar 	the working-class 
territory against middle- class terrain. 1 fo\\c\ cr. Alison hurled in\ ecti\ c, 
against her own irresolute Lalllll\ members as the\ also failed to take an 
commendable initiative to protect the hostage from the bourygeois-class \\ar: 
ALISON:... I used to hope that one day. somebody would have 
the guts to slant the door in our fiices. but they didn't. They 
%\ere too \\cll-bred and probably sorry for me as well. I tugh 
and .iimm\ despised them for it (37) 
l he Luts to Slam', 'too \\ell-bred' are some verbal diatribes to describe 
middle-clays passivity. This sarcasm is a scathing o►AdennAation of 
s\ cohhanc\ , co\\ ardice. h\ pocrisy and spinelessness of the apparcntl\ 
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tdventt►rous bureaucratic rulers of the nation. l hese deep in 	are tLhe 
primary reasons behind the decline of the nation. The acrid results of these 
human «as can he tangibly seen in the escalating poverty. frustration. 
prejudice conflict~ and breaches in societ' . Jimmy wanted to make the divided 
society stand on a united platform and convey the message of human equality 
in the complex class-oriented culture. lie tried his best to remould Alison's 
established middle-class mindset but She failed to recouni/e his appeal to bring 
about a change in her outlook regarding the \Nurking-class. I lowever. the 
conflict hety een Jimm\' and Alison siltni1les the contllct beiween tv o classes 
at cross purposes.. Before marriage then had to bridge the harriers of class 
differences impeding their understanding and peaceful living as partners. 
Several questions arise the primary being what forces were responsible for the 
emergence of the negati\ e and pugnacious aspect of Jimmm's personality and 
temperament. Further Alison's reticence is also questionable. and also the 
reason leading to the near collapse ol their love marriage. A probe into .On►L• 
reasons point firstly to Alison. tier fence-sitting inclination and secret 
correspondence with Jimmy's declared enemies provide an incentive for his 
tirade against her. She was well-aware of the manner in which her Family 
treated him in the part\. because he represented the class that was not as well-
bred. eli- dressed and well mannered as the were. This as sufficient cause 
for the haugiihtv supercilious to evince disdain lr this simple and gullible 
indiM ideal. "l he attitude provoked a justitiahle retaliation trom iitn1nf\ .Alison 
as witness to her husbands humiliation h,,' her own family in the part\. and 
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her mother's condescending attitude towards him: in spite of this she 
maintained touch With them through secret missives wherein her hti hand iN 
never mentioned and purposely ignored. Alison's allegiance and loyalty to 
Jimmy is therefore questionable. IIcr aggravating attitude serves to further 
alienate her husband and widen the gap between them. Jimmy senses the 
betrayal and hypocrisy in her. Living day and night with a partner in whom 
Jllllnl\ had no trust makes him insecure and suspicious. Whenever Alison went 
out he goes through everything trunks. cases, drawers, hoof: case. e\ er\ thing 
to see if' there is something.: of him somewhere. -.l relcrencc to him. I IC %% ;mtcd 
to kno\\ it' lie as being betrayed. lie unearth, a letter from the hand hook. and 
cries III anger and astonishment. 
JIMMY:... Oh. I'111 such it fool. This is happening every live 
minutes of the day. She gets letters [he holds it up] letters 
from her mother, letters in which I'm not mentioned at all 
because Illy name is a dirty word. And what does she 
do?...She writes lon2 letters hack to \'lumen\ . and ne\ er 
Mentions me at all, because I m. just a dirt\ word to her too. 
(31) 
Jimmy' s name is never mentioned in the letters because he is believed 
to he an insignificant entity from the working class \\hose foul Hanle would 
defile their very conversation. This 'treason and hypocrisy is an acrimonious 
consequence of' hvpergam\. Osborne protests against this hypocrisy, an evil 
more condemningand dangerous than heresy. 1leres\ harms a man. but 
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hypocrisy harms the whole society at large. Jimmy taunts his wife, because she 
lacks wisdom and intelligence to decide for herself. Easily influenced by others 
Alison the gullible both fails to recognize her husband's love and realize the 
insincerity of her friend Helena. She is unable to construe the treacherous 
intrigue of her own friend, the clandestine rival in love, who wishes to wrest 
her husband from her. Jimmy attributes it to her secret communication and 
disloyalty. Loyalty the essence of any successful relationship is absent in the 
Jimmy-Alison union. The discourse between Father and daughter evinces her 
grave mistake of writing letters which foist unwanted misery upon her: 
COLONEL: you are afraid orbeing disloyal to your husband? 
ALIS0W. disloyal! (She shrugs) He thought it was high treason 
of me to write to you all... 
COLONEL: It was all so unfortunate — unfortunate and 
unnecessary. I'm afraid I can't help feeling that he must 
have had a certain amount of right on his side.. you like to 
sit on the fence because its comfortable and more peaceful. 
ALISON: Sitting on the fence! I married him ...In spite of nVl the 
humiliating scenes and threats! 
COLONEL: Perhaps it might have been better if you hadn't 
written letters to us — knowing how we felt about your 
husband, and everything that had happened. (56) 
Hence Jimmy's anguish regarding Alison appears justified. A. E. Dyson. 
in an essay Look Back in Anger writes: 
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In attempting to hurt his \\ ife he outrages even decency of love 
and of life itself, the certainty of his moral mission to her merely 
justified every savagery of tone and mood he can 
cummand.(NIal1k 124 
Ali,$)n's reticence i added fuel to Jimmy's smuulderin2 anuer. 
Silence though welcome. ii needless is also an irritant.. It reflects paranoia and 
arrogance and can occasionall\ be also employed as it \\-capon of revenge and 
retaliation. Many critics attribute her quiescence to her decency but the critic 
I.uc M. (iilleman his article File Logic of Anger and Despair: a pragmatic 
Approach to John Osborne's Look Back in Anger' supports Jimmy in these 
\\ ords: 
Other male critics in a gentlemanly Cashion side up \\ ith Alison. 
describing Jinim\ as an objectionable young man who constantl\ 
tyrannizes his wife. (Malik 198) 
To attribute her passivity to tolerance seems unjustifiable for she 
enlplo\ s it to hall and hurt him. Alison derives pleasure from Jiminy' s pain. 
and deliberately remains indil1lerent. l ier tac►turnit\ steins from it resentful 
intention to vex him. Her intention is re, caled \\hen she sal\,: 
ALISON: I keep looking hack, as far as I remember, and I can't 
think what it was to feel young. really young. .limm\ Said 
the same thing to me the other day I pretended not to be 
listening: - because I know that would hurt him. I suppose. 
And of course, he got savage. like tonight. (23-24) 
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Alison herself. like Jimmy. adopts a sadomasochistic approach. She 
delights in pain, and desires to be hurt and taunted. She pleads for 'a little 
peace', from Jimmy whose heart is tilll of grievances. Instead of being catalyst 
each thrives like a parasite on the other's devianc\ and negative response. A 
t\ pic,ll class- \v ar is being fought in the guise of hypergamv.  In a con Ilict of 
ego each experiences humiliation in submitting to the others v ilI. .\Iion'. 
silent though arrogant paranoia surfaces when her father supports .Jimm\'s 
integrity and reason. Her sense of superiority in class and status and the 
consequent disdain and superciliousness restrain her from stooping, to a 
husband decidedly lower to her in social status. But Jimm\ has plans to 
suhiu~aate the society that treats them as objects of disdain and colonized in the 
country of their own birth. Jimmy's educated and enlightened mind demand, 
equality. liberty and liaternit\ in societ\ because all human beings are equal 
\\ ith no distinction to he imposed on the basis of' language. colour, race, class. 
gender. region and religion. I hough cooperation from both would have been 
dignified. \et it appears apparently Impossible for them to be civilized and 
amiable to each other. I his very feeling is communicated by Alison in the 
ll I o'v ing statement: 
MASON: . . . I suppose it \Nuuld have been ca 	tO sa • c'' 
darling. I kno\\ just What \uu mean. I knu\\ what \ oIl re 
feeling" Ishrugsl it's those cast 	things that seem to he 
impossible With us. (24) 
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Kenneth Alsop in The ,-1ngra• Decade: A Survei o/ the ('ulttiral Revolr o/ 
the Nineteen I'i/11es favours Jitiimy 5 s behaviour towards Alison and stands 
against her false serenity. He opines that it is Alison's quiescence that drives 
J111 in to 'all almost insane pitch of frustrated loathing . Alan Carter also in 
.Jo11li Osborne pardons Jimm\'s class-invectives against :\llson. EEe explains 
that it Is due to her O W I1 uncommunicative attitude and lethargic re.Spoll"e 
towards him. It is her lack of response and affection towards Jimmy which 
causes hint to treat her so badly'.( 56) Jiinhy makes Clitl'comprehend that her 
silence is not a sign of cheerful submission and welcoming obedience, but a 
trick to humble and trample over her partner. He says to Cliff -that girl there 
can t\vist your arm with her silence". IIe expresses the same feelings in 
response to I lelena's unexpected allhction for hint: 
IINIIY... you made a good enemy. didn't \ou'' What the\ call a 
worth \ opponent. But then. When people put do\\ n their 
weapons. it doesn't mean the have nccessarilv stopped 
lighting. (75 ) 
()nl\ Alison's complete physical and spiritual Submission would have 
appeared adequate to him. but she offered him her body only. not the soul.'l'his 
soulless union created a constant tension and rift with a resultant conflict which 
could not be easily wished away. Spirituall\. both of' them are dead. I'he\ 
incessantly softer from nostalgia and take recourse to the past. I he ('olunel 
thinks everything has changed but Jirs1nnv feels nothing is changed. e\ cry thing 
remains the same and Alison keeps recalling her past memories. She says: 
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:AI.ISON:... I keep looking hack. as for as I remember. and I 
can't think \\hat it was to feel young..limmv said the same 
thing to me the other day. (23-24) 
As a loyal wife Alison tails to value her husband, and honour his valid 
desires. Rooted in her past Alison allows it to foreshadow her present. Despite 
marrying hini. Alison remains committed to her old values, her own distinction. 
She is passive and indifferent towards }o,, c-making that she ne% er responds to 
,Jiinniv's overtures of love and friendship with warmth and enthusiasm. Very 
seldom does she oiler him 'the great pleasure of love making' \' itliout his 
demand. She is affectionate and devoted to Clifi. consciously or unconsciously 
irritating Jimmy. l'hus she challenges her partner's moral and mental world. 
and delights when he turns into his oft repeated melancholic moods. It is one of 
the disgusting impacts u1 the modernity \\herein the religious cannons ha \ e 
fallen apart and ()shorne laments the social evil which la \,, bare the ethical and 
moral fabric of Societ\'. Jimmy scolds Cliff: 
IIMMY: You are just a sexy little Welshman, and you know it 
Mummy and daddy turn pale. and face the east ever\ lime 
the remember she is married to me. But if' they see all this r 
going on. they'd collapse. Wonder what they would do. 
incidentally. Send for the police I expect. (26) 
the relation between Cliff and Alison is so strangel' close that e' en 
lieyna suspects it. tier suspense urges her to ask Alison whether ('Ii 11 i,, in 
love \w jib her. And her doubt is legitimate. Stunned by this sudden enquiry 
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Alison r .plies in an anlhiguuu. \%a\ ''\o ... I don't think so" neither accchtinl 
nor deny ing the accusation. She looks as though I lclena has asked her a "rather 
peculiar question." .Ater all, her "behaviour together is a little strange. .Alison 
strives to convince that they are simply find of each other, and there is nothing 
more to it than that. It may he a simple and easy reply for a modern middle 
cIa 	broad-minded Indivi(lLlal to \\1KBll religious canon and moral conduct 
mean nothing. But a conscious and SClkLIOLfs mind like Helena's is not satisfied 
ith this answer. She rebuff's her claim with "it can't he as simple as that''. 
Alison s elucidation is inadmissible. [heir fondness for each other has crossed 
the limit to the physical warm up to satisfy their suppressed desires. Although 
Cliff works as a Judicious link-Illan or no man's land between them to mollify 
the tension in the air. Alison tries to explain his motiveless fondness tolls: 
ALISON: You mewl there must be something ph\sical too? I 
suppose there is. but its not exactly it e011aLui111I1 ,, passion 
ith either of us. lt , just Ll relaxed. cheerful port ►i thin. 
like being warm in hod. (35) 
The illustration elucidates Osborne's opinion of Middle class moralit\ 
As a keen observer lie categorizes middle class individuals into two sections; 
those that follow traditions, religious canons, moral ethical values and 
principles are narrow minded middle class fundamentalists and others who 
value worldly pleasures and do not attach importance to rules and principles. 
Osborne appreciates the tilrmer and I Ielena belongs to that categor\ . I he latter 
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who are broad minded area ridiculed by the dramatist and Alison represents 
them. 
Alison and Cliff are archetypes of't\vo diametrically (lilferent classes. a 
situation very similar to the Alison Jimmy partnership. When challenged with 
class sensibility the Alison Cliff relationship which though built on the 
foundation of Love, and sincerity, collapses Suddenly for even this association 
relied merely on Unconscious emotional attraction, not on Mutual co-operation 
to reinforce itself. When Alison asks his view about Jinlm\'s strange behaviour 
to ards her: ''Do you think he's right''! ('h i f spontaneuusl \ repl ie, 
CLIFF: Well. 1 suppose he and I think the same about a lot of 
things. because we are alike in some ways. We both conic 
from working-class people. if you like it. (25) 
I'he gap between working and middle classes is too deep to be bridged. 
III1111 Supports the plebeians while she promotes the aristocrats. Jimmy abhors 
the prosperous community While She is averse to the low-born. From the 
Marxist point of' v ie\v the play explores the clash between the ha\ es and the 
have-nots. Ji1111M. as a mouthpiece of ( )sborne. is angr\ not \6 ith a particular 
class but with the \\ell- privileged section of society from any class. ('liii 
cOnVc\ s this message to Alison: 'Oh. I know some of his mother's relatives are 
prett\ posh. but lie hates them as much as ours'. (26) Conscquentl\. as a lile 
partner. Jimmy urges Alison to respect the underprivileged struggling hard to 
earn their livelihood lie demands complete allegiance. but her superior mindset 
reruses to comply, as she admits: 
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ALISON: It isn't easy to explain. It's what he would call a 
question of allegiance, and he expects \ou to be prett\ literal 
about them, not (ml\ about himself' and all the thin 	he 
believes in, his present and his Iliture. but his past as well. 
All the people he admires and loves. and has loved. The 
friends he used to know, people I've never even known-and 
probably wouldn't have liked. Ilis father. who died years 
ago. Even the other women he's loved. (35) 
Osborne appears to state that unless or until the entire system and 
mindset as well as the complete structure of society under<L1oes a chin<ic it k 
Inutile to hope for any fruitful result. Alison and I lugh I anner depict two classes 
of ociet\ . Alison s\1nbolizes the higher-class of societ\ which is restive and 
adamant against any modification in its internal and external structure. She 
sa\ s: 
ALISON: I've tried to. But I still can't bring myself to feel the 
\\-a\ he does about things. I can't believe that he's right 
som11eho . (35) 
1 he condescension is evident in her scorn towards I Iu<,h s mother 	a 
poor char woman who helped .11mil1\ establish his future. I lug 'I antler belongs 
to the same unfortunate working class whose cause is being promoted by the 
protagonist. These two women characters represent two distinctly opposing 
classes. Consequently they tail to understand and hold each other responsible 
for their predicaments. 
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AI.ISt)\:... Sometimes I think Ilugh's mother blames me for it 
all. Jimmy too, in a \\- a\. although he's never said so. He 
never mentions it. But when ever that woman looks at me I 
can't tel her thinkima. i1' it hadn't been 1r \ uu. C\ er\ thine 
would have been all right. We'd have been happ\. Not that I 
dislike her - I don't, she is very sweet, in liict. iirnm\ seems 
to adore her primarily because she's been poor almost all her 
lire and she's tranla\ ignorant.(39) 
Alison is unable to ascertain the depth of the woman's emotions. Her 
gauge for appraisal is dictated by the deprivation she experienced. For Alison 
poverty and ignorance are synonymous, and both deserve derision and 
contempt. Her emotional apathy and contempt for the lo\ l\ and humble k 
evident \\ hen J plllr\ pleads with her to accompany hint to London to meet the 
sick, y'0l1la1l. 
.1lM v1Y: 1 remember the first time I shoved her your photograph-
just after we were married. She looked at it_ and the tears 
just \yelled up in her eyes, and she said: 'But she's so 
beautiful! She is so beautitll1f She kept repeating it as il' 
she couldn't belie \c it... But it \' as pure gold the va\ she 
Said It.....ou are coming With me. aren't \ OL 	She( lie 
shrugs) hasn't got anyone else no ,:...1 ...need you... to 
conic with me.(53-54) 
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Through these diverse characters Osborne establishes the manifest 
difference between middle-class morality and hypocrisy and the naive sincerity 
of the poor. Alison determined callousness provokes Jimmy to retaliate. lie is 
unable to understand the insensitivity that clouds perception to the extent ul 
obscuring sane vision. ihe precedin=g and Collor\ ing illustration (tepid t I iRl41l\ 
frustration. 
JIMMY: All right- yes. I am surprised. 1 give you that. But, tell 
ine. Did you honestly expect me to go sa`gv at the knees. 
and collapse with remorse! (Leaning nearer.) Listen, if 
you'll stop breathing your female wisdom all over me. I'll 
tell you something: i don't care. (Beginning quietly) I 
don't care it' she is going to have a hah\ . I don't care it it 
has t\v o head! ...1 or eleven hours, I have been \v atchingg 
someone I love 'erg much going through the sordid 
process of dying. She was alone, and I was the only one 
with her. And when I have to walk behind that coffin on 
l'hursday. I'll he on m own again. Because that hitch 
\ on't even send her a bunch of' flowers- I know! She 
made the great mistake of all her kind. She thought th-Lit 
because Ihigh's mother as a depri%ed and ignorant old 
\\Onlan. who said all the wrong things in all the Wrong 
places. she could not he taken seriously. and you think I 
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should he overcome with awe because that cruel stupid 
girl is going to have it baby! (63) 
It is only after Alison experience the pain of loss of her child that she 
unbends enough to understand jietiri\ 's earlier arguments. In a near complete 
traiislorllnatlon she accepts her betrayals and misdemeanors. I'ecoonl%es 
.11111111% s needs and desires and C\vrlences remorse. 
l.1SON: It doesn't platter! I was wrong. I was \gong! I don't 
\\ ant to he neutral: I don't want to he a saint. I \\ant to he 
lost cause. I want to be corrupt and futile l...1m in the fire. 
and Fm burning, and all I want is to die! Its cost him his 
child ... this is what he wanted from me.. .Don't. you see! 
I'm in the mud at leaf I I'm growling! I'm craw ling!(83-84 
Jiulnly accepts her apologies gladly and also extends his friend, hip: 
JIMMY: Don't. Please don't... I can't 	you're all right. You're 
all right nog\ . Please. I I ... Not any more. we'll he together in 
our pear's cave and our squirrel's dray . and we'll live on 
honey and nuts- And we'll sing songs about ourselves ...(84 
The perusal of the play underlines the fact that in the post-modern 
\\ orld. hyperganl\ is also enlhlo\ ed as a avenge weapon in issues of tanlil' 
conflict, as Colonel Redfern comments --some people do actual l\ nn.u'r' for 
revenge''. and "that's so simple fir young people no\\ ada\ ,. I hey ha\ e to tall. 
about challenges and revenge". Il\perganl\ sometimes seems to, he the 
acrimonious consequence oI ]tliu(T1cious class and caste equation in a society 
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that fiolloww s the theory of survival elf the fittest. Vijay ['endulkar in Kan.i'a dwi 
ubscn es: 
The oppressed are overjoyed when they get a chance to oppress 
Others and Yesterdav'S \ ictinl is today's victimizer . . . he can 
only become a greater devil. (547) 
I I\ pergam\ %\ hich is explained as the marriage of a man to a \\ oman of 
higher social status is also the consequence of identity crisis occasioned by the 
Compulsory National Education Scheme liar the backward and povcrt\-stricken 
working class. It was a programme designed to uplift the social standard of the 
down trodden. The key objective behind most of the schemes, scholarships and 
privileges launched by government for the betterment of a particular class. 
caste or section ul' sOciety is part of vote-bank politics. Osborne. as a right-
wing activist, held the political leaders accountable for the lake patriotism and 
increasing pessimism in the \\ar-ridden populace which as patiently \\aitin2 
for some national hero to heal their wounds of wars. 
One of the major issues of conflict and anger in English suciet\. dealt in 
this play. is poverty. joblessness and despair in the educated and young 
belonging to working classes. The bewildering decades of the fifties and sixties 
witnessed the issue of destitution and unemployment pushed completely into 
background. and the anguish of impoverishment in the working class s\\ept 
aside as if' non-existent. The prosperous rejoiced eclrHplacent1\ in their '\ealth 
and affluence. Expensive vehicles and motors pro\ ided ample e\ idenre. liriti,h 
homes teemed v' ith costly television sets. Hordes of overzealous learners \\ ere 
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attending the Red- Brick and White Tiles universities and colleges under the 
wellare schemes, the affluent middle- class people were rejoicing in liquor, 
tobacco and gambling more than ever here, and the complacent nation was 
wasting capital needlessly. Beneath this surface veneer there lurked the shadow 
of apathy and insensitivity. Approximately fourteen percent of the total 
population of Britain was poverty- stricken. This indigence provided enough 
incentives to the teenagers for crime. They found themselves alienated rejected, 
sidelined from the main stream and totally crushed down by insurmountable 
difficulties. Jimmy belongs to this very indigent section of society. He is one of 
the young intellectuals from White Tile University who do not even have the 
intellectual standard of the red-brick universities. The disadvantaged classes are 
denied the best English universities such as Oxford and Cambridge. In a still 
more paradoxical situation a university graduate is running a sweet-stall due to 
lack of opportunities or suitable job. He was bequeathed the shop by a 
working-class char woman. because when he left university he was jobless. 
homeless and penniless. This unfortunate condition is disclosed when Alison 
whispers to her friend Helena about her difficult time with Jimmy: 
ALISON: Well, after Jimmy and I were married, we'd no money- 
about eight pounds ten in actual fact - and no home. He didn't 
even have a job He'd only left the university about a year. 
(Smiles.)No- left. I don't think one "comes down' from 
Jimmy's university. According to him. it's not corn red brick. 
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but white tile. Any way, we went of to lice in Hugh's flat. It 
was over a warehouse in poplar. (36) 
When life becomes afflicted by persistent misfortunes coupled to penury 
and practically no hope for change in future is seen, mental degeneration and 
moral degradation become a probability. Deprivation, dire need and 
inaccessibility of basic amenities foster pessimism and bitterness. Even the best 
of natures tend to lose control over their nerves and become offensive and 
pugnacious. Jimmy's vitriolic tirades and vituperative diatribes are an outburst 
of his seething anger and sense of outrage towards the affluent middle-class. 
His predicament is not just his alone but a graphic delineation of the concealed 
reality of similarly affected people in society. His paranoia about the future 
mirrors growing stress and abnormality in youth. The play epitomizes the 
crumbling of fragile post war British society which neglected to comprehend 
issues of job scarcity and class prejudices. 
Porter was disenchanted and disillusioned with circumstances as his 
education and erudition did not sustain him by providing a suitable occupation. 
He attempted journalism, advertising, even vacuum cleaning for few weeks. 
but was a non-success, and ultimately found satisfaction in running the sweet-
stall The play registers the Colonel's astonishment at Jimmy's occupation: 
COLONEL: Sweet-Stall. It does scent an extra ordinary thing 
for an educated young man to be occupied himself with. Why 
should he want to do that of all things .I've thought he must 
be quite clever in his way. (56) 
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There ma\ he three reasons for the choices made by him. Ile is a man 
\\ Itb indomitable spirit, never ready to stoop before the SIhl12 elite, nor mimic 
the upper- class superior s\ stem. .1iW11m Porter exemplifies an c\aspeI1tcd 
messiah \\ ho \\ anted to liberate the pleheians from slaver and subjugation to 
the hi~ih-born. lo .fimm\ s discomfiture each _job he attempted entailed 
dishonesty. hypocrisy. and deceptionl. Journalism is an essential means of 
communication. But unfortunately it becomes an important social, political and 
ideological fountainhead \yhCrCfr(1II1 the stream of intellectual canard flows 
through cities and villages to every threshold. It has become a crystal clear tact 
that the journalism, in the post modern era, is made alluring b\ twisting fact 
and realit\ by the programme makers. An honest ,journalist cannot abide it 
cash . because he has to mix falsehood with truth to make the news convincing 
just to please his patron. for the sake of the social or political organization he is 
working for or for lucre. If he does not conform to the double standards of the 
organization he vcr\ cash\ loses his position. Advertisement today is meant to 
fool the masses. In the cut-throat consumer market competition e er\ product 
is made to appear attractive and so usC1dl as to demand high priurit\ 
Advertisement performs the role of convincing the gullible consumer to spend 
money on articles that he she does not really need. In this mechanical 
materialistic world everyone is running after wealth. this job also demands 
beautification of non-beautiful product to sell them in the market. I he honest. 
selfless. sensitive and conscious however finds it demeaning to glibly lie and 
tool the consumer in this fashion. iimmv's mental torture was one of this kind. 
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Further it is debasing for a university graduate like .limmy to 
undertake menial jobs for sake of a livelihood though abject poverty and 
starvation compel him. The three above mentioned professions entail mental 
slavery. dishonest\. deception and demeaning labour. Running a 	cet stall. 
though not appropriate, is still an announcement of freedom. honest\ and 
honour. 
Nevertheless. From Alison's point of view Jimmy is happy as a 
confectioner, but he is not really content to run a sweet-stall, so is 
understandably in search of a better occupation. lie desires something else 
equitable to his status for his better future. He articulates to I lelena: 
JIMMY: U.S. [hot and Pam. \ve'll make it Food double. If you' It 
help rile. Ill close that damned s eet-stall. and \\ e ll start 
ever' thine from scratch. What do \ ou say? \ 'e' II get 	a\ 
from this place. (75) 
\nether reason vv h\ he wishes to change stems in his intellectual 
iiiclinution towards remarkable creation. Ile confesses his ambition that: "One 
day. when I am no longer spending m\- days running it svv cet stall. I may %\ rite 
a hoof: about us all". (46) Although such it profession for it Umversit\ ;graduate 
like Jimmy is humiliating and bclo\\ Status. but labour is never it had thin,) il' it 
is directed to good cause. and to labour honestly to earn a livelihood is never 
dishonorable in any condition, even if it is below status. hard work instead 
becomes praiseworthy if there is no alternative left. handling a coiiectionary 
was in no \\-a humiliating or below status but becomes so in the protagonist's 
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Situation because of the mortification he faces from the arrogance of the higher 
class. Not only Colonel, but Cliff too attaches not Much Importance to this job. 
He merely passes humorous comments accompanied with anger and disgust 
that a sweet-stall does not suit .1(111111\: he must Choose something else adequate 
to his status. lie says: 
JIMMY: (Pichine up his tone). Oh. I don't kno\\. I'e juSt 
thought of tr\ in2 somewhere else 	(ii ITerent. The s%\ eet- 
stall's all right, but I think I'd like to try something else. 
You're highly educated, and it suits you, but 1 need something 
a bit better. t72) 
Osborne accuses the corrupt bureaucratic social and political structure 
of' societ\ for escalating unemployment. frustration and anger among the po' t-
\\ar under thirties generation. Brother Nigel - "the straight-hacked chinless 
wonder from Sandhurst'* embodies the snlukzness and complacenc\ of' the 
political elite and absence of' any correspondence between education, individual 
merit and socio- political sagacity in the present system. 1-lence. Jimmy despite 
his uni\'ersit\ education "chooses to run a sweet- stall rather than let himself he 
trapped in the oppressive and soul killing bureaucratic structures elf the 
el tire- state". .1 *111111\ is outraged h\ the Chaos in social S\stein 'herein 
intelligence and talent are no longer a requirement k r success. Instead, an 
essential requirement is being a member of upper-class by birth. I lis outburst 
though acrid contains an element of bitter truth. 1- le derides the ineffective  
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political leadership and the resultant curruption..Brother Nigel as a man from 
other world is totally unacquainted \\ ith the real world of human beings: 
JIMMY: Certainly not. lie's a big chap. Well, you've never heard 
so maii well-bred commonplaces come from the beneath the 
same howler flat. The Platitude from ( )uter Space- ('hat's 
Brother Nigel. I lc' II end up in the cabinet one (la\ make n, 
mistake. But somewhere at the hack of his mind is the vauue 
knowledge that he and his pals have been plundering and 
fouling everybody for generations. (17) 
.Jimmy's grievances are primarily social. because. indubitably, one of 
the nlaior themes of the play revolves around job scarcity which causes poverty 
and anser among \outh. One of the important reasons of unrest among people 
seems to be \vronu distribution of country's ioh resources and tlhc men 
leadership ot'the nation. 
In an article entitled ' Whu1 is wrong with Britain ' for today magazine J. 
13. Priestly writes: 
Too many of the men running this country today have the wrong 
background. the wrung education and training, the wrong 
outlook. I~he\ ma\ be nice. honest. intelligent fellows. but they 
are no fit to run an up-to-date Britain than I am to perhirn1 in tllc 
Ro\'al Ballet ... We kno\\ vaguely that we are no longer top dugs 
in the world, but apart from that we don't know what kinds of 
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dogs we are. WVe are in danger Of turning into a faceless nation. 
(Carter 19) 
Bryan Magee also in The New Radicalism expresses his anger at 
political incompetence in post-war Britain. IIe manifests that the chinless 
wonder have occupied the highest places. The wrath of a restless and jobless 
younger generation was occasioned by the nation , erroneous 
concerning their 	eltare. After 1947- and the independence of India the 
dominance of British imperialism Was on the decline. The Common vcalth 
States remained connected to Britain and were still treated as colonies. 
I.ahourers from the third world continued to work in England in massive 
numbers. Consequently illiterate working classes of England suffered loss of 
work and came to be regarded as colonized in their own country. With 
reduction in opportunities the number of job aspirants continued to increase. 
l he nati\ es were deprived of work as today in America the hlingrN people 
commit crimes to satisfy their hunger and appetites. The disparity and injustice 
adversely attected the psyche of the young generation. Anger and fury at the 
inequalit\ and one sidedness of'such condition forced a recognizable number of 
the inhabitants to migrate to neighboring countries as workers. England. once 
an all powerful nation. was unable to fulfill the demands of' its own hungry 
people. Jimmmy's childhood friend Hugh immigrates. unwillingly, to China. 
forever, leaving his old helpless mother alone. I lugh wanted .limnl and .\Ikon 
both to accompany him in this juwrllc\ to a supposed brighter I'uture. But 
iimm refused to compl\ . though I iu1`1le presumed that there was no hope for 
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them in their own Country. Alison describes the dispute het CCn the t\\ o hosunl 
friends in the Iollu intz \\ cards: 
MASON: Well. Ilu.th was writing some novel or other, and he 
made up his mind he must go abroad — to China or some God 
forsaken place. IIe said that England was finished tur us. 
anv wa\ . All the old itl '  as hack .. . The only real hope 
~~ aS to 2et cut. and try somewhere else. lie \v anted us to go 
with him. but refused to go. There \\ as a terrible, hitter rm 
over it. Jimmy accused I luP11 of giving up. and lie thought it 
vas wrong to go off forever, and leave his mother all on her 
owwn. (39) 
I he range of Osborne's anger extends over everything, social. political. 
economic. educational, religious and psychological injustices in the society. 
Mans critics say that his large scale criticism dilutes the impression of anger 
over human mind. hut. indubitably. Osbo rne's \\isle scale antcr is .till 
irnpre,si' e ,Ilid purpose oriented. Alan Carter \\ rites: 
Osborne is criticized liar being angry with everything. b r 
spreading his attack so widely that he cannot in effect be really 
angry about everything .. .vet we must remember there is an 
intention behind that push, an intention to convince the people of 
the necessity to stand against everything in modern society MIIMI 
belittles the Individual, wastes his talents, and prexents him ;goinI 
lull rein to his emotional expression. What ( )shorne seeks is riot 
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to destroy the moral or social order but to create one 	hich \\ it 
give back to him it belief' in humanity. (24) 
his play exposes not only overall bankruptcy of it sevverelR shrunk 
British Empire and the despairing among, youth smouldering with anger over 
the treacherous and dissimulating ruling class. It also evidences the menace and 
rage in the minds and hearts of the unemployed against the smug and 
condescending bureaucrats. Injustice and intolerance give rise to anger. and 
anger provides an incentive for conflict. In a nut shell. Loo Back in Anger is 
an impartial picture of a prejudiced society. 'l'he play explores the leelin.1s ut 
anger. frustration and insecurity among the post- war youth in Britain. 
Look Back in Anger exposes the feeling of gender conflict and false 
pretension in the society. It displays growing women empo\\erment_ gradual 
decrease 0t' masculine power and weakening patriarchal hold from the 
traditional male-centered society. The play opens with two men Cliff and 
Jimmv( Jimnly and Cllft) engrossed in newspapers and it woman (Alison) 
wearing her hushand's red shirt. standing constantly at the iron- hoard 	itl) 
heap of clothes. 'l'he same scene is repeated \vhen I leIena enters the plan\ and 
replaces Alison as .limn)\ 's girl friend. The time has changed, women ha \ e 
changed but the situation and the nature of the work is same. 'I'he colour of the 
shirt that is worn h~' the women symbolically represents it power equation. 
I lelena is a representative of , such it yniirine power that throws the gauntlet 
n at male superiority. She screams in anger at men s inertia due to their 
unemployment and debility. 
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I IFL NA:... What's he been raving about now? Oh. what does 
it matter? Ile makes me want to claw his hair out by the roots. 
\W- hen I think of \0 hat you Will he going throu~1h a1 I'c\\ 
months, time - and all !Jr him! It is as it vuu'd dune him 
'prong! These men! ["Turning on Cliff] and all the time you 
just sit here, and do nothing. (51) 
"ho conclude, the play revolves around the theme of' interpersonal 
relationship, and an effect to regain the lost world, empire. virility and power to 
restore the patriarchal traditions over the emerging power of' feminism, the lilt 
to he lied by the British men on their own terms and conditiulls. 
Jimmy is an embodiment of' conflict. Ile is a misfit among reasonable 
people. lie detests life and the whole society in its social, political, economic, 
religious manifests. Iducation has disappointed him. His anger is directed at 
every one and everything offensive and fraudulent in society. I Ic is in conflict 
with the corrupt and dissembling religious and political leaders, the prejudiced 
press and fancy news papers. He is angry at academic and scientific 
establishment. lie is angry at English intelligentsia: 
.TIMMY: Oh. ye,. "i here's a Vaughan Williams. \\'eII. tlnit',, 
something, anvwa\ . Something strong, something simple. 
something English. I suppose people like me aren't supposed 
to he very patriotic. Somebody said- what was it- we get our 
cooking From Paris (that's a laugh), our politics from Moscow 
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and our morals from Port Said. Something like that. 
anvway.( 14) 
Jimmy is angry \vith the people Ii mg around hi iii . his mother- in- la~~. 
father-in-la 	and Brother Nigel. his 	n mother '\ ho prcI*Crs the ' ealth\ 
fashionable people . l lelena \\ ho loves with reservations, and v ithdra s in 
favour of' Alison . his week-kneed . spiritless wife . for her reticence. and 
treason, high-brow education, betrayal and separation. \ ith Cliff for his 
ignorance. He rages at church men. the Bishop, the religious traditions. the 
Christian soldiers, He is unhapp\ \\ ith the insecure future and predicament of 
educated \ outh who are employed due to cast and class prejudices. Porter is a 
spokesman of ' all that is v rong In the society and countr\ . I he anger is not 
personal. Instead it is the voice of the common jobless. frustrated and dejected 
an_r% \ oung Men of the post-war Britain. Not only he but all the characters 
look back in anger at the past. to the lost empire. squandered power, and 
forfeited honour. wasted opportunity, missing parents. children, companions. 
love. youth and social states. ihrou,h this play Osborne reveals the concealed 
evils of' society. Look Bark in Anger expressed the hopes and liars of the 
younger generation. and pictured their intense feeling and sealing passion \\ ith 
utnl~);t tide!it\. It is an admixture of both established traditions and nc\~ 
tendencies as also an amalgamate of auto-biographical elements. larttas\ and 
contemporareity. Osborne converts theatre into a viable platform for a vibrant. 
challenging and meaningful debate on post-war British society. The play 
displays the disillusionment and despair of individuals yearning to achieve 
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sonic meaning From life by xv-ay of establishing worthwhile personal 
relationships with people around them. Jimmy Porter's anger is in direct 
proportion to the seethin` rage expressed by the dramatist in a letter which 
follows: 
I'his is a letter of hate. It is fir \'ou. nl\ countrymen. 1 
mean those men of m countr% who have deli led It. l he men \1Ith 
manic fingers leading the sightless, feeble, betrayed body of my 
country to its death. You are its murderers. and there's little left 
in my own brain but the thoughts of murder for you .. . 
I fear death. I dread it daily. I cling wretchedl\ to life as 1 
have alwa\ s done. I fear death. but 1 cannot hate it as I hate ou. 
It is only \ eau I hate and those \\ ho let you live. function and 
prospers .. . 
There is a murder in iii' brain, and I carry a knife III Illy 
heart for every one of you. Macmillan. and you. (iaitskell you 
iiarticularl 	I wish we could hang, \ on all out. with your dirt' 
washing-). on v our damned ( )der-Neisse Line. and those sc en out 
of ten Americans. too .. . 
l 111 then. damn von. I :ngland. You're rotting II( 	and 
quite soon you'll disappear . . . but all I can offer you is my 
hatred. You will be untouched hN that, for \'ou are untouchable. 
Untouchable. unteachable. impregnable. 
Believe mc. 
In sincere and utter hatred. 
JUG-IN OSBORNE. (Taylor, J.R. ed. 68-69) 
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CHAPTER III 
THE ENTERTAINER: 
The Generation Gap and the Travails of Forgotten Stage 
Heroes 
The Entertainer performed by English Stage Company at Royal Court 
Theatre on tenth of April 1957 is one of the most successful plays to be written 
in Brechtian framework. The drama deals with frustration and disappointment 
rooted deeply in three generations (Billy Rice. Archie Rice and Frank 
respectively) of people living in post war England. The absurdity of human 
existence , futility of monotonous life and disgusting materialistic rush of the 
modern world; rapidly changing cultural values ; antagonism against 
hypocrisy in politics, anger at the illogical, unnatural arguments, displeasure 
at the increasing indecent fashion in modern women and their anxiety for 
physical beauty: indignation at the gradual loss of patriotic values, lack of 
belief in God and increasing attraction for existentialism in the younger 
generation are some of Osborne's themes. They are highlighted in the instant 
play also. 
The dilapidated condition of the music- hall where cliches collapse with 
increasing regularity illustrates the decadent state of England. Osborne's play 
manifests nostalgia in the characters who recall the lost glory and ponip of the 
great empire which had diminished into the small island of Britain after 
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decolonization. 'l he renowned theatre personality Laurence Olivier played the 
formidable role of' the leadinu character Bill\ Rice. John Ileilpern iH: .IH/i/ 
Osborne: A Patriot/or (_.'s observes: 
lie turned up for a drink. looking Sunn\ in his immaculate 
summer suit, and I recognized him from a thousand roles. He had 
twice played Billy Rice, the decent Edwardian father of Archie in 
The Entertui,ier and the play's symbol of lost England. (88) 
John Osborne in a decor note to The Entertainer denoting its symbolic 
meaning writes: 
'Ihe music-hall is d\in`u. and with it. a significant part oI l.nuland 
Some of the heart of Lngland has gone: something that once 
belonged to everyone, for this \\ as truly a folk art. In writing this 
play , I have not used some of the techniques of the music-hall in 
order to exploit an effective trick. but because I believe that these 
can solve some of the eternal problems of time and space that 
lace the dramatist. and. also. it has been relevant to the stot\ and 
setting .Not only has this technique its own tradition,. its O\\ ii 
convention and symbol. Its own mystique, it cuts right across the 
restrictions of the so-called naturalistic stage. Its contact is 
immediate, vital and direct. (Decor note) 
According to Allan Carter The Entertainer like Look Buck in Anger is 
"A drama of people. an expression and understanding of their problems and 
despair".(67 ) 'l'his play is softer in expression but deeper in feeling and emotion 
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than Loh 13uc in .lnL'c i . 1•rustr;rtion and anger are evident in all characters 
the pla\. Individually too they suI'1 r trom problems and dejection. ] hev hie 
their pain and conceal their grievance, under the mask cat happy gins and hlu~ 
13ill\ Rice is Frustrated at the decline of I.d wardian magnificence. allluence al 
honour. Archie Rice is dejected because he is unlucky and 'dead behind t 
e\e'. A tailure. he has no Future to look Forward to. Phoebe is disappointed 
she is ui lv and has forfeited the love of her husband: Jean is defeated as It 
fiance is absolutely a mismatch. a total contrast to her ideal. She is grieving ft 
her line and her mother. Graham ti:els thwarted because he could not succee 
in persuading his belu\ cd to marry. Mick is dead and l rank is Furious an 
worried that he has lost his brother. Brother Bill is agitated that Archie i, 
reluctant to leave I :nland tier Canada and is destined to destro\ hin»el1'. l:\ er\ 
character suClcrs from a personal conflict. with Friction and rage becoming the 
essence of'Osborne's drama The Eeotwtai►,er. 
The play commences with it conllict between a woman's paramour and 
her son. chaos in atmosphere: the scream of 'a woman. yell ot'a man, the sound 
of clash, crash. blows, bangs of' the door and a muffled voice. Osborne 
presents this pandcmoniunn in the tullu ing words: 
Fhere are shouts and screams. The noise oF a oman tr in to 
separate two men. her son and her lover perhaps. Cries of ..Oh 
leave him alone! Don't! Please don't! Leave him alone"....'there 
is it crash and the sounds of blo s. lie pauses again. and then 
goes on. The woman screams Foodl\, this time. lie pauses again, 
turns back, and shouts down there over the banister rail "Do N uu 
mind being quiet down there. please". Ile pauses. but there is no 
response. " Will you kindly stop making all that noise' ... "Wh\ 
don't v ou shut v our great big old gob. ou poor. bloody Old 1ol" 
A mans voice is heard . uncut and heated .A door hangs. 
and the nOISL is uiutfled. (12) 
the clamorous environment in the room in this tread- house symbolizes 
the chaos in modern world. The violation of rules and regulation, degrading 
values ol' culture and virtues, prevailing le \ti dress in society and illicit extra 
marital relationship, fractured feeling of love and marriage causing discord and 
clash in the tamale. lethargy and inertia in people. overwhelming terror cat 
silence, lack of response and break do\\ n ol meaningful communication point 
to a ', itu,rtiOf akin to absurd. the plu\ . on the whole. re' ol\ c, around these 
central issues. 
The Entertainer like his previous play Look I3ack in Anger is a one man 
pla\. John Osborne spent his full energy in the creation oC Archie Rice. the 
central t gure who becomes the object of attraction tax the audience and the 
minor characters of the play. But some critics contradict the reasoning claiming 
the ubiquitous .Jean to he the central character of the play. I ier existence makc, 
Archie Rice alive and po\\ertul. I-he\ ma\ he right, in the sense. her emergence 
as a strong character energizes the play and enlorces Archie to react but it 
would he inappropriate to consider her as the central figure of the play'. 
Osborne foregrounds Archie s figure thus: 
•\rchic Rice is about fill\. Ilis hair is brushed flat. almost gre\ 
He ears elasse, and has a slight stoop. from it kind of offhand 
pedantry which he originally assumed thirty years ago when he 
left one of those minor public day schools in London. which have 
usually managed to produce sonic raffish middle etas' 
adventurers as well as hank manaer; ;end pocts.t 
Archie. the music -hall comedian, is it man 'dead behind the eves', lie 
conceals his pain, sorrows and melancholy under a mask of deceptive laughter 
and the happy `ins. Ile is livid with himself as well as with the sterile and inert 
suciet\ around him. Ile is out of' luck and his rancour against the family at 
hone and frustration at the stage are hitter results of his non success in life. The 
more he tries and the more he struggles the less he gains. Billy Rice explains 
his predicament: "1Ic's going to conic a cropper Fin alI'aid. And prett' ,o;,n 
too. I le's bitten oft' more than he can chew''.( 19) Archie is not talented like his 
brother bill and daughter Jean. 1-iis own lather claims:" I spent thousands of' 
pounds on his education. Went to the same school as me. and his brother. 
I housands of'pounds. He wasn't one of these scholarship people like \,ou."(19) 
In the words of John Russell Taylor: 
We can never he sure how tar he is really it victim of' the world 
around him and how tar he is creator oI his own situation: 
basically. it seem;, he never was talented and he could nr'.cr have 
dune much better than he is doing now. catering Ior the decadent 
tastes of' modern audience.( 86) 
Archic's grouse stems from idcntit. loss in the modern materialistic 
%. orld. lie lacks courage to react and struggles restlessIN to discover his status 
in society and the class he belongs to. 
lie smiles kindly at this simplicity, knowing himself to belong to 
no class and plays the part as %\ell as he knows how" 
(Osbornc34) 
As the protagonist he is supportive of his tatnily. but his hcha lour ith 
even individual member of the household, at various staecs. differs. and his 
relationship with them. occasionally. is unsure, diffident yet patronizing. Ibis 
attitude towards the individuals around him reveals the pressure of 
responsibility on his mind and conflict of' various ambitions within himself 
regarding insecurities of the future. Osborne portrays him in the following 
\Vords: 
lie liuhtl patronizes his hither. \\horn lie admires deeplN. Ile 
patronizes his wile. Phoebe. whom he pities wholeheartedly. It is 
this which has prevented him from leaving her t\\ent\ Nears ago. 
Or. is it simply because, as many people would suggest. he lacks 
the courage? Anv.  ay. he makes no secret of his perennial affairs 
with other women _ real or fictitious. It is part of his pit%. part of 
his patronage. part of' his personal m\th. Ile patronizes his elder 
son (rank, who lacks his own brand of' indulgences. stoicism and 
brat ura, and fir %\ horn he has an almost unreal pantomime 
affection. In contrast, his patronage of his daughter .lean is more 
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\vr}. sly, and unsure. lie suspects her Illtelll;gence. a\vare that shy 
may he stronger than the rest of them. (34) 
1hougll Archie is uncertain, a lack luster comedian in a defunct music-hall vet 
he is devious . The basic problem is that he is unable to make real connect with 
his lanitiv. John Russell Taylor observes in this context: 
..on the realistic level we have the story of Archie Rice. a corny. 
lading comedian playing in a holyday show called Rock,nr Roll 
.Veit 'cl Look at a large seaside town. Ile is. \\ e gradual I' learn. ,I 
hollow man. unable to make real contact with an one-his lather 
13111\. \~honl he loves but who maddens him. his wife. who he 
pities...L ie uses his comic persona to ward off' any one who may 
\\ant to look him straight in the face and, cornered as he is. lie 
can he completely unscrupulous.( 84) 
I'he achievements of a man depends not only on his diligence and 
intelligence, it is destiny . good and bad, that is also responsible I<~r his success 
or failure. Archie is baulked by a stead stream of mislortunes which impale 
his aspirations to reach the top. Bilk 's statement in this concern is enough to 
prove it: 
You can't all get to the top. You can't make your own luck. Me. I 
was always luck-\. alwa\ s was. ( 44) 
Unl'ortunatcl\, Archie's failure perturbs the tanlil\. Billy is disenchanted 
and Phoebe is Frustrated. Grievances puncture their nlelanchol\ discourse. 
.Archie's trouble is that "I-le al~va'vs builds everything up. And it nee er ttlrli, 
out. (45) Archie's non-success lies in his aversion to counsel and a blind 
mindless race to ards an uncertain oal rcgardlc' of e nscglucncc, I he sole 
reason tier his abject failure la\ in his lack of acceptance of acts that \\crc so 
obvious to others. obstinacy and futile clinging to the music-hall which had 
already been declared dead and finished. In this respect Osborne's protagonist 
can be held accountable for his self-destruction and misfortunes. I-le is finished 
years ago. because "he won't listen to anybody". ( 45) 
Archie like Jima is burning in seething anger. but the basic diftcrence 
bet~~ecn them lies in linunw's abusive and vituperative proclis its and 
Archie's cool and reserve. It is illustrated in his tears shed in isolation: sad 
laughter and resort to wine to drown sorrows. Ile alone carries the burden of 
his griefl sharing it with no one. even his wile. the reason may be traced to his 
distrust on people or his introverted personality. Phoebe explains that "about 
anything. Ile never tells me anything now, he just tells me not to worry, and 
says nothing'. (-1>) No doubt. Archie is unluck>. but he is his own enenl'. "I IC 
hasn't got an enemy in the world whos done him the harm he'. done 
himself."(46) Bills felt that the reason behind the chaos and economic crisis of 
the 1an11Iv was mismanagement. lie states: 
I he trouble with you people is you don't know how to carry on 
properly. that's your problem. (live the girl a chance: she's got 
her own life to lead. (47) 
Brother Bill also disapproved of' Archie's lackadaisical litc style for he 
often frond him penniless. Archie was pcc\ ed 	ith his atlluCnt brother ti 
suggesting an escape from the slougl: of' the music-hall comedy and a move to 
a better Iife in Canada. Osborne employs the trope of the shift from fngland to 
Canada or some other land as shift of power equatam I'ronm IHm~fand in 
Back iii Anger he prompts I lugh. Jimmy's friend. to migrate to China. 
Ilowwcvcr. Archie rebuffs his proposal because life holds no attraction for him. 
Ile prefers incarceration to the Canadian sojourn. Critics believed that he was 
spiritually paralysed. Mary McCarthy observes in an article A New Word: 
Archie. the head of this dissolving household. has been dead a 
long time and floated off into film) unreal distances. beyond the 
pull of gravity, with the spotlight still playing on hint. picking 
him out. like some powerful telescope. Nothing can happen to 
Archie any more because he is a spook. dead. as he says, behind 
the e' es. Archie is eternity, steadily doing his routine, grinding 
out his grinning patter. like the salt-mill that fell into the sea. 
(1'a• for 159) 
Archie is a s comd rate. music-hall comedian who masquerades and 
pities himself and lacks the motivation to perform, \\ell because the aaIlcr% of 
onlookers does not pay money commensurate to good talent. I knee he 
entertains the shahh\ and cheap audiences with mean and vulgar jokes suitable 
to their taste. I lis anger is directed at the injustice that lirrces him to accept this 
inferior status a~uainst his will. 
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According to Al Ian Carter: 
The deadpan face. the endless affairs with young girls, and his 
fondness tier Double Bass all disguise the luct that whilst he is 
forced to accept the second rate lie is not reconciled to. (64 
Osborne's depiction of Archie highlights the plight of artists in sociiet\ 
and the abjectness of' music halls thus exposing the ramshackle condition of 
theatre in post- ar Tneland. Though Archie's bitterness with the audience is 
the result of his disparagement. dishonesty, ruthlessness he still entertains deep 
nostalgic feelings for the past. Katharine .1. Worth in The Angri Young Man 
opines: 
For all his cynicism and general unscrupulousness. this .eed\ 
artist is a visionary:  he has had to accept the second-rate. but he is 
not reconciled to it. I Ie is haunted b memories of' what the music 
hall had once hcen. (Taylor 108) 
Archie is a sad example of an individual who has become immune to 
feel in 	and rnuutiun•. a soulless automation in search of' pure fcelinu. spirit. 
hope and strength which he had once found in the face of a black fat ugly 
Negress. singing in a bar. lie wishes every individual heart to he enlightened 
\Kith the light of' pure feeling and spirit lost \ears ago 	itIt the \ oinie of 
materialism. While talking to Jean. his educated daughter and Ic ti-\\ ing 
advocate, he gives full expression to his feeling. disappointment, restlessness 
and thirst for the pure spirit in the following words: 
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ARL'HI[: But if ever I saw any hope or strength in the face of 
human race. it \\as in the face of that old fat Negress getting up to 
sing about Jesus or something like that. She was poor and lonely 
and oppressed like nobody Nuu've ever known. Or me. for that 
matter. I never even liked that kind of music. but to See that old 
black \bore sinuin her heart out to the \\hole world. \.)u kne\\ 
SOIlleho in your heart that It didn't matter how much you kick 
people. how much }ou despise them, if they can stand up and 
make a pure. just natural noise like that, there's nothing wrong 
with them. only with everybody else. 1 y never heard anything 
like that since. I've never heard it here ... Years ago. poor old 
gubbins. But you won't hear it arlv\\ here no . I don't :uhh">C 
we'll ever hear it again. There's nohod\ who can feel like that .. . 
If I'd done one thin, as good as that in m' whole life. I'd lime 
been all right.(70-7 I) 
Though he insists constantly that he is dead behind the eyes, impervious. 
inditt'erent and anaesthetized. hut, in fact, his inner self is alert, cognizant and 
responsive like any artist. Ile feigns happiness to give expression to feeling. 
and kindle in the spectator a similar spirit that he feels fir Ii lc. Katharine .1. 
Worth comments  oil the relationship bet%kaen the lather and daughter thus: 
So tar she and her father are in s\ mpath\ . since Archie. beneath 
his processional mask, is indubitably a man of feeling. But they 
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part company on their ideas o hu\\ feeling should he expressed. 
(Taylor 110) 
Osborne maintains in the introductory note in Declaration that "I want 
to make people tel. to give them lessons in feeling. The thinking can come 
atrer\\ aril'". Implementing this technique he ctuplog s Brcchiian form to 
harness the feeling of bitterness in his afflicted protagonist. The draniati,t 
impels him to hide his anger and frustration against corruption in modern 
society under deceptive gins. In the words of Katharine J. Worth: 
We. the audience, are drawn into the heart of the play by this 
device. We are made to feel. by direct contact, what it means to 
be Archic Rice. the Entertainer: we are in a better position to 
understand his bitterness.( lay for I l t ) 
According to Allan Carter: 
Archie has left anger long behind. onl\ ironic detachment 
remains, his professional mask hides his bitterness he is he and 
reach. Archie gains our sympathy in the same \\a\ that Jimmy 
Porter did. (64) 
Uiplomatic and tactful he uses drink as a mask to hide the reality rooted 
deeply in the heart. After Mick's expected murder, the mask temporarily slips 
to re cal his true self. I Its sense of failure as a respected guardian of the 1'annil\. 
economic crisis, and splintered values of a patriarchal societ\ . \\ ithdrav al I'ronn 
his role of champion of the theatre, loss of identity in a class- based ;octet\ 
terror of silence, search for pure feeling, spirit of love and humanity contribute 
to his bitterness. Not only Archie but every member of the I'anliI' undcrioes 
Irustration and it State elf uncertainty 
I.rank. Archie's elder son. is no patriot. lie represents the third 
generation. A revolutionary who trusts neither dissembling politicians nor the 
ro~altvv. he denounces the go N ernment's decree to light in Egypt. Like his 
tither (frank too prefers imprisonment to fatal encounters in combat for the 
sake o1' duplicitous leaders and unscrupulous royalty. 1 Ie is a\N are that both 
promote the bloodshed of the passionate youthful militia for their personal 
selfish interests. Archie orries. Phoebe is restless. and frank is frustrated and 
confused. Osborne describes his predicament through the li~llo ing lines: 
PI10l:13E_: Ile plays the piano in one of these late- night drinking 
places. lie doesn't seem to kno\\ x\ hat to do 	ith himself. 
Since he came out of that place. That damned prisun.( 31) 
Frank mirrors the contused. exasperated, angry laid offs of post-war 
Britain. 	"I`hroumh him Osborne advocates universal human equal it\ and 
rejection of misguided Cake nationalism which tilstcrs enmity with neighboring 
countries and impedes advancement. I he rel rence to the Suez crisis and its 
allernlath has been employed to accentuate the urgency of it panacea. it need 
ignored b} opportunistic governmental machinery. Frank gives full expression 
to the lecling of' anger and frustration alter the assassination of his younger 
brother. Mick. by wogs. the black Europeans. 
au 
FRANK: The bastards! The rotten bastards! they'' \e killed hint! 
IheN'vc killed %lick! Those bloody wogs- the' 'e murdered 
him. Oh. the rotten bastards! (7, 3) 
Osborne enlploks indecent and vituperative language used b%' the man 
on the street to explain the anger festering in the heart of the post modern 
generation and reflect the xveakening hold of patriarchal system over the 
individual. Ile further intended to mirror the collapsed social decorum and 
dNini traditional ethical values of refined pre-ar culture in post modern 
England. Archie \sho is Full of' pain and dejection behaves like an abnormal 
human being trapped in an absurd lo' eless match. Sinking in melancholy he 
takes rclupe in blocs. 
ARCHIE: (Slow 'l singing a blues) -Oh. Lord. I don't care \\here 
they bury in body. 'cos nt\ soul's going to live with 
God!(73) 
Phoebe too is afraid of death. and old age. She is unsure oh' here death 
'vould strike her or ghat happens to her hod y in the rotten streets of kngland. 
Old age home culture where the rejected older generation is sheltered semis to 
tier no more than the church \\'here people murder themselves. Fear of death 
and an uncertain future stalk almost all the characters of' the play . Harold 
Pinter's The Birth /civ Party is the finest example of insecurity where Stanley. 
the bourgeois artist. is continuously pursued by death. and neither home nor the 
shelter of a mother's lap could protect him. Lilt'. is a meaningless space where 
~,S 
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n►an is breed to Ii \ e "ithout another option. '1 he p1a\ T'hc Enleriui,w r reflects 
a similar leelinz as expressed hN Allan Carter in his book Jo!,,, Osborne: 
it is an indictment aitainst Archie. it bitter social criticism. and at 
the ,amc time. an expression of the \\ icicr theme cal' frustration 
\\ ith the increasing meaningless of it life lived in mindless sell -
absorption. (65) 
f he play represents three generations, Billy Rice. it left out of the 
Ec1\\ardian era in his twilight \ears. Archie Rice. a remnant of frustrated pre-
\\ar Leneration. and Frank. a representative of the post war angr\ hand of 
people. Billy recalls the Edwardian affluence of Great Britain ..\rcl►ic misses 
the past and fears the future. but Frank is trapped in stranger mysterious' alIs 
of past and future. Behind the conflict ol'generations is the clash of' culture and 
civilization. Bill\ Rice advocates established Christian ethics: patriotism 
pleases him and he favours human values that have been lost in the shadowy 
dust of modern fashion. Ile finds the present uuth nurtured in uncultured, 
indecent. beastly 'clues. The are breathing in a mad house, an animal farm. 
Ile gives expression to his anger in the following words: 
BILLY: I'II bet thev'~'e left the front door open. Born in fields. 
they are...Prohahlc were born in fields. Animals. (Back to 
chair and sits do' n). Like animals. Wild animals. (14). ft's a 
blood% farm-`ard this place... Blood> farm-yard. They \\ant 
locking up.. You know who she's got upstairs. in \lick's old 
room. don't \ou'' Some black let low. It's true. I tell you. 
Vou'Ve come to a mad- house thi; t me. I 151 
l'o Bill\ !Rice this uncared mad-house is England ,\here only disturbing 
noises and 	fatal h\ pocris remain. Peace and calm have vanished with the 
\\ inged chariot of time. I Ie states: 
BI1.LY: I've never known such a draughty bloody place. 
l:\ crvbodv leaves the windows and doors open. I don't 
believe that's health\. I tell vou. you come in one door and 
you get blown out other. (29) 
[he insult of the national flag h) an angry young ;generation and 
irreverence to national heroes by them displeases him. Ile attributes this 
inadmissible behaviour to the rising culture of'issatisfaction in \oath. lack oI' 
opportunities, class barrier and double-dealing of politicians exploiting them 
for their own sale. Bill\ says: 
PH l.Y: When I was \'ganger, every man —and ever \ man wore a 
hat in those days. didn't matter if he was a lord or a butcher — 
every man used to take his hat oil when he passed the 
Cenotaph. kvcn in the has. No\%adays I've \catehed people 
just go past it. not even a look. I I von took the !lag, oil of it I 
expect they'd sit clown and cat their sandwiches on it. ( 79) 
Phoebe raises the question ot'dispatching young boys to the battle field. 
liar discourse hi \ ours uni\ crsa humanism. equalit\ and fraternity. l he agony 
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and trauma of families affected b% wasted young lives and unpalatable deaths 
gets mentioned thus' 
I'I 1( )1.131':... I don't know 	'Ii' the send these boys out to do 
the tighting. They arc just kids ... (79) 
In this play Osborne exposes changes in values and irresolution in 
patriotic fervour. \Vhcn the Edwardian generation Celt proud to tight for the 
country, the post modern generation feels defeated and is reluctant to tight. The 
conflict becomes clearwith to statements mentioned by the play \\ right in this 
play. Billy sings the song of' grandeur and an anthem of pomp and pu\%er. 
BILLY: 'On and Christian soldiers 
\larching as to ar 
\Vith the Cross o1'Jesus 
Going on before. 
Christ the Royal Master 
Fight against the ti c 
Forward into battle ... (41) 
Archie's tatnily cries and laments and Frank sings his blues: Bring back 
his body, and bun in England. 
FRANK: Bring hack his body, and bur\ him here. 
Bring back his bud>, in an aero plane. 
But don't even talk to inc. 
l hose playing fields of Eton 
I lave really got us beaten ... (74) 
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While Billy's song is celebratory and inspirational encouraging the 
soldiers, Frank's blues are solemn, melancholic, and elegiac. The spirit behind 
them is defeatist. It is the sense of defeat in various spheres of life that causes 
anger and hatred in people for their so called political icons, religious legends 
and royalty. The play is a psychoanalytical scrutiny of Osborne's denigration 
of royalty and vilification of queen's patronage of the country. lie ironically 
prays to God for her safety because neither site nor the fellow countrymen are 
safe in her regime. 
JEAN: They're all looking after us. We're all right, all of us. 
Nothing to worry about. We're all right. God save the 
queen.(31) 
Osborne christens various famous pubs of the country with royal names. 
Ironically these pubs arc hotbeds of evil, places of immorality and license, lie 
makes fun of Queen, Duke and the Prince through Archie: 
ARCHIE: I've played in front of them all! "The Queen". The 
Duke of Edinburgh", "The Prince of Wales". and the —what's 
the name of that other pub? Blimey, that went better first 
house .(31) 
His anger at royalty comes out in Jean's words after Mick's death: 
JEAN: You don't need to took at me! I've lost a brother too. Why 
do people like us sit here, and just lap it all up. why do boys 
die, or stoke boilers. why do we pick up these things, what are 
we hoping to get out of it, what's it all in aid of- is it really 
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just fir the sake of a `glo\ ed hand \\ a\ ing at you t'ronl a 
`olden coach?(78) 
Alan Carter \rites in his hook John Osborne: 
Osborne ridicules royalty more cruelly than he does religion. tat' 
lie suggests that religion has some Value but that a monarchic 
system in a socialist country is. at best, a strange paradox. 
Osborne attaches no blame to the "ro\ al personatcs" tliein,e l\ e 
sympathising with what calls "ro\ al satellite in a space of , infinite 
and endurin<.? boredom". Ills satire is directed against those who 
support such nonsense. against the glibness of the smooth 
television commentator in The Blood of the 13anzber•gs: ... we 
shall be privileged to watch the most solemn occasion in our 
national life- a royal wedding-. This is the pathetic idolatry which 
Osborne wishes to expose. and he does so in his usual Ijtshion. 
bright splashy waves of words focusing Our attention III) the 
tri\ ialit\ of it all.( 139) 
Osborne himself writes on this subject in an article Declaration: 
1 have called Royalty religion the "national swill" because it is 
poisonous. what an old vegetarian I used to know would call 
"foodless food", or. as Orwell alight ha \ e put it. the leader 
writers and the bribed ossip mongers ha \ e onl\ to rattle their 
sticks in the royalty bucket for most of their reader` to put their 
heads do \\n in this trough o1' Queen worship. their tail, turned 
against the world. It doesn't seem as Cluln\ an more 
(MaschlerG8) 
Osborne dislikes not only the queen and the Tories but the Labour 
government too, because the dream of the real Welfare State collapsed, and 
England could not come out of the chaos rotating power between the two 
prominent political parties. Whiyg, and 'l'ory. lie scverel} admonishes the 
vounger generation for their meaningless indulgences, nlerr\-slaking and 
senseless proclivities. He believes it was unl\ "the older generation \\ho talked 
sense'". 'l'he reasons of conflict among generations in this play are perceived 
unambiguously by the readers and the audience, lie gets angry with the youth 
but s\ nlpathizes vv ith the older one depicted by Billy Rice. since he is to him 
mercy an object of'svmpath\. 
Osborne creates the character of Billy Rice. a survivor from the good old 
dais of music hall. like Colonel Redfern, an unsolicited lrolll the Fd\lardian 
era to locus his anger at the disgruntled and insensitive modern generation. It i, 
Bills Rice who resents modern culture and is caught in controversies \\ ith 
almost every character of the play. 'l he love and clash among lovers, conflict 
between son and mother evoke the tirade: "Probably were born in fields. 
Animals''. (14). I us discourse with Jean explains Billy's consternation with the 
modern generation and the essential difference in their outlook and disposition. 
Ile says to Jean: 
BILLY: 1 go for a vv alk. Or 1 ego to the club.....ou get Some of the 
wives then. But they're mostly old timers like me. ..I )un't 
lvJ 
suppose it would appeal much to youngsters like %ourself'.i 
As lather a• soli is a common proverb. :'\ sun general lx reeei%es 
temperament, behaviour, instinct. intelligence and culture from his parents. 
Frank's disobedience and insolence towards his father. Archie. is an 
unavoidable consequence of Archie's attitude towards his father 13i11~. 
ARCIIIL: II'you can dodge all the cliches dropping like bats from 
the ceiling. you might pick up something from me. 
(RANK: Well. plent% of'others have picked it up from '.uu. 
A RC' lIll.: just von remember Fm \our lather. 
1 RANK: When (lid you remember it?( 62) 
his is the acrimonious resultant of modern culture which has fractured 
the patriarchal structure into pieces and created chaos and breach in families. 
Archie's confession to his daughter Jean o1 his worries about his son Frank 
ho rarely gives him attention provides a full expression 01'what he feels. Bill\ 
recall: the glorious past. compares the ne\% and old alucs. prcitcst. .it the 
decliiaine standard of' British culture: and utters a lone tirade: 
1311.1.}': Iles a sort of in-between. Ile wasn't one of us real old 
timers. and he wasn't one of these new five minute wonders 
kith it microphone. 1'hey*\'e got no real personality now. 
all had our o nl st\le, our own songs. -and we were all 
English. It was dilierent. \Ve all knew what the rules were. 
We knew what the rules were. and even it We ,lent hall' our 
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time making people laugh at 'em we never seriously Suggested 
that anyone should break them. A real pro is a real man .. . 
1-Ic's like the general run 01 people. oiil\ he's a lot more Iike 
them than they are themselves. il' you understand me...( I o 
Jean.) 1 always used to say to him, we all used to say: 'Eddie-
always be good to the people on the way up. because Vogl may 
ii eet them on the way du\vn.(8I ) 
On the other hand. post- modern England encourages its inhabitants not 
to bother. feel or love. not to expect help from strangers who rush by. Osborne 
desire,, to restore the lost culture ul'dianit\. sublime thought and humanitarian 
ethics in human life. Bill \' Rice appears to he the voice of' Oshurnc's inner soul. 
John Russell l avlor rightly says: "Anger' is, in tact, again the key note of 
Osborne's comment on the modern world." ( 85) The Entertainer- 	is a 
reflection of Osborne's anger at the modern culture which is deeply entrenched 
in the society. "l To quote Alan Carter: 
the \\ork of the " Angry Yount Men" revitalized English 
literature because by expressing a conception oI ho \\ IitC 
actually was and by suggesting \hat that Ii  could possihl\ he 
they rejected a pattern of existence which had hecomc tot) lirnll\ 
entrenched in our societv.( 30) 
Hu\\ ever. Osborne's angry attitude towards society. his bitter but 
realistic comments on perfidious politics and deviating religious rites. vitriolic 
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tirades against coarse and lewd culture nurturing rapidly in younger generation 
are rooted in a commendable set of principles. 
In The hzierczI10 Osborne emerges as a keen angry observer cat 
suciet\. who criticizes both men and women. I Io\\ e\ er he IS 1101 as cen-,c)riui, 
as in Look Buck in Auger. Ills diatribe against women consists in 111i)cl.itl -`, their 
pretensions and misguided proclivities. Osborne wanted women to be aware of 
issues such as economic recession. political crisis and cultural degradation in 
the country. but found them shackled within narrow personal confines. The 
trend cal' women emp1cmmeWt rising rapidly in society also comes under attack. 
lie did not approve of women's working with men in big companies. Ile 
disliked the chance in ethical values 01' culture \\;here modern women dared to 
cross limits in principles ill the mad rush towards materialism. morel to earn 
their livelihood. Billy's rage at the club is self evident. Osborne honours those 
women who respect themselves. In a clash of modern and I:d vardian cultures 
he strongly advocates the second one. Overcome by nostalgia tr the past he 
enlpatheticall\ and sincerel\ compliments Edwardian ladies, and their clignit\ 
and lash ion. 
BILLY: They were graceful. the-, had m\ster\ and di~mnit\. `Vh\ 
when a woman Lot Out of a cab. she descended. Descended. 
And v on put y our hand out to her smartiv to help her down. 
Look at them today. I lave you ever seen a woman get out of a 
car? Well. ha v e you? I have. and I don't want to see it again. 
thank: v on very much.(33) 
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Marriage, hvpergamv and gender conflict are some of the serious 
concerns in almost all the major plays of Osborne. Look Back in Anger. The 
Litte►•tainer, Luther. each one explores this issue in detail. Look Back in Anger 
revolves around hvpergamy and mismatched relationship. JimmN ..1 scnsiti\ e 
husband from working class and Alison. an irresponsible \\ile lronm the middle 
class. An angry .limmv remains pleading and in tears li)r the peace that he 
never gets. Luther revolts against the prohibition of marriage for monks. 10 
him women are one source of happiness in the world. Ile gets married to a nun 
Katherine. it earing wife who gives him happiness, satisfaction and peace in his 
tit. The Entertainer tot), raises the issue of hvpergam\ and conflict. Jean 
breaks her engagement with Graham. an affluent. well-bred, well-educated 
indi\ ideal from the middle class because they clashed over' ital issues of Iit'c. 
Osborne seems to disapprove inter-caste and inter-class marriage. The broad 
mindedness pro\ ided by modern culture and sensibility only serves to confuse 
the younger generations. The problem gets aggravated when the elite and the 
middle class restrict entr\ of plebeians into their snobbery laden high society. 
In this warped mental development these classless educated youngsters lose 
their real identity. Osborne has expressed his concern for this affair through 
.leans conflict with her liancc Graham. Jean refuses to marry him a; the 
belong to two totally different worlds. Graham is accustomed to opulence and 
luyur\ while she is a working woman. Consequently there are fissures and gaps 
in their outlook to life. Graham tries to persuade her with worldly attractions. 
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its ',our background and you were brought up in it, but there are better. more 
w orthvthile things in life" (84). Jean rebuffs his request: 
JEAN: I'm sorry. Graham. I'm staving with Phoebe. I told ou 
I'd reall\ made up m\' mind bcfbre I lelt. I can't marry you. 
and I don't want to any more. (84) 
Further she tells the reason in a f rthri<izht manner: 	'\e live dil lCrentl\ . 
You and I don't even draw breath in the same v a\ ". (84 ). l Ian Carter 
observes: 
Graham damns himself with his Own words about "making a 
good thing of it" and "living a decent life". Jean refuses to 
commit emotional suicide by returning to Graham and prefers to 
live with the family". (70) 
Osborne not unl\ dissents with family' interference in 'ucce»I. iI 
by pergamv but also decries dowry system. a curse of society because it has 
deep roots in greed and desire. He ridicules intellectuals '' ho favour this evil. 
Archie comments can Jean making fun other thus: 
.ARCIIIE: Well. I should have thought engagements were a bit 
sub-urban for intellectuals like you anyway. You'll be getting 
a motor-cycle and side-car next. ( 9 ) 
Love and lug alt\ are the essence of happy matrinion\ . Adultcr\ is Iatal 
to a sensitive woman of principle. Even today. majority of women advocate 
victorian traditions. Jean's mother represents those women \'. ho prefer death to 
adultery. She could not tolerate the nightmare of Archie's illicit relationship 
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\p ith Phoebe. Archie s betra\ al caused tier to die and lea\ e Jean an orphan. I ler 
separation. tears and death felt a deep impression upon Archie's mental state. 
He \chispers the incident to Jean: 
ARCI lIE: Your mother caught me in bed with Phoebe. (Pause)... 
Your mother walked out. she walked out just like that. She 
was what you'd call a person ut-- a person of principle. She 
knew hmv people should behave, and there were no t\\0 \\a \s 
about it. She never ti►rr~aive m 	.m\\ av...An\way, it Ic\\ 
months later she was dead itnci that was that. She tclt 
everything deeply. your mother. Much more deeply than I did. 
Perhaps we could have worked it out between us. (69-70) 
After her death Archie i,.ut married with Phoebe who accepted Jean 
as her step-daughter. Phoebe tried to treat her s\nlpathetically like a mother but 
she could not overcome the Feminine weakness of natural jealOLIS\. I Ile Ieelin. 
of strangeness raises its head when the are in conflict on small things. Jean's 
words to Plt ehc --but be sensible" shatters all pretence oF love and 
motherhood. They clash thus: 
JEAN: 1 know, love. Things have been tough. But he sensible. 
yoti- ve got to keep on. 
PI IOT.RF: Don't tell me to he sensible. Jean. 
JIh.AN: I'm sorry. dear. I didn't mean it like that--.- 
P1 IOl BI.: Don't tell we to he sensible! You're it s'\cct uirl. lean. 
and I'm very fond ot you. Rut you're not even m\- own 
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daughter. I WOU kin 't tale that Irclnl \lick or I rank. and 
the\ 're my cox\ n. (48 ) 
the second conflict between them takes place in Act Two when Phoebe 
shows her attraction towards Brother Bill, and Jean disapproves of her. Allan 
Carter interprets it as a conflict between a stepdaughter and a stepmother. lie 
writes: 
Phoebe is annoyed with .lean who is rather condescending 
to\\ards her stepmother. and Jean i; unable to restrain herscl1 
when Phoebe begins to trot out the supposed virtues ol' Archie`" 
successful barrister brother. (68) 
Jean is sceptical clt'rich snobs. A sense of jealousy as well as humiliation 
enhanced by poverty becomes the root cause in this encounter. Jean cannot 
stand the manner in which brother 13111 patronises the Family. She ridicules 
Phoebe thus: 
JEAN ... It's just that I know exactly ho \\ I1ncle Bill patted 
\"ollr arm- dust III the sally \\a\ he'd \\alt on the Illell ai. 
Christmas when he was in the army. So democratic. so 
charming. so English. (51) 
The play debunks the relegation of' women to second class citizens in 
marriages under the patriarchal system. Injustice, exploitation and 
discrimination against women in Europe gave rise to feminism. l'he movement 
allu\\ed \\omen to attain empo ernment in the ItlaIe-dominated ,'stem. 
Feminine rebellion against marriage paved the wa\ Ii~r honlo,c\ualit\. 
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lesbianism, and change of sex. Osborne to some extent Seems to favour these 
iomnuinittes COr their enthusiastic nature to Ards decided targets termed us 
patriotism to nature. the relation between Clill' and Jimmy, and description of 
Shakespeare's change of sex in Look Back in Aiiger are illustration of this 
predilection. John Russell 'Taylor says " i he only escape trom marital boredom 
is a change of sexy. (88) 
I Iis disapproval of religious institutions in this play is not as dire as in 
Look Buck in Anger. Ile seems to be moving away from atheism and drii in<( 
closer to religion. An uncertain and undecided Osborne appears to vacillate 
between belief and disbelief, theism and atheism. spiritualism and materi,ili;ni. 
Keeping Archie's mask on his face some times he is appalled with religion and 
puts nuns. clergymen and dogs in the same category: 
ARC Ill! 	I feel rather like that about that horrible dog 
downstairs. It brings me out in a rash every time I look at it. 
There are three things that do that to me. three things. Nuns. 
clergy men and dogs.( 1 
Occasionally he ridicules them liar their innocence, asceticism and 
spiritualism. Sometimes lie tivlllpathises 	' ith their pathetic plight, the 
unhealthy atmosphere they are living, in. and suppressed natural desires visible 
in their eves. Although he 'never really believed in all the inner cleanliness 
any \\ av' sometimes he cries like the Negress in search of spirit, pure and real 
\et. only once in his life. But Jean seems to have fallen under the thrall of 
existentialism. She believes that no God exists and the universe came into 
being as automatically as the sunlight comes on this earth directly from heaven. 
JEAN: I lere we are, we're alone 111 the universe, there's no God. 
it just seems that it began by something as simple as NU1111 ht 
striking on it piece of rock. (85 
:\ccordin to Katharine J. Worth Jean is an intellectual atheist with 
revolutionary ambition, she says: 
Jean is a revolutionary in the Shavian tradition: like St Joan, only 
less effectively, she wants to change the world. Unlike St Joan. 
she has no faith in anvthin2 but man.( "l'a\ for 110) 
Through these characters Osborne successt'ull\ unveils the clash 
between science and religion, spiritualism and materialism, belief and disbelief 
in the totall\ bewildered war-torn modern world. 
The En!esuiner• is a manifestation of anger. dejection. frustration and 
conflict. Though the characters. in some way or other, demonstrate their 
contrariety. they are all unequivocally disheartened by the obscure future. I'heN 
display anger at the lost glory of the Empire. deep-rooted corruption and the 
hypocrisy in religion and politics, and the sordid controversies arising, out of 
the rapidly changing world scenario. Conflict is evident e" ervw\ here and 
e\ er\ one is at conflict. Jean and Archie (Daughter and father). Jean and 
Phoebe (step- daughter and step-mother). Jean and Graham (helo\ed and 
fiance). between Archie Rice and I3ro. Bill ( rich and poor). Mick and Frank 
(bet\aeen sensitive and insensitive brothers). Phoebe and Bill)- ( father and 
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daughter-in- law), conflict between Egypt and England (between two nations, 
on the basis of rep-ion, race and colour, black and white, English and Wog.), 
individual and society (Protest at "Trafalgar squire and Welfare-state). 
generations (Edwardian. pre-\gar and post-war generation. Bill. Archie and 
Mick and .1can respectively, men and women, and also a conflict in souls . 
inner and Outer, (mask oh happiiie :n the lace but dead behind the e' e. 
Th(' Epnendiner contains almost all the pre requisites of' a successful 
dratna. The play received a [nixed-response from critics. To Mary McCarthy 
The Lnlei•tainer is a softer play than Look Back in Anger". (l'avlor 155) To 
John Russell Ta\lor "these I)la\s are the battle grounds ... on which the two 
Osbornes light (gut." (86) Katharine J. Worth states In the nc\t plot\. Tin 
En[(rtui,oT ... Osborne Studies the lceling of despair in a more advanced 
phase.'(Taylor I07 Further appreciates Oshorne's technical cic\ation and 
hinds Out dit'tcrences and similarities with Brechtian method: 
\\n ith this play. For the first time. Osborne's drama became 
experimental' in the technical sense. He handles theatrical 
illusion with a new imaginative originality, achieving striking 
ct'tccts b~' alternatin2 interior scenes with 'turns' on Archic's 
music-hall stage. There are sonic 	to Itreelit'. iiie•thc'd. 
but whereas Brecht as tr\ ing to stimulate detached thinking. 
Osborne is after greater emotional depth.( Taylor 1 10) 
I Iowa ever .1I Ian Carter dissents: 
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Like Brecht, Oshorne generalized his smaller parts. concentrating 
on the central figure of -lrchic. Yet it would be incorrect to think 
oC the 1_:ntertainer as a "I3rechtian'• play. for Brecht was trying to 
encourage detached thinkinu by his alienation structure. whilst 
Osborne Was probably seeking deeper emotional 
inv olvern nt.(3? 1 
Allan Carter ads ances his own previous argument thus: 
The Entertainer seems l3rechtian in structure, with Archie Rice's 
routines commenting on action of the realistic inner 
play...Osborne is only Brcchtian in the sense that he wants his 
spectator to be all "acct a and not passive member of soci t\ 
Where Brecht believed that the best form of play to encourage 
detached rational observation \\as the epic narrative. \\ith its 
loot sequence of' scenes. Oshornc believes that unit \ can only he 
given to this sequence h\ an emotional concentration on one 
character. Brecht discounted this hero worship and even 
questioned the value of an absolute standard olethics. (164-165) 
I low ever. Oshorne aims at epic Frame- work not to alienate the audience 
but to encourage them towards ethics and values unlike Brechtian detachmcnl. 
Osborne. as a protagonist of A\near% Young, Men mo\cnlcnt. \\anted to ,!i\c 
lesson in feelings through vehement protest against corruption in \ariuu. \\a\, 
of lit. John Mander appreciates his plays in an essay l he Writer and 
Gomrimitriment in these words: 
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Flie Osborne of Lock Buck in Anger and The Inlerfainer `Ua\ e us 
the temperature of social protest. And it was blistering hot. 
(Taylor 148) 
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CHAPTER IV 
LUTHER: 
The Struggle for Religious Freedom 
l*he first performance of Luther was given at the 'Theater Royal' 
Nottingham. on June 26. 1961, by the English Stage Company. It is a melange 
cif history and imagination and the histor-, possibly has been kept intact like in 
plays of Bernard Shaw and Shakespeare \v ithout an\ Change in iianic. 
statements and historical dates and events. It is not certain whether Luther like 
his earlier plays Look Buck in Anger and The Entertainer is an articulation Of 
Osborne's antagonism to Church and Christianity, but it is certain that Luther is 
the beginning point from where the playwright's journey from atheism to 
religion starts. It is his predetermined manifestation of one man's successful 
stand against corruption in society and religion. I Iow and 	Luther was 
started Osborne in "That A1tlirl Museum (1961) declares: 
It's difficult to pin point just ho\\ Luther started. It's been 
brewing o er it long period. I vyanted 	to vv rite it play about 
religious experience and various other things. and this happened 
to be the vehicle for it. Historical plays are usually anathema to 
Inc. but this Isn't it costume drama. I hope that it wont make any 
difference ii' you don't know anything about Luther himself. 
and I suspect that most people don't. In Cact the historical 
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character is almost incidental. l'he method is Shakespeare's or 
almost anyone else's you can think o1'. (Tlaylor 66-67) 
l)r. Erikson listed Luther amonw those neurotic patients "hose Ii\,teria 
~irLm them into the \\ orld of Unconscious insanit\ be\ and human control 
until they find a cure - and this often means a cause" (Taylor 135) as Jimmy 
was considered neurotic for a cause. The play is supposed to he the psycho-
anal\ tical study of Martin Luther. the celebrated reformer of sixteenth century. 
Geofrev Carnal in his essay Saints and Human Beings: Orwell, Osborne and 
Gu,111i writes: 
Luther appears to hay c been inspired by a ps\ cho-anal\ tical stud\ 
of the reformer h [rik (1. l-xikson: Youne. Mtn Luther. Mr. 
Osborne \\ as bound to appreciate I)r Erikson's portrayal of 
Luther as one \\ho did the dirty work of' his age.( Taylor 135) 
Lathe)- is a play concerning religious skepticism. conflict between the 
la\ Men and the Churchmen and consequent anger in Christendom. Luther was 
preceded b\ Plays far England and The World of' Paul Slicks. lime latter dealt 
\\ith religious dissatisfaction. materialism. puvert\ heresy. reason awd 
knowledge. These plays were restricted to issues and subjects that yore 
tvpically nation and region oriented Luther vvas Osborne's first cosmopolitan 
drama. In this pla\ the dramatist deals not only with the world of a single 
human being but with Martin Luther. the world respected German religious 
reformer . as an icon . as an individual with a family, his relation with the 
church and the Almight\ God. 
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Although the setting of the play is Germany, not England, but there is an 
intense similarity between the religious and political situations oi Luther's 
sixteenth century German\ and the twentieth century modern I".n<uland. The 
same evil overpowers the ;Ociet\' in the same planner but in diylerent ,,ie . 
The doubt and the skepticism about I tith in the mind ul'the people is still ali\c. 
the an2er in la\'rnen at materialism in the church is still constant. the conflict 
over religious monopoly, its hold upon human society. and the suppression of 
the \v eak still continue. Charles Marowitz in the article The Ascension of John 
Osborne (1962) writes: 
It' one looks at the crotchet. constipated. hysterical figure ut' 
Martin Luther in John Osborne's newest play. one is Ircfhl\ 
reminded ul that l'utnin British malcontent. .limply forte►: .l 
protestant who hitched against the Welfare State as vehemently 
as the theologian wrangled with the Pope. The similarities do not 
end here . .. 1 he church-sale of indulgences is put forward as if 
it were a commercial advertisement, and the suggestion here is 
that the Catholic Church at its lowest moral ebb is an appropriate 
s\ mhol for ' l here is a clear link-- lip between Luther's si\tecnth-
century German and our time. In both. the sense ( cosmic 
immense is very strong. 'The Last Judgment isn't to come. It's 
here and now', says Luther, and the doomsday -- mountain 
squatters and the nuclear psychotics echo his words. The church 
sale of' indul2ance in modern ad-mass culture. And \v ho is the 
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cleric l'ctrcl but it kind of bloated Arthur Godfrey pushing piety 
with the sane unctuousness used to boost Lipton's Tea.( l av for 
161) 
This play. particularly, is an embodiment of' religious disturbance and 
conflict between the two adverse reliious ('hristian sects, liberal ('atholics and 
conservative Protestants, III England and across the world. "The religious 
disturbance is implicit in all the earlier plays' of John Osborne''. (Taylor f r 162) 
In the Epitaph /ör George Dillon ' he debunks the condescending 'sold-on-
God visitor to the Elliot home'. in Look Buck In Anger he sheds tears on loss 
of faith and cries lilr 'a little ordinary enthusiasm' lost amidst the pressure of 
materialism, and in The Entertainer Osborne yearns fr spiritual salvation 
and longs for reverence and the pure just natural noise resounding in the 
pious heart of 'an old lit negress getting up to sing about Jesus Or son1ething 
like that'. Osborne's dramatic domination in this play is praiseworthy . He 
selected Martin I.uther - a universally respected religious ref ruler dead over 
three hundred years ago- as a hero who clearly identified with the audience. 
Andrew K. Kennedy in Six (Ircrmatists in search o/' a language. Study in cr 
clraruiatic language wv rites: 
In Luther ( )sborne clearly wanted to move towards epic drama 
There are signs that he wanted the distancing (or 'alienation')thk 
form re~luires. with the dialectic of' a theological 	cultural 
revolution drawn into the open structure and 	the outward 
reaching dialogue of the play ... concerned with men in time 
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rather than particular man in the unconscious; caricature not 
portraiture', as Osborne tells us in Decor Note.( 202) 
Luther is a historical play and the continuation of the Angry Young Man 
series. In A Subject of Scandal and Concern (1960) and Luther (1961) Osborne 
continues to be the angry young man. In these two plays Osborne reprimands 
the establishment indirectly. Both plays concern historical characters. and 
Osborne leaves a clear impression that 'it could happen again'. George 
E.Wellwarth in his essay John Osborne: Angry Young Man confirms: 
Osborne's main purpose in Luther is to continue in a less 
offensive way the angry young man literature expected of him . 
.. In Luther, however, the angry young man is the hero, and the 
audience can easily identify with this hero — a universally 
respected religious reformer dead over three hundred scars [here 
is no harm at all in identifying with such a man and in feeling 
indignation with him at society. It is easy to feel rebellious and 
indignant when society is represented by such as John Tctzcl...In 
short, Luther is the sort of thing that might and should have been 
written during the Second World War if England had been 
occupied by the Nazis.(Taylor 124-125) 
The conflict in Luther begins from the very outset when Martin Luther 
as a young man is received into the order of the Cloister Chapel of the Eremites 
of St. Augustine at Erfurt, Thuringia. in 1506 where he is undressed by the 
Prior, and dressed in the garb of the order'. Blessed to be divested by the Lord 
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of , the firmer man and all of his \\ arks and to be in\ e,,ted h\ I Tim ' \\ Ith the 
ne\\ Man 'with eternal life he is offered one 01' the two options to Choose to 
follu\\ in this world: 
PRIOR: Now you roust choose one of the two ways: either to 
leave us now, or iv e up this \v urld. and consecrate and 
devote yourself entirely to God and our Order ... once \ ou 
have committed yourself' . you are not free. li►r \ hate \ em 
reason, to throw oft the \uke of obedience. fir you Weill 
have accepted it freely , while \ ou were still able to 
discard it.(13 ) 
Ile battles with the juxtaposition of leave and give, dress and undress, 
old and new, invest and divest, eternal and mortal, to commit and to throw off: 
accept and discard. free and captive. The complex monastic life puts the 
confused protagonist 	in a raging fit'. lie is satisfied neither m ith the 
nfunk►tunuu and devitalized life of the monks nor \\ith the \\ords and order, 
therein. IIc is angry \\ith his parents blaming them for his 'damned tnoncker\' 
and perilous condition as a monk in the church because one day on his return 
home from Erfurt he had mistaken a thunderstorm and lightening for a vision. 
Scared and frightened h\ this encounter he lay crying an the ground. Instead of' 
explaining the real reason they allowed him to enter the church begging 
barefoot can the Streets With a hungry stomach. Luther bore the burden Of 
responsibility on his delicate shoulders only to die later in obscurity. I li,, lather 
is anur\ that he did not f'eollo\\ his footsteps. disobeyed, took the vision as truth 
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and became a monk. Hans his father grieves at the tedious and wasted existence 
of monks confined within small cell of the church miles away from the real 
lives and problems of human being. Before dissecting the reasons of conflict 
between the son and the father the character and the psyche of this great rebel 
who challenged Christianity must be probed. 
Luther appears in the play as a monk `wearing a rough apron over his 
habit symbolizing the rough and tough monastic life far away from the fleshly 
and carnal desires as mentioned in the `tools of Good Works' "not to IiiIhll the 
desires of the tlesh718). Ile is angry that the Prior's blessings could not affect 
him anymore and not change his nature even a little. He questions Bro. 
W einand: 
MARTIN: And you tell me this. What have I gained from coming 
into this sacred Order? Aren't I still the same? I'm still 
envious, Pm still impatient. I'm still passionate? (27) 
Due to prolonged fasting lie looks weak and pale. 'like death warmed 
up'. This sort of life for him really is unacceptable. I Ians, furious at the plight 
of his son, calls him 'Brother Lazarus' and 'upset tummy'. His entrance into 
the monastery, as an `unworthy servant' of God, for the salvation of his soul 
and purgation of his own innumerable sins of commission and omission could 
not satisfy his inner need. He wanted to speak to God himself unambiguously 
without inhibition. but when the occasion came lie became tongue-tied as 
always. Initially lie thinks God is angry and furious with Iiim. I le never listens 
to Ills slaves' prayers, one word one sin is the dictum , and lie ahsays 
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punishes theIu or their sins .I.uthcr feels God's hatred fur lluillanIt\ and 
shrieks in anger 	All I can Icel . all I can lei is ( iod's hatred." '' . Ile cries 
with pain bct'ore Mary in the following words: 
MARTIN: Oh Mar. dear Mar. all I see of Christ is it Maine and 
raging can a rainbow. Pray to our son. and ask him to still I lis 
anger. for I can't raise my eyes to look at 1liln. Am I the only 
one to see all this and suffer'? ( 30) 
[-lc is anzry that God is anew with him. His extreme nmelanchol~ 
irritates Bro 1V-einand who retaliates indignantly "You're a fool. You re it I'Ool 
God is not angry \\ ith you. It's you \\ ho are angr 	itll him''.( >0) 1.uthcr is 
placated by his father with 'perhaps your mother and father are wrong and God 
is right'. I lans considers the church as an arena for suicide For monks because 
a man murders himself in these places'. He is pained to see his son's haircut 
and regrets that he is yet again 'losing a son'. Earlier he lost two sons to the 
plague. and now another to God. "I3ut 'It's surely too late for an regrets. or 
bitterness. It obviously must be God', 'will. and there is an end of it. 'i 1 i 
Flans ridicules the church . the ignorance and illiterac\ among the 
monks who are unable to read their own names. the long and boring mass 
celebration comparing it to a wedding. a funeral .a corpse that happens 'once 
onh' in life. Ile dislikes Frasmus and his discourses. The protagonist himself 
is sad and dissatisfied with the restrictions and lonely lift: therein. A feeling of 
nostalgia surfaces in his cons ersation with his father: 
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MARTIN: Most of tm day's spent in silence you see, except for 
the office: and I enjoy the singing. as you know. but there's 
not much speaking. except to one's contcssu►r. I'd aln'iti l 
forgotten \\hat VoUr \oice sounded Iike.(40) 
It is a paradox that Luther disregards gospel, creeds of' respect and 
honour to parents when he rudely denounces his father. I lans's presence in his 
first mass celebration displeases him. Disregarding love and affection Luther 
only remembers the punishment meted by his mother in his childhood He 
himself is fearful of the prevailing conventions of the medieval church and his 
stay at the monastery reveals to him the dense darkness of ignorance. 
degradation, materialism, twisted interpretation of gospel and the distorted 
form u of' truth. The friar's dog licking its teeth is suggestive of leanings towards 
at s\haritic lifestv(c instead of the sworn vow's of asceticism. Ilis dream in 
which a group of nien and women cry under the heap of clothes is indicative of 
the foppish tendencies in monks. Another dream of a boar in a flowerless 
garden linked to the desert could in all probably be a reflection of the decadent 
condition of the entire Christendom. The hoar could purportedly stand for an 
Important functionary In the higher echelons, the garden Without flower Could 
be the Church without happiness, freshness, fragrance and beauty of knowledge 
and the desert stands for the sterility and deviation from truth and the light of 
the gospel. The conflict between Luther and the Pope displays the disdain in 
the laity for religious and spiritual leaders. and not actual religion. It also 
exposes the imbalance within the religious institutions themselves. 1 hough the 
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Church. Christ. Clod. Gospel and faith remain one but Christians are divided 
through regional and religious leanings into (Dominicans. Franciscans, 
!\ugustinians. Italians and Germans. Dominicans claim that "these 
Augustinians. the don't have much liher."(64) "These Italian. the\'rc 
different. They are not just learned, they are subtle, experienced 
antagonists. (6 ) Osburne's antipathy against religion is evident in the 
caricature of the Pope. "'l he Pope portrayed as an ass playing the bagpipes. or a 
cardinal dressed up as a court tool, or perhaps Holbein's cartoon of Luther with 
the Pope Suspended from his nose. (64) Osborne's hero wages his war of ideas. 
with the strength of his pen and the power of his \\ ord. against a foppishly 
arrogant Pope who claims to be more ho\\erliil than (id in his license to make 
changes in the scripture or to take any arbitrary decision concerning the 
interpretation of the word of God. Ile furcefull\ refutes the dogma that "The 
Pope alone has power and authority over all those things" (69) and denounces 
the ii isgulding claim: 
l'E"I ZEL: Only the Pope has the right of deciding in the matters 
of Christian faith. lie alone and no one else has the po er to 
interpret the meaning ol' Scripture, and to approve or condemn 
the views of other men, whoe%er the are --scholars. councils 
or the ancient fathers. The Pope's judgment cannot err. 
whether it concerns the Christian faith or anything that has to 
do with the salvation of the human race.( 69) 
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ILuther is incensed with the religious institutions, the Pope, the friars, the 
cardinals. the monks, and practically all members of' the church because they 
misread and misrepresent Christianity. Never curious to search the hidden truth 
in the obscure words of' the distorted Bible, tile\- interpret the \k'ords as they 
will, believe in some selective teachings of' Christ and leave the rest: the 
indulge in worldly affairs. generate money and gain pow cr. I he conflict ensue, 
when Luther nails his ninety live theses against the curse of' indulgences and 
the five unauthorized extra sacraments as a challenge to be accepted by the 
other scholars. IIis intention was not to court controversy or to divide 
Christendom into two sections but to af'lcct an amendment of' errors in the 
church practices and reliwm the unsound social decorum. It was his own 
personal interpretation in the light of the holy Gospel alter the long deep 
exploration of the meaning of' the words. Renaissance, a revival of' the study of 
art and culture of' ancient (;reeve and Itonle, encouraged the people to re-
interpret religious thought. It Was not a revival of spiritual or moral religion as 
I.eonard \V. Cowie in Luther: Father of the' Reformation manifests: 
Indeed, it's influence soon led to a decline in standards of' 
conduct and renew al of crimes and vices which Christianity had 
long condemned. Nor was the Papac\ exempt Ileum thi, tendenL\ . 
Rather the most brilliant age of' the Italian Renaissance "a.s also 
the time when the financial exaction of' the Popes \\erc i»ost 
determined , their political ambitions most powerful and their 
moral corruption most scandalous.( 18) 
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It was his own personal interpretation in the light of the I lol\ Gospel. 
Luther was influenced b\ the mystic personal religion spreading, \ idely in the 
Christian world. Widespread corruption in the church and the erroneous claims 
made by its members to he mediator between God and those common men who 
desired their souls purged from sins accounted for its popularity. 
1-he nl\ sties were a small 	ruup of devout ut nlen. but nlan~ 
ordinary (ierinan men and women  were also seeking a personal 
relidon of' their own. Luther's Germany was consequently  a ver\ 
religious country. Everywhere people sang beautiful carols, like 
in Dulci I"uhilo. in mixture of Latin and German. Little books of 
religious Instruction in German were printed and used in 
thousands of German homes. Above all, many versions of Bible 
were printed in German and eagerly studied h\ those \who could 
read. All this again showed dissatisfaction Mill the church 
People \\ anted to worship (iod in their own language and to 
studs' I lis message for themselves. They were no Ionizer prepared 
to submit unquestioningly to the Church as the supreme authority 
in spiritual matters (Co~v ie 18) 
`taster Eckhart. it mystic and Dominican friar insisted on the worship of 
God in thoughts. prayers. and pious offices rather than h\ the fireside or in the 
stall. Martin Luther was deeply influenced by this movement At the age of 
thirteen he had entered a hoarding-school at Magdehurg ww Acre he came in 
contact with the teachings of , the movement. l he students who studied in the 
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institutions were influenced by this movement. they were nurtured and 
,roomed to shun popular superstitions of the contemporar\ religion and evince 
keen interest towards the study of the Scripture. Luther and Erasmus were 
products of the same school of thought though with a marked difference in 
belief and practices .'I he real point of difference between the two reformers 
\\as that IF.rasmus craved fur the reformation of the church, longed for an 
obliteration of its abuses, and desired the revival of' the prinlitI e ('hristian 
faith. but avoided criticism against long established conventions of the church. 
sacraments and the form of' government. lie (cared belligerent controversies 
and hostile arguments and opposed a reformation that took place at the cost of 
the disunity of the church. lie Was ''averse to an' action which might lead to 
commotion and uproar". " Luther believed in Christian truth and salvation of 
souls at whatever cost. l he dramatist allows I laps to criticize Erasmus fir his 
lack of initiative to bring about a reform in church affairs. Osborne mocks the 
scholar who lacks the courage to change. Knu\\ ledge goes in \ am 	hen it IN 
unable to sustain the light which replaces darkness of' ignorance and 
intemperance. The discourse between tiro. Weinand and Ilans makes 
Osborne's intention obvious: 
BRO. \VFINAND: I think ...the church is bigger than those who 
are in her. 
11ANS: Yes. ves, but don't you think it could he discredited h\ 
say. Just a few men'' 
BRO. WEINAND: plenty of people have tried. but the church is 
still there. Besides, a human voice is small and the world's 
very large. But tae church reaches out and is heard 
everywhere. 	 - 
HANS We[L what about this chap Erasmus, for instance? 
BRO. WEINAND: (politely, He knows HANS knows nothing 
about him). Yes? 
HANS: Erasmus. (Tying to pass the half well what ghoul Hir,. 
hr instance? What do you thirty a3out him'? 
BRO. WEINAND: Lrrtstelus is apparently a great ,oholar, and 
respected throughout Europe. 
HANS: (resenring being lectured) Yes, of course, I know who 
he is . , what do you think about him? 
PRO. WLINAM): Think about him? 
HANS: Good God, you won't stand still a minute and I;1 
yourself be saddled will you?. Doesn't he criticize the church 
or something? 
RRO. WEINAND. He's a scholar, and, I should say, his criticism 
could only be profitably argued about by other scholars. (33-
34) 
The basic difference between Luther and Hras:ius is one is fervent and 
[lie a Cher is judicious. Their cunllict stems Iron the issae ilmt the Irt er eirplays 
Latin, ❑ language not spoken or understood oy layman. 11is seholafy 
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discourses were meant to he discussed by men of letters not by illiterates who 
hankered for guidance. Luther insists that the message of God should he 
written in simple German language, ea il\ understood h\ the laity so that it 
ma\ reach the hearts and minds directly. The disparity between the two 
scholars is furegrounded when he talks to his patron Staupitz. one of the great 
scholars of his time and his saviour at difficult situations: 
STAi1PITZ: look at Erasmus: he never really gets into an 
serious trouble. but still manages to make his point. 
MARTIN: People like Erasmus get upset because I talk of pig(" 
and Christ in the same breath. 
S'I Ai PI- I'%: Well, you might be right. Erasmus is a fine scholar. 
but there are too many scholars who think they are better 
simply because they insinuate in Latin what you'll say in 
plain Gerinan.(60) 
[.other is the harbinger of modern simple. vivid and direct wav of 
vocalization. while Erasmus is the protagonist of rlledle\al. scholastic and 
aesthetic method of expression. Erasmus' outlook 01 superiority consists of 
pedalltr\ .Illd a multi-lingual personality. But Marlin's elevation sustains in 
sublime thoughts dressed in simplicity and expressed directly. He criticizes his 
fello\\ scholar in the followinL words: 
MARTIN: A plan is not a good Christian because he understands 
Greek and Ilehre\\. Jerome knc\\ live languages. but he's 
interior to Augustine. \\ho kne , only one. Of course. 
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l.rasmus wouldn't agree with me. but perhaps one day the 
Lord w ill open his eves for him. (61-62) 
Ile is angry with those who believe that "there is no securit\ at all, either 
in indulgences, holy business or anywhere in this world". and wants the socict\ 
to be purged from misuse of relics and abuse of indulgences. The believer has 
to Stop evil With conscious volition. There is supreme degree of' belief' in God 
and his messenger. ii' he cannot stop them with his own hands. his tongue must 
denounce it openly. at least, his mind must deny it. I lence Martin's complaint 
'there are some who complain of these things. but they write in Latin lr 
scholars. Who \\ ill speak Out in rough (ierman? Someone's Lot to hell the 
cat!"162) is not a new or strange call for an social change. Rey oIutiuln needs 
courage which Lrasnlus and others lack. Osborne. in this play, decries those 
clergy men who kept the Bible away from the reach of' common people: 
consequently, it lost its existence. Ile wished I Iis gospel which "had never been 
put to paper for men to read"( 63) should reach every home. It is Erasmus 
"eahne» which provides Martin x\ ith a chance to ridicule him. Ile dubs him it 
subtle clown and compares him \\ ith I leer} V I I I of' I -.ngland who banned 
l uther's hook in England and was honoured '\ ith the title of l)cli:ndcr of faith 
h\ Pope: 
MARTIN: All those hollow cavilers, that Subtle clown Erasmus 
for instance. I Ic ought to know better. but all he wants to do is 
to he able to walk on cogs without breaking any . As for that 
mandrill-arsed English baboon I Ienr\. that leprous son of' a 
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bitch never had an idea of his own to jangle on a tomb-stone, 
let alone call himself Defender of the faith.( 98) 
The most revolutionary writings of Martin were `Three Treatise' entitled 
as I: To the Christian Nobility of the German Nation_ 2: On the Bahclonian 
Captivity of the Church. 3: Of the Liberty of the Christian Man. The second 
treatise was an attack on the fictitious and invalid sacramental system of 
Catholic Church invented by the Pope. He validated only two of seven 
sacraments, baptism and the Eucharist, and the other five which included 
penance, confirmation, extreme unction, holy orders and marriage were 
regarded as inauthentic by Protestants. It was this treatise which led Henry 
VII lof England to write against Luther confirming his heresy. Opposition to 
Luther fetched the monarch the title of Defender of the Faith'. When Luther is 
asked to recant he confidently retaliates that the gospel he preaches will 
conquer and overthrow the pope, bishops, monks, kings, princes, devil, sin and 
everything else not of Christ or not in Christ. No one else can prevent it. This is 
the courage that places Martin Luther above his peers. He ridicules Erasmus' 
diplomatic nature and double-cross, and compares his will to a horse obedient 
to his riders: 
-MAR It N: ...Still. One thing for Erasmus. he didn't fool ahout 
with all the usual cant and rubbish about indulgences and the 
Pope and purgatory... No one does well, not anyone. Cod is 
true and one. But. and this is what he can't grasp, I-he's utterly 
incomprehensible and beyond the reach of minds. A man's 
NN- ill is like a horse standing between two riders. If God jumps 
on its hack, it'll co \ here God wants it, but if' Satan Lets up 
there, it'll go where he leads it. And only that the horse can't 
choose its riders. 'that's left up to them. to those two.( 98) 
Indubitably. I'rasmus and Luther. both are celebrated relorrrnr, and 
respected scholars of the same school of thoughts. but the tliin-, that 
differentiates them is the t'a\ of doing thing difterently. Unlike Luther. 
Erasmus was no rcvoIutionar~. feared extremes, and was amhi2uous towards 
Luther and his ino entcnt. lie \v anted the extension of learning and moral 
reformation of Church 	ithout getting into any trouble, contrary to the 
reformation which actually took place in Germany at Luther's instigation. 
Osborne satirizes pedants like Erasmus who just dream to conjure a I'ruitl'ul 
change out of spiritually passive world without taking any bold initiati\e. I Ie 
al\~a,,s talks about tuts and enthusiasm 	hich is lacking in suciet',. the 
revolutionary aspirations were fulfilled by Luther \vith the immediate and 
enthusiastic supports of average then for he expressed their hopes. fears and 
resentments ehementl. and passionately. Lather's movement revolves around 
the condemnation of' indulgences, ignorance and laziness of priests and monks. 
establishment of faith in '.lust' and 'Words' and rejection of InciL'\Iri 
sacraments being practiced in \\hole Christendom. Iliese none 	eneratnnU 
practices of both the church and the state. in the name of religion was sucking 
the revenue ol'the \0 hole C'hristendcmn. 'f he resentment against indulgences was 
evident ever)\~here but the terror of Pope's \\rath had enforced silence. 'l'he 
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ignorant people were being t oled by papal authority and its executers f r a 
long time. 	lu cy were being mentally seduced into believing that the 
indulgences are the only source of forgiveness for misdemeanors and felony 
committed by them in past, and even In the future. and guarantee entry into 
heaven to all Christians willing to buy them . so. the letters of indulgences' 
\\ rapped in 'precious little envelops on behalf of the lope were sold in c\ er\ 
cit\ with the claim " I here isn t any one sin so big that one of these letters cant 
remit It. (49I l etiel further claims, but exaggerates: 
'l'IiTZ L: I'Ill authorized to go even further than that. Not only 
and I empowered to give you these letters of pardon for the 
sills you've already committed , 1 can give you pardon for 
those sills you ha\ en't e\ en committed . . . but .Which 
however \ uu intend to cumnlit.(49->0 ) 
Ile urges ever\ man and woman , poor and rich, to buy the letters so 
that III the hour of death . the gate through which the sinners enter the world ul 
torment shall be closed against them and the gate leading to the joys of paradise 
he flung open for them. Ile further claims: "These letters aren't just lr the 
living but for the dead tool... It's not even necessary to repent."( 50) The sins 
will he deleted automatically. Luther refuted this belief and declared 
Indul`ences are most pernicious because the introduce 
conlplacencv and thereby imperil salvation ".1 ('ov Ic So)) 
Luther laughs at indulgences and ridicules the authority that al lows their 
sale. 7'o him 	it is an Invitation to e\ er\ sort o1 felon, murder. perjure. 
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corruption and additional sins, chaos, disturbance, injustice. cruelty, moral and 
ethical degradation. In this connection he mentions two events. 
MARTIN:... 1: (A nobleman to Tetzel) "because I'd like to take 
revenge on one of my enemies... just a little slight revenge, 
Now if I give you ten guilden, will you give me a letter of 
indulgences that will justify me-justify me freely and 
completely?" Well it seems Tetzel made a fevy stock 
objections. but eventually agreed on thirty guilden and the 
made a deal. The man went 	away with his letter of 
indulgences, and Tetzel set out for the 	Next job_ .in the 
middle of a wood, he was set on by a band of thugs, and 
beaten up. While he's lying there on the grass in a pool of his 
own blood, he looks up and sees ...the nobleman ...making 
off with his great trunk of money _.he rushes hack i,~ 
Joteberg, and takes the nobleman to court. And what doe, the 
nobleman? Takes out the letter of indulgences and shows it to 
Duke George himself-case dismissed.(59) 
Indeed, only God, no one else, can pardon the sins committed by a man 
consciously or unconsciously. Sins are of two types, firstly the violation of 
human rights and secondly the violation of God's rights. God will forgive the 
violation of His own rights but never the violation of human rights until or 
unless the man inflicted forgives him. All the power belongs to God, not to the 
Pope- And the belief that God reigns no longer, he has resigned all power to the 
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Pope. in the name uf' the I ather. and of the Scan. and OI' the I IooI\ ( ilio t Is 
undoubtedly inauthentic and heretical. bother rejects this \vrong belief ;iii~l 
aIll inccs that the Pope Is no more than an other Christian. 
ftic indulgences were a tool of' religious politics and materialism. One 
instance of such an inducement from the famous oratory cif "l'etzel who prompts 
people to purchase indulgences is: 
l l: l %I:I.:... It is so that we can restore the ruined church ol St. 
Peter and St. Paul in Rome! SO that it won't have its egluak 
any ~v hcrc in the world. this great church contains the bodies 
not only of the holy apostles Peter and Paul, but of' a hundred 
thousand martyrs and no less than liortv-six popes! lo say 
nothing of the relics like St. Veronica's handkerchief, the 
burning hush of Moses and the very rope with which Judas 
Iscariot hanged himself? But. alas, this fine cold building is 
threatened with destruction . and all these things \\ ilk it . II' a 
sufficient restoration fund is not raised . and raised sooll... iir 
friend, hu\ v'coursel f one o f' these letters ...( 50) 
I.uther laughs at these neo- servants of' God and denies the authenticity 
of these relics. Martin lashes at the irrational creed of' Roman Catholic Church. 
questions the authenticity of' the relics collected h\ the church and the 
cuntrovvcrs\ over real numbers of' disciples of' .Jesus Christ: 
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LIAR I- IN: And I just finished oil by saying how does it happen 
that Christ had twelve apostles and eighteen of' them are 
buried in (iermanv ( 7 
Ills sermons are popular and people listen to them because the are 
expressions of their own anger. They themselves doubt the sanctity of' some of 
the holy relics which are collected and exhibited by kings and Dukes in various 
churches to earn money on the eve of saint's day. At the steps of the Castle 
Church, Wittenberg. October 31'`.1 17 I.uthc r laughs at the devaluation and 
cheap use of the holy relics in the fi~llo~v ing words: 
v1AR"I IN:... You'll mumble li)r magic with lighted candles to 
St. Anthony for v'Our erysipelas: to St. Sebastian Im the 
pestilence, to St. I.aurentis to protect you from tire, to St. 
Appolonia if'v'ou'Ve got the toothache, and to St. Louis to stop 
your beer from going sour. And tomorrow you'll queue for 
hours outside the Castle Church so that you can get a cheap-
rate glimpse of St. Jerome's Tooth. or li~ur pieces each o l St. 
Chrysostom and St. :\ugustine. .\nd sip oI Si. Ncrn,iuJ 
(62) 
Roman Catholics were leading the common people to polytheism and 
believers were making use of' the holy relics of the sacred saints as medicine tar 
their disease. (hose who believed they Were secure having purchased 
indulgences Without tatth In .Jesus Christ were misguided. 
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MARTIN: . . . There's no security, there is no security at all. 
either in indulgences, holy busywork or all\ \there in this 
world- "I or there is the righteousness of (iod revealed. imnl 
faith to faith: as it is written, the lust shall live by faith... No 
man is just because he does just works. l he works are _just if 
the man is just. If a lean doesn't believe in Christ, not only are 
his sins are mortal, but his good works.. .reason is the devil's 
whore, born of' one stinking goat called Aristotle. which 
believe that good works make a good man. But the truth is 
that the just shall live by faith alone. (63) 
Luther criticizes the philosophers who admit reason in religious al'I lir.. 
Reason leads man to question the existence of God and this ultimately leads to 
hcres\ . And not to believe in His existence while lie exists is an open rebellion 
and it rebel's good work will never he recognized as good until or unless he 
submits himself to I lis sovereignty. Hence the hero's conflict with Aristotle's 
outlook is lOt,jC%l. rational and lust. I etzel himself' asks the audience ( With 
passionate irony) "Will anyone dare to sa\ that the cause is not it good one`''* 
(iernlans \\ ere diszusted N\ ith the draininz of the whole ('hristian treasul'\ 
They were angry as their nation was being looted h\ the marauders disgui,ed 
as papal official. They \\ere encouraged by Luther's open attack in his theses 
against Pope Leo X's use o1' indulgence to rebuild St. Peter's church. 
Fhe revenues of all Christendom are being sucked into this 
insatiable basilica. The Germans laugh at calling this the common 
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treasure of' Christendom. Before lone all the churches, palaces, 
walls and bridges of Rome will be built ot'our money ( Co«-ie50) 
C'onsequentiv. after the publication of' his ninety Live Theses the 
polarir.ation of Christendom began. and the conflict between Protestants and 
Catholics intensified. the numbers of his supporters increased t-emeridousl\. 
his fllow friars, his teachers at )X'ittenbura and the Elector of Saxon \ the I)ukc 
I redcrick were all attention to the renowned scholar Martin Luther. 'l'he 
seething anger against indulgences burst and Lutheran mobs in several towns 
compelled Tetzel to flee. Archbishop Albert was alarmed. Instead of becoming 
embroiled directly in a conflict with Frederick he submitted his plea to the 
Pope. t )ider the papal command Martin defended and justified himselI' at 
Ileidelbcrg on April 1518. 11 is increasing reputation ure(l the I'o►hc to Pict 
I ence. in August Martin Luther was summoned to Rome. At'raid to ego to 
Rome in person Luther appealed for protection to Frederick who secured him a 
hearing at The Fugger Palace in Augsburg on October 1518 before I-homas I)e 
Vio also known as Cajetan Cardinal of San Sisto, General of the I)onlinican 
Order. The cardinal was a distinguished theologian: papal legate and Rome's 
highest representative in Germany. III accordance with old customs Martin 'as 
offered a good Bishopric and a plenary indulgence tier repairing hi. chuirch. 
Phis \\as done to win him over. I low ever, the Pope's e\ iI plans liii led and the 
true and daring rcfOrmcr rehut'tcd this bribe. Many foul intrigues \\crc brought 
into execution by the Pope to appease the antagonist or set a seal upon his lips 
to suppress his desire to bring about revolution against social evil and religious 
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decorum. Cajetan at the vcr\ Outset patronized him with ironical compliments 
Such as "Dr. Luther. So you're the one they call the excessive doctor. You 
clout look excessive to me. I)o you feel very ' excessive?" ( 65) "And here you 
are. as gray and sprightly as a young bull... you must be a very remarkable man 
..see oun2 and experienced as a man" ( 66) These lavish praises were meant 
to rnollily his indignation and take him into conlidence. C'ajctan intent], to 
suppress the movement and control Luther's psyche by convincingly phi \ in 
with his emotions: 
CAJETAN:... So, \,ou see. my dear son, what a mess we are in. 
Now, what we are going to do? Um? The Duke is unhappy, 
his holiness is unhappy. and, you. my son, you are unhappy.( 
68) 
Later. Luther comes to know about the assassinations oI ca rlicr rcli~liou• 
and social reformers. lie asks for safe pass w.e in return to the papal hull to \ ]sit 
him In Rome in person. Cajctan responds with: 
CAJETAN:... I was sorry you should have decided to ask the 
emperor for sate conduct that was hardly necessary. my son. 
and it 's a little - well, distressing to tcel you have such an 
opinion of us. such a lack of trust in your mother church.(66) 
Not only Luther but the German laymen and all nobles \\ ho patroniied 
his movement felt this lack of trust in the Roman Catholic Church which the\ 
lound was not engaged in the service and love of Jesus Christ. and his teachinz. 
but With the deceitful allure of the mortal world. Luther's fear and insecurity in 
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face of a confrontation vv ith the Pope as understandable as earlier theologians 
\Vvclil: I hiss and Jerome vere also declared heretics before him. Both I etiel 
and Cajetan collectively impose heresy upon hint to demoralize him. I'hus 
physical ailments such as constipation, blocked bowel, the heart- breaking 
terror. mental disturbance and confusion causing Insomnia, bolls or indigestion 
or belly-ache become external manifest~ of his inner tear. Osborne appears to 
mock Luther holding him responsible for di iding Christendom into t\\kp 
distinctly contradictory polarities. however the protagonist cannot he held 
accountable for this tense polarization/partitioning bisection as those who 
resisted the termination of the illegal practices in religion and who also 
considered reformation of any kind a threat were liable for this schism. Luther 
is undoubtcdl\ a rebel of society but the Pope. Duke and the monks are 
insurgents of Christianity. In their intellectual conflict l etrcl and Cajetan are 
no match for Luther. l hc\ con;i;tently insist upon his retraction x11(1 
acceptance of error not coinniittcd h\ him a \\ell as a submission to the 
authority of the Pope. They exhort Luther with: 
CAJI:'I'AN: IFirst. you must admit your faults, and retract all your 
errors and sermons. Secondly . you must promise to abstain 
from propagating your opinions at any time in the tuture. 
And, thirdly. you must behave generall with greater 
moderation, and avoid anythinw which nii~,ht cause of lcncc or 
grieve and disturb the church.( 68) 
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AstOni~hittCl\. Its• i; LOICLdl to COnlcss ucc,►',iunill error in thr b,2l1t 	I tl►L 
teacltinis ui hula Gospel. Un such occasions he agrees to listen to the 
indictment, and submit to the papal instruction unl> ii' he is convicted to be 
~vrune. human like he is villinu to receive instruction xvhercvcr he has made 
mistakes in earnest. Ills questions regarding his u"n wrongdoing remain 
unans~~•ercd. Ca>_jetan's feeble reply is: 
('AJ[ l AN:... I'nm not here to enter into a disputation with you. 
n 	 now or at an other time 	on nmust retract. 13e1 e 	►ne: 
simply \\ant to see this business ended as quick \ as 
possible... I am more than prepared to reconcile you with the 
church.(7I ) 
13ut Luther rebuffs this oiler because lie has sought truth, and everything 
lie has said he still helie\,es to he rip-ht and true and ('hristian. In repercussion 
to Cajetan's threat that he is going to imperil his life, to endanger his position 
and to destroy the Christian unit\ he declares: 
MARl INS Some interests are furthered hN finding, truth. other. 
h\ destroying it. I don't care- what plcases or displeases the 
Yupe. I le is a than.( 71 ) 
Ile gives a good retort to Cajetan that he is not concerned with the 
destruction of the perfect unity oFthe world but'vants to cure the diseased body 
ut'religion. lie says: 
MAR l 1N: . . . .\ withered arm is best amputated. an infected 
place is best scoured out, and so you pray Iur healthy tissue 
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antis mcthin ,turd% and cican that %N as crunnhlin-, and Full ol, 
tilth.(72) 
One significant factor emerging out of this conflict is skepticism and 
quest of truth b\ everyone. Cajetan himself is uncertain, struggles insanely like 
an animal beset \\ ith doubt, and believes that thouh Martin Luther is a rebel 
and not a good revolutionar\ he is honest not to deceive him or lead him astra\ 
because he hates himsell'and loves Others. Charles V. too. culifidentl\ believed 
that Luther \gill never make him a heretic. The scar is not essentially against 
Catholic Church but against Capitalism. Its pocris% and eontfrt rcc•ei ed h\ 
monks At is a \\ar heteen the deprived and prosperous. It is as struggle ul' lilC 
to survive. Those \vho ens this crusader are not bothered about the 
imperfections in the church but their own mental and religious comtiwt 
received through indulgences. C'ajetan's importunate plea is to allow 
indulgences reveal their own moral degeneration. scltishness. inadvertence and 
loss of honesty . 1-he statement of Cajetan mentioned bolo v reflects his 
intention behind this opposition: 
C'AJ[TAN: What vould become of them Without their Mother 
Church-with all its imperfections. Peter's rock. vvithoul it they 
would he helpless and unprotected. Allow them their sins. 
their pretty indulgences, my son: they're unimportant to the 
comfort we receive.(73) 
('aletan is no match to Luther. The plea is wasted, the Pope's agent 
returns dejected. and he defeated mumbling "1 shall not talk to that creature 
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a~eain for he has deep e}es and marvelous speculative ideas in his mind.- 
(Co~vic 51) He threatens Luther ''II'\ou want a disputation. I dare sa\ l.ck wilt 
take care of you" (Osborne 72) in the mean time. not ill in to be enlhroilcd in 
the controversy Pope Leo the Tenth issues a hull to maintain indulgences in 
(,ernlanv. So he decrees Millitz to visit 'the Lord Frederick, Duke and Hector 
of Saxon' either to induce Luther to recant or to surrender to Rome in person. 
Unfortunately the attempts tailed. Neither did Frederick uphold Bishop 
Albert's sale of' indulgences in Wittenberg nor did Luther agree to recant and 
appear before the Pope in person. the most he could achieve t as to persuade 
him to write to the Pope. submit to his authuritk, but not a rctractiiin. O•h~rne'. 
hero cleverly rites to the Pope that he has alread\ been branded as "heretic. 
apostate. traitor, and lnaiiN other insulting names" and therefore there kvas 
hardly any need for recantation. 
... Declare me right or wrong. Take m\ lite. or give it back to 
me. as you please. I shall acknowledge your voice as the voice of 
The Jesus Christ. If I deserve death. I shall not ret'use to die. l'he 
earth is God's and all within it...( 76 
The angry prelate charges Miltitr to summon Martin Luther and keep 
him in sate custody promising him the aid cal" Maximilian. and all the other 
princes in (iermanu. together with all commlunities, universities, potentates, 
ecclesiastic and secular. Ile authorises Miltitz to outlaw Luther in every part of 
Germany. and banish and excommunicate him if he persists in his obstinacy. 
Martins mends, s l»pathisers. Icllo' believers, Counts and Dukes \\ere to 
meet with the same late. Even laymen who did not uphold the papal bull were 
declared irreligious and deprived of Christian burial and all the supports from 
the Church. This order occasioned the division of'the whole Christendom. birth 
and .ro%vth of Protestantism and the beginning ol' an abomin~ible lice-I or all 
anwnk Christians. The situation turned worse when Eck obtained permission 
from the Emperor Charles V for open burning Of Luther's hooks at Ant~v erp. 
Consequently. at Hester Gate. in Wittenburg, in 1 520. the smothered 
sentiments erupted and forcible quietened voice of his fervent university 
students reverberating against Eck. At Leipzig he was stoned and compelled to 
take shelter in a Dominican friary. At Cologne and Maine Luther's books are 
rescued from the tire. the bull had to be moderated. books of canon and the 
papal decretals are cast into the bonfire and the words in the air resounded with 
13ecause you have condemned the truth of God. lie also condemns \ou todaN 
to the tire. Amen." (Cowie 56) Luther in passionate indignation branded Rome 
as a 'latrine, the papal decretals as 'the devil's excretals' and the Pope as 
'midden cock'. 'an over-indulged Jakcs'. 'attendant to Satan'. 'anti-Christian 
and 'a ,glittering \"oral in excrement'. Although he throws the gauntlet upon 
the Pope but with evident and natural tear. lin- he had challenicd the most 
po vertitl authority on this earth who had earlier castigated him " ith abusi\ e 
lanauage and issued an edict of his assassination with words " I here is a wild 
ping in our vineyard, and it must be hunted do\~n and shot."(78) At this juncture 
there as no shelter except prayer to God, the most powerful authority of this 
universe. Luther'; uncertainty and disquietude. his temporary faltering belief in 
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(iod's existence are palpable in the existentialistic cry ''My God. my God do 
ou hear me? Are you dead? Are you dead'?"( 8() 
I low cv er. Osborne refutes existentialistic belief. The dramatist wishes 
to give a fitting answer to those who believe in the death of God. Through the 
lllcdllllll of the present play Osborne sends a message to the frustrated people 
who are deeply involved in the race of' materialismthat the emerging chaos on 
this earth and the recurrent disorder in the universe is a result of man's own 
actions. God is immortal. Ile is alive and Ile can never die. He finds a solution 
to this serious conflict in Luther's address to God "No. you cant die, you can 
unl\ hide \uursell (80) 
I His intery ie'v s ith Cajetan and vliltitt made hint reconsider his 
attitude towards the papacy, and during the spring, of' i 51 I) Ile 
studied its histor\. Ile could find no Support in Scripture fir the 
claim of the Bishop of Rome to exercise supremacy over al 
Christians and no evidence cif it's acceptance by the Carly church 
Ile helie ed that final authority must rest with a council of th. 
church: a general assemhl> of bishops from all countries. Sucl 
councils had net in the past. but their importance had dinlini hc, 
in the face of the t?roxvin h°"er of the Popes. I tither n 	hcl 
that Pope must submit to the authorit\ of a council \\hich shook 
meet as soon as possible.( ('o\\ie 53) 
this incited the Pope to issue another bull Decel Pontifice,n Ronianu m 
in Januar\ 1521, to the imperial authorities to put to arrest and exile him an. 
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hand him over for it trial b-\ an ecclesiastical court. But the papal decretals 
become meaningless as Frederick ignores the ordinance and Luther feels safe 
under his protection. The Emperor Charles V was a cony-entionall devout 
Christian and as an emperor the true defender and protector of the Church. lie 
wanted some ot the abuses of the church prevalent since medieval ages to he 
mended though in a diIlerent manner. In pursuance ol'this intention he in\ iced 
the Imperial Diet at Worms to bring the chaos, disorder. conflict and tinrnioil to 
an end. 
But a number of the princes sympathized with Luther. and there 
was a stormy debate. Eventually it was decided to invite Luther 
to come to worms and appear before the Diet.( Cowie 61)) 
On April 18. 1521. he attended the diet of Worms under the protection 
of' the Emperor and for the first time appeared before the highest authoritie" oit 
the \\hole Christendom. the Emperor Charles the fifth. . Leander. the Papal 
Nuncio: l !Irich Von I fatten, Knight: the Archbishop of' rier and his secrctar\ 
John Von Eck his only \\ orthv opponent. The debate continued for ten days 
but the Diet came to no solution or compromise. No intellectual discussion 
was conducted and no accusation against him was proved admissible. 
Subsequently Luther derided this council in it humorous letter written to 
Cranach in the following words: 
I Mould have thought that Ills Imperial \'lajest\ \\could haa\c 
assembled fitt\ doctors to confute that friar in argument. but 
nothing of the sort. All that was said amounted to this: '*Are these 
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hooks yours! 	' e 	"I )o vou recant' - 	I hea ;;ct 
out". (Covv ie 65) 
As expected he was declared a heretic to he assassinated like crusader 
John l fuss who was burnt alive because he had endeavored to visit the Councils 
of Constance. I lowever. the aura of lick's intellectual superiority collapsed and 
in response to John Von l:cl:'s in unction "Will you or will you not retract our 
hooks and the errors contained in them" Luther coal idently declare. "I t I cry 
to retract those books no\\-. I should he issuing a license l r more t\ rann "(60) 
further he dismisses not only the authority of the Pope but also the power of 
the councils: 
MARTIN:... fir I don't believe in popes or councils-unless I 
am refuted by Scripture and my conscience is captured by 
God's own words I cannot and it l not recant, since to act 
against one's conscience is neither ;alc nor honest.i R5 
In this Diet of dorms the protagonist emerges a strong helie er in 
Christ and his teaching and his antagonists and ties appear sceptical. I he 
remarks made h\ the young Emperor Charles V about Luther That man will 
never make me a heretic'. Cajetan's remark "that man hates himself'.. he could 
only love others". and I ck's comment "whether what we have al\\ a\ s believed 
is true or not" are enough to prove them sceptics. 
Act l hree scene one ends in I52I with the conllict het\~een the t\~o 
universally celebrated theologians Martin Luther and John Von I-clk. hut .Act 
three. ,cone two began in 1525 with conflict between Luther and the Knight. 
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after the suppression of Peasant Revolt. I'he pla\ i-, quirt about 1 utlier , 
predicament as an exile during this period. Secondary sources indicated that 
during this crucial period he spent his lice in disguise as a knight in Wartburg 
Castle making himself busy in translating the 13ible into (ierman to be studied 
b\ (ierman lavnmen. In Luther's absence his movement continued under the 
leadership of M-1elanchthon, Andrew Carlstadt and Gabriel /willing. Although 
many reIl rms were made and several new religious conventions \\'ere held but 
the lurious reaction upon the Edict of V ornu against Luther and his supporters 
continued. '.\round Wittenhurg peasants stopped travelers on the road and 
asked them: "Arc %ou for Martin'? And beat them up il' the 	\ere 
not. (C 
In 1522. the growth of trade and commerce, increasing power of the 
princes and growin<g insignificance and poverty of the knights provided them 
with an incentive to rise in rebellion, and to he suppressed relentlessly within a 
year by a princel> army. But a flood of serious re ohs 11u\\eci conuttl\ in 
German countryside due to the ;,rowing greed of the alrcad\ prosperous 
merchants and businessmen to Bather more wealth. and the mounting avarice oI 
the German landu\\ hers to increase their income from their estates. 10 get their 
goals granted. the pl'lrvccs, noblemen. bishops and abbots began to increase the 
amount of work and other obligations exacted from their serfs. This practice 
inflamed feelings of anger and discontent in the peasants. The Knight. the 
strongest character in the play. tells this sad story in the following words: 
KNI(ii i l : 1 suppose all those various groups -v%-crc out for their 
d itercnt things or the same thinus rcall 	all out Ii~r''hat %Nk: 
could get. and more than anV rat us had the right to c\pcct. 
I he \\ere all the same. all those big Princes and archbishops, 
the cut rate nobilit\ and rich Iavabouts, honorable this and 
that's scrabbling like boars round a s\\ ill bucket for every 
penny those poor peasants get from those great abbots with 
their de laps dropped and angina: on their necks like goose's 
eggs', and then those Jell ok cr knights like inc for instance. I 
suppoSe. left-over r»en, inmpoverished.'\'ho'd seen better days 
and were scared and'b stick at nutitinm: to try and make sure 
the couldn't get an\ vv orse.( 88) 
Consequently, in 1524, after a series of isolated risings. the Peasant 
Revolt began in Germans. And in 1525 the hazardous melee in most of 
Southern and central part of Germany sacked and burnt Castles. manor houses 
and monasteries, and slaughtered their occupants. This rc' oft hlunccetl the 
\0holc of German\ into a civil war. l'u maintain peace and order Luther 
returned to German-. The peasants expected Luther to commend their effort, 
but he disappointed them by denouncing them and blaming the peasants for 
creating chaos. Ile \%rote scathing pamphlet Thieving hordes or the Peasants 
against peasant revolt: 
It' the peasant is in open rebellion , then he is outside the law of 
God. for rebellion is not simply murder . but it is like it great lire 
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which attacks and lays Waste it whole land . "Thus. rebellion 
brings with it a land Lull of murders and bloodshed. makes 
widows and orphans and turns every thing upside-do n like it 
great disaster. I'herel'ore. let e er\one who can. smite. sla\ and 
stab. secrctl\ or openly. remembering that nothing can he more 
poisonous, hurtful or de\ ilish than a rebel. It is just as when you 
must kill it mad dog: if you don't strike, he \wilI strike you and the 
whole land with vou.( Cowie 77-78) 
Questions such as why Luther \\cnt against the peasants'.' Why did he 
call them a mob and allowed their massacre \\'hen the people \\erc aIrcad\ 
known as I.utlierans" Why did he take this arhitrar\ decision" Arise. I conard 
\V. Co\\ ie thinks: 
It' it were thought that he supported them, all religious reform 
would be impossible. Alter the authorities had suppressed the 
Peasant Revolt. they would suppress his movement as a threat to 
law and order.( Cowie 77) 
Alter the suppression of' the Peasants' Revolt Luther'; reputation aned. 
I-lc lost his status as it great leader of Christendom. The prince, the peasants. 
the knight. and StaupitY all blamed him and were outraged. Staupiti 
s\ mpathised \\ ith the dejected. affected and crushed peasants and condemned 
Luther's support to imperial forces remarking: "You needn't have encouraged 
the princes. I hey \\ ere butchered and you got them to do it. And they had just 
cause."(99) But the protagonist contradicted him because he was not only a 
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religious leader but political one also. Religion is not merely a name of some 
established moral values. It is a complete way of life. Initiatives in life have to 
be taken in the light of' the Words as he states: " l'he world as conquered h\ 
the W,'ord: the Church is maintained by the \\ord."(9U) So. politics cannot he 
separated from religion, both exist and function simultaneousIV . I Ic sa% s ''the 
world can't be ruled with a rosary" (99) If they are separated: only t\ rannv is 
let'!. "[he world Was conquered by the Word. the Church is maintained by the 
WW'ord" (90) Ile justified that his action was in the favour of the country. They 
deserved their death because they kicked against authority, plundered and 
bargained. All in the name of Christ. and "rebelled against that Word, that was 
\gorse than murder because it laid the whole country waste" .l hc\ \ crc onl\ 
mob. "And it' they hadn't been held down and slaughtered, there'd have been a 
thousand more tv rants instead of' half a dozen. It was a snob, and because it v as 
a mob. it was against Christ." (99) I'he Knight. too, is angry with hint. and he 
blamed him for the massacre of the poor peasants and berates him for his 
stance. l here seems no reason to doubt that his father and the Knight are the 
characters in the play Luther hesitates to face. According to Katharine .1. 
\t'orth: 
he most formidable adversaries he comes up against arc his own 
lather and the Knight. l he\ both force on him an idea from 
which he shrinks. (Taylor 114 ) 
Luther looks helpless and powerless when confronted by the Knight. 
When the Knight dismisses the power cif the '-word' as poetry and regards trim 
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not more than a poet who flies in his own frenzy. Luther has no answer to 
refute him. The Knight considered the var against peasants as a sort of upper-
class cheat. and he hesitated to believe in Lutherans belief that Christ was a 
man like Other human being. In anger he raises a question causing conflict and 
dispute among religious sects whether prophets are aho\ c human being or the\ 
are men like others: 
KNIGHT: Do you knox\ what most men believe in their hearts-
because they don't see in images like you do- they believe in 
their hearts that Christ was a man as we are'.' And that he was 
a prophet and teacher. (90) 
I Ic expresses his anger by smearing Luther with peasants blood to send 
the message to the world that he is the butcher who is responsible ti►r the hrutal 
predicament of* the peasants. the poor gullible. 'l o quote Katharine .1. \\'orth: 
Knight and I.uther's lather take their stand along with .lean in '[he 
Entertainer and I lolyoke in Oshornc's television play, A Subject 
of Scandal and Concern. 'hey believe in 'our obligation to men': 
as I loly oake puts it, ' Are \i e not too poor to have God? 
("l'aylor l I > ) 
[he play ends with Luther's marriage with ('atherinc. a nun escaped 
from the shackles of the Medieval Roman Catholic Church. 'I hough mans 
people were disgusted by it. and criticised this act. But this was allied to his 
movement. According to the rule of the Roman Catholic Church clergy men 
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" erc not allowed to marry. When the Knight finally leaves it is ith an ironic 
comment: 
KNIGII1': Stay with your nun. Marry and stew with your nun. 
Most of the others have. Stew with her, like a shuddering 
infant in her bed. 191) 
lowever I.uther's rejoinder is - It's a shame e\er\one can't niarr> a nun. 
lie 're line cooks. thrift\ housekeepers. and splendid mothers. ( 95 I o hint 
women \\'ere not the root of all the evils as imagined earlier by conservative 
Christians. but a pure lountainhcad of all the happiness and the soft ray of 
optimism out of the darkness ot'despair. lie says: 
MARLIN: Seems to me there are three way, out of despair. One 
is faith in Christ. the second is to become enraged h> the 
world and to make its nose bleed lot it and the third i, the 
love ut'a woman. (6 5-66) 
'I he play ends 'With Luther's uncertainty, internal conflict. tear and 
despair. and a nostalgic note. lie is minimised to a common man busy in his 
marital life, cradling his innocent infant in his arms fearing the night monster in 
his dream. engrossed in reverie and lost in monologue: 
MARTIN:. . a human being is a helpless little animal. but he's 
not created h> his nether. but h> God. Lt's hard to accept 
you're an>onc son. and >ou're not the lather of VOur,CII .,o. 
don't have dream so soon. m> son. l'hev' I l he having von 
soon enough... You should have seen me at worms. I was 
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almost like Nou that say. as If 1'd learn to play again. to pla\ 
out in the world, like a naked child. "I have come to set a man 
against his father" . . . Christ said that, my sun. I hope so. 
lets just hope so? I h? F,h? Let's just hope so. (102) 
Alan Carter ohser%es: 
Ilse end of the play is quite inclusive. fir while all 	as 011CC 
certain to Martin. now nothing is. Ile is complacent. married to 
his nun Katherine. and unashamedly nostalgic.( ti5) 
l'he play exposes Osborne's talent to create a drama with Last moving 
scenes. aesthetic sense and lucid language. But it is not Free from %\ eaknesses. 
It lacks consistency. profound thoughts. and balance. Much attention has been 
paid on rhetoric, oratory. long tirades and soliloquies. John Russell Tailor says: 
In Osborne the balance is less satislactory . since so much time is 
spent on the 'psvchological 	material earl) on 	\lartin'> 
obsession with his own sinfuulness. with the sinllulness of mercl\ 
hein alive, and his relation with his father. whom he loved, and 
his mother, who beat him- that by the time this all hears fruit in 
his rebellion and heresy, and he moves out (like (Galileo) into the 
world of repressive social forces (emanating. like those that 
opposed Galileo . from the Vatican) . there is not enough room 
left to deal '\ ith them properly.( I a\ for 92 ) 
In spite ol' technical 	eakne„es it is a succe,sIof historical docuiiicnnt 
'flhich covers the whole file span of' the unioersaIl\ celebrated reformer who, 
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with the power of his intellect split the whole Christendom into two. Yet. it 
impossible to portray him in detail within the limited time frame: 
Perhaps too much has been included and some ideas Pall flat 
because there is not sufficient time to develop them, but it cannot 
be easy , when using realistic methods, to show on stage a man 
wrestling more with his own conscience than with personal 
enemies.. Neither can we criticize the playwright for leaning too 
heavily on borrowed sources, for he has himself admitted that the 
play is meant to be half chronicle, half interpretation.( Carter 85- 
86) 
Look Back in Anger debunks the hollowness of post-war Britishers 
(people), The Entertainer exposes the ramshackle condition of England 
(country), and Lusher lays bare the lacuna in Christianity (religion). Hence the 
canvas of Osborne's dramatic theory is deep and vast. 
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CHAPTER V 
INADMISSIBLE EVIDENCE:: 
Sexual Deviancy, Judiciary Law and Admissibility 
Osborne's play Inadmissible Evidence was first performed in 1964 at 
Royal Court Theatre in Britain. Directed by Anthony Page and Nicole 
Williamson it was hailed with unanimous praise. The play won Theatre Critics 
Award as the best play of the year at its very first show owing to an effonless 
flow of dialogues. excellent use of idioms and new thematic expressions. Allan 
Carter has collected in his book the various comments and remarks of the 
contemporary critics about the play. They are as follows: 
Osborne's next play, Inadmissible Evidence, first performed at 
the Royal Court Theatre on 9Sep. 1964, won the Theatre Critics 
Award for the best play of the year (196$). Once more his work 
was greeted. in Britain at least, with unanimous praise. I Carter 
41) 
Bernard Levin of the Daily Mail states: 
"...in the writing is Mr. Osborne's greatest advance yet. for it 
marries the effortless flow of the dialogue of Look Back in Anger 
with the questing questioning of Luther ...there is no doubt in 
my mind that it is Mr. Osborne's best play to date." ( Carter 41) 
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Harold Ilc)haon in an article ",John Osborne's Best I'Ia\" published in 
Ilu .1rni-Iui 7'rnus considers /nrubWtissible' Egicicr2ce it superhlM constructed 
play : 
I. do not beticve that any language could be too sumptucw, to 
conve\ the pits and the pathos and the it and the 
comprehending compassion of Mr. Osborne's best play. Go to the 
Rug aI Court. and % uu will see it. (Carter 41) 
Strangel,, enough The Observer of' the same day. 13 Sep. 1964 arri%ed at 
it ver\ different conclusion when Mary Ilolland. a guest columnist. headlined 
her revive. 'Where's all the Anger Gone'?" She felt that Maitland. the central 
character. was simply the play right's to-dimensional mouthpiece. the other 
elualitv Sunda\". the Sunda Telegraph \yarned its not to ego to the Ro at 
Court expecting a great timeless drama. but told its that 	e could find 
something almost as rare-"an opportunity to touch a revolting, lovable. 
dangerous. dying human being". (Carter 42) 
Allan Carter categorized this play among the outstanding plays of John 
Osborne. Comparing Osborne to pla\\%rigltts such as Claus. (iclher. and 
Schisgal Allan Carter states: 
None of these dramatists ha%e matched "under one root" the 
complex of talents which %vent into the construction of such 
outstanding plays as Look Back in .Anger. The Entertainer, and 
hiadinissihlc P.'vilence. (18? 
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Like earlier endeavors the present play also revolves around a single 
hero. In this connection Allan Carter maintained that the pla\ %%a in the 
U,burne Cuntemporar}" tradition with a dominant central character, and 
sketch\- minor parts.- (-12). Ronald I-layman , ie~Ns the pla\ as ''a turning point 
tar Osborne. 01' all his plays. it's the one \\hich brings his problems as it 
pla 	right into the clearest locus" (72) Anon Dube v opine, "In the hla\. 
Osborne again dealt with the theme of anger. frustration and isolation - this 
time of 13111 Maitland. it representative u1' a generation, which unfolds 
continuously the story of the decline and tall ol'an isolated human being.° (79) 
hCaoditissiblC /:violence is a scathing indictment against the seemingly 
incurable evils cif modern society. Alienation. despair. collapse of meaningful 
communication. hypocrisy .' ulgar assault of materialism. insincere Iu\ c. 
deceit Itl friendship and treacherous relationships, unsound marriage, political. 
technological and intellectual corrosion. widening veneration gap. impropriety 
cloaked as t ishion in aimless giddy youth and subsidence of human 
expectations are some of the major themes of the play. A pastiche of these 
motifs results in the chaos. conflict and anuer '. hich have been seen as the 
prevailing argument Uf the pla\ s examined. 
Major and minor characters of the 	play persistently bicker, contend. 
parr\ a~uainst each other in a shrewd battle of wits. fhe married couple 
deliberately or otherwise repeat demands ot' divorce. alimony and 
rehabilitation. Adulter\. extra- marital relationships jeopardize normal lives. 
Avarice and excessive appetite for power in corporate sectors urge partners and 
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subordinates to double-cross and hoodwink each other. Even, academics (so-
called spiritual mothers and fathers) arc untrustworthy. Bill Maitland the hcros 
litc and his moral and unethical associations revolve around the lacuna that 
e%idence has to he proved liar the dclivcr~' ot'.ludgment in a court ul law. I he 
pla\ assembles within its paranleter several unproved instances cal inadmissible 
e' idence. Ironically all of them concern natural and unnatural human 
relationships. ike play is yet another manifest of anger and conflict. the 
chapter gathers together the various causes of conflict and anger and their 
result mu Consequences on society. 
The pla\ Opens with a strange dream seen by the central character of this 
play. Bill Maitland finds himself in the dock against the royal judgment ol'the 
Lavv Socict\ . The dream epitomizes his own wretched Iluture and it die;peratc 
struggle to maintain connect with people who are (In lting away from hint. I lip 
lift is an incarceration, the people around hint are prisoners and the leading 
figures of' society are callous jailors. Mankind is trapped in a snare with no exit 
or escape. Nicoll Williamson who played the 'taxing role' of the protagonist in 
The Sulu -don Review remarked: 
this isn't a play about a man going down the drain. It's about a 
man ,lipping do \%n the drain and dcsperatcl\ lighting not to do 
so. (Carter 87) 
bonLIf1 Bill Maitland's lifestyle  reflects his affluence and prosperit 'et 
like .liinn►v Porter his own self-destruction transforms him into a tragic lirture 
left in isolation b\ all his so called friends and Tamil \. Allan Carter observes: 
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The action of the play is the inadmissible evidence of the trial: 
Bill's self- destruction continues as the others leave him, and he 
is reduced to a tragic state beyond human dignity. With such a 
complete moral disintegration 13111 is left in the isolation of his 
own hell, with the know ledge he has nowhere to go. (K8 ) 
Drama subsists on conflict. In the present play . 13i11 's iii' eii ion 
extends to embrace most characters his \% lie Anna. daughter Jane. Illlstre"N 
Liz. her father. Shirley and io\ the office girls, his partner Hudson . Shirley's 
boy friend Jones and her iiancce. In each case the reason for discord differs. 
When lack of compatibility and numerous amours and liaison were causing a 
rift between him and his wife, absence of commitment stood between him and 
Shirley. Joy served as a stopgap linkwonlan because of a rebuff' from Shirley. 
A libertine and profligate Maitland was a compulsi\ e rake. Bill', affair \\ 1111 
Liz to which he himself confesses suffered a setback on account of' a Sense of 
inleriorit\ and insufficiency. He is a had father because his own daughter is 
petrified of both his words and ways. Hudson whom he bribes with partnership 
has long been disillusioned with him and his planners, and the young clerk 
Jones manifests new thinking which is counter to his age old ways of dealings 
with issues. cases and problems. l'hus Bill has estranged himself 11'(111 
practically every individual. 1-low ever, Osborne makes him introduce himself 
thus: 
BILL: f\ly name is William Henry Maitland. I Ill thirty-nine \ears 
old, practicing solicitor and commissioner for oaths at 34. 
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1 Iect chamber>. I:C3. 1 have worked in the service ol the la %%- 
ii \ou can call being a solicitor workinc in the scr\ice of the 
In -ir nearly tuenty-five years. In tact I started 'ork in this 
per\ ollice. this court, since I was at least fifteen. Perhaps 
earlier. that (points to judge's seat) is my old boss's chair. 
You see. 1 took his position over Irom him, v1\ managing 
clerk, old I lud,un. he was working I'ur the old man then. Not 
that he was much older than mc. tie just always seemed older. 
An v a>. he works for me no\\- . I don't even kno\\ \\ It\ I took 
up the la 	1 don't think there was any reason at all much. 1 
can't think of' an' now, and I couldn't think of any then. 
Perhaps I did think I might land up on the bench even. Or 
with learned counsel. Vlr Jones. No. but I never seriously 
thought of' m ys It being brilliant enough to :it in that 
company. \pith those rnrn. iuntmg any of'thcni «ifh their fi'c:h 
complexions from their pla\ in<g fields and all that. with their 
ringing, effortless voice production and their quite chambers, 
and tailors and mes., bills and (.)xliord College and going to the 
opera God knows where and the 400. whatever I used to think 
that \vas. I can't remember at the tine. I have been al\\ar> 
tolerahl\ bright. (6-7 
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Later he says: 
BILL: 1 have al~vays had a certain facilit\. it's true. But hale eke. 
A lairly quick mind, not profound, a bit flash \ I should 
sad ...(7) 
These two passages reveal the secret of his personality, mentality and 
ahilit\. Younger than I-Iudson. he inherits the position from his boss. Though 
endo ved with a fairly quick mind, which is not prolitund. Maitland lacks 
sagaci.t\ indecisive and dependent almost entireI on other people he t iik tO 
distinguish lrfends and Ides. and foes among, tie,ends. Ills sole aspiration 
centered on balancing time and relationship x\ith the numerous women Who 
\calked in and out of' his lilt. Nowhere does the dramatist clarify the extent and 
depth of his emotions. Cunsequentl neither a single intinlac\ nor formal 
partnership is rooted in sincerity or earnestness. Instead betrayal and treachery 
becomes the order of' the day. Mali land' s multiple liaisons eventuate in 
confusion, frustration and duplicit\. lie confesses to I Iuduon: 
1311.L: Is00. I haven t. 1 have it \ VIA small. sIuiVislt. sIu" nfu\ in,, 
brain. I just run it through quickl\ at the wrong speed like a 
piece of' film, and it darts and flickers. but it perceives little, 
and it retains nothing. ( 2S) 
eeply aware of' his inadequacy Maitland confesses to insecurity and 
even reveals a vital truth about himself in the dream sequence: 
MAI Fl 1\Nl)....I have al~\ays been afraid of being found out 
Jl.'1)(GE-. l uund out'' 
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BILL: Yes. 
ii l)GE. Found Out about what? 
BILL: I'm sorr\ my lord. I don't understand. I lia\e al"a' been 
quite certain that this is where I should end up here. 1- \ e seen 
it too mangy times. (8) 
The pla\ dramatizes this conflict which rages inside the soul of' Bill 
Maitland. and the nucleus lies in the prelatory sequence where he is judged. 
tried and arraigned. 1-lo\\ever the trial takes place in his psyche and he hilllsell 
is the judge and the tnalelactor. Allan Carter observers: 
The play opens with a nightmare trial scene. in '\hich solicitor 
13111 Maitland displays the state ol'mind to which life has reduced 
him. l its own Iile is to be his evidence, and unfolded mradually is 
the story of a man not capable of withstanding the pressures of a 
societ 	hich does not care about the individual. Bill is left 
finally, on his 	n. A situation Mary M-1cCarthN has described as 
the extreme Osborne nightmare. (-1?) 
the pla\ was not %yell received by American critics. Bill Maitland \\a. 
e\aluated to he an incredible dramatic character \%ho himself' is responsible liar 
his own isolation and pathetic predicament. Inadmissible Evidence lodges a 
strong protest against those cases which have no evidence as they are the inner 
conscience of the protagonist. Allan Carter mentions the negative and positive 
remarks of the critics that explain the hidden characteristic and real personality 
of Bill Maitland: 
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John N'IcCarten. The New York critic, was fair but negative. 
noting that the play - s fault \\'ere " logorrhea and satyriasis". 
Most Americans thou`Uht the play still \er\ British despite it, 
attempts at ;general universality. I hey maintained that it revealed 
the British weariness and desire to sneer at themselves, showing 
also the split between those clinging to the past. and those 
\vorrvimt about the future. Litc's article was headlined "Narcissus 
Spitting at 11 is Image". and as might he expected from this title. 
13 iii was jud`ed to be an implausible dramatic character. Much to 
blame himself for his plight. (42) 
I Ienry I le\ves regarded it as one cif the greatest works of modern theatre. 
le \\rites in an article in .Saiur lar Revk"u': 
An all out theatrical statement. naked and shattering yet 
ultimately soaring above the desperation it so relentlessly 
presents. What Mr. Osborne has done is to reflect in one stubborn 
individual's irrational resistance to his time it fierce portrait of 
our backwardness and our liar\\ ardness. both of \\ Ihicll ,trlkc himr 
as Unsatisfactory. Ile is not making it plea fir tolerance or 
correctivection. but as Shakespeare did in I.ear. simpl\ and 
superbly expressing a horrifying night mare. (Carter 42-43) 
The protagonist is aware of his personal tttults. Lethargic. indolent. 
jaded. the diI erence between him and I [udson /Jones is one of fatigue. inertia. 
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lack of' interest in the daily routine and affairs of the oftice. The very lirst lines 
of' Act. two portra\ him in these words: 
I he .,rrne scene. :\ little grey' light. Earl \ morning taxi can be 
heard. Bill is ling asleep on the sofa. his collar open. an o\ercoat 
over him. Ile seems to be making an et'ort to \\ake as lie did in 
Act One, and the struggles becomes gradually more frantic as lie 
tries to escape. Ile is rescued by the telephone ringing. I (is eyes 
open and relict and fatigue mingle aa, he :its up.( -1)) 
Not unly is lie an enigmatic indi\ ideal '\ ith imperceptible imaic 
identification in society Bill has titiled to garner sell respect too. Ilia 
predicament s\mbolizes the desperate mental state of a classless fraction of 
society. Joy explains: 
JOY: Ah, but everyone tells you diticrentl\. Right'? You lose a 
man's respect: you lose your own sense of respect and all that 
old load of' rubbish. Right? (49) 
A deeper study of the above mentioned features reveal the hems natural 
tlas la\ iii bare his persunalit\ \\hicli is devoid of human dignit\ dramatized 
rushing headlong, to\~ards frustration. sell'-destruction and horn I" in,- 
segregation. Apparently this hara-kiri lies in the simplicity of' his nature. blind 
trust in %N omen and acquisitive designing friends who aspire to move on 
leaving him behind. f low deeply he is aggravated and why is a izrave issue to 
contemplate. Osborne's play is a remonstration against the mindless assault 
over human sensibility and spirit that goads the indi%idual into crime. Not only 
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the hero but people around him fall prey to this mental aberration. The play 
opens with the protagonist himself accused of fabric and moral corruption and 
deteriorating ethics: 
(1_l-.RK: William I lenry \laitland. \ ou are .Iecused of ha\ in 
unla~v lull\' and wicLedl\ published and made I:n 	n. :tnd 
caused to be procured and made knoxx n . it wicked. ha\\ ii\ and 
scandalous object. lntendin`u-( I) 
CLERK: Object. Intending to vitiate and corrupt the morals of' the 
minds of diverse of the liege subjects of our Lady and to raise 
and create in them lustful desires, and to bring the liege 
subjects into a state of wickedness. lcwdncs' and 
debauchcrv.(1) 
llhc charge sheet of accusation and guilt is opened against Bill in the 
world of dream. 'a site of oppression. helplessness and polemic'. The sub-
structure of this particular dream entails outmoded objects. hones and skeleton 
remains which are fixtures in a solicitor's office. l'his phantasmagoria where 
Jones pla\s the role of a clerk and Hudson of a judge is basically Bill's 
troubled consciousness. The dream is later explained as a 'prison of' embryonic 
helpless'. In it lies the key to the play because the protagonist acquaints the 
reader with the nature of guilt he suffers from. The play is a dramatization of 
the infirmities and failures of the hero. I he Inadmissible Fvidence is a trial h\ 
conscience. Bill is a misfit like Jimmy Porter, Archie Rice and Luther having 
no place in the existing society. His failure lies in his dependence almost 
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entirelc on other people's cflorts and his inability in differentiating or finding 
out a real friend and foe among companions. Maitland divulges: 
BILL: . . . I never hoped or wished liar anything more than to 
have the good fortune of' friendship and the excitement and 
coil! tort of'IuAe and the love u1'\%unicn in particular. I made a 
set at both ul them in m\, o ii 	ay. With the first oith 
friendship I hardly succeeded at all... No. Not at all. With the 
second. with love I succeeded in inflicting, quite certainly 
inflicting, more pain than pleasure. I am not equal to any of it. 
But I can't escape it. I can't forget it. And I can't begin again. 
You see" (20) 
With the termination of the dream sequence wherein the hrota~oni-'t 
;upposedl\ struggles hack painfully into cottsciOuincSs. expepirntni 
'difficult\ 01' hreathinuf. 'Violent inner el'l rt to throw oil' the burden'. 
palpitating: struggle of the heart'. and ' gasping' he 'snakes his \~:r\ uut 
entering the world of reality. Theatre takes over in the guise of a cons ersion of 
his mental processes into a tangible reality to be witnessed by the audience. 
Through the medium of conflict between his protagonist and other minor 
characters Osborne wages a var against the evils of society namclR sexual 
abnormality. jcalous~'. adulter>. moral disintegration, turpitude. misalliance 
causiri discordance in marital Ii t. [lie conflict hei een Bill and I ludson and 
Jones continues till the end with his complete isolation and break down. 
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I-Judson and Maitland spent a lifetime together practicing la 	ct they 
do not share similar ideas, temperament and goals. l'hough a junior to 13i11 in 
the law firm 1ludson's ideology which also consists of' disloyalty is in stark 
contrast to Bill's outlook. As he explains: 
WI A.: "l'his placed be a lot different if you were running it. 
\v ouldn't it \Vallv'? 
I lUl)SON: Everyone has their o' n methods. You' \e swot \ours.
•B11.1.: \ es but mine just aren't different. I hey re not respectable 
for a solicitor. (13) 
Never pretending to he amused at Bill's witticisms 1-Iudson's 
seriousness hides dislike and contempt For his boss while Maitland himself' 
conceals cif\ \ against his partner. I ludson waits for it suitable time to assail his 
enem h\ the weapon that \\ould hurt him Most. I hough Bill i1, suspicious of 
the Undercurrent and Furtive movements he is too slow to react. Not gifled ith 
tar reaching sight. political sagacity and a quick mind he is unable to stem the 
tide of desertions. Bill's equation with all his employees is ambivalent. They 
appear to suffer him and he does not enjoy their sympathy and respect. I ludson 
is patronizing. and is already on his way out. Shirley is dismissive and has 
given her notice. Bill himself' is not happy with Jones and Joy remains the 
single Support of his office. One of' the issues on Which Iludson and Bill 
disagree pertains to divorce. Bill merely wishes to push such cases because I 
conflict of temperament. the former is \\car\ of' listening to the tirade of the 
opposing parties and %\ ants to postpone or let the matter go unheard. Contrar\ 
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to his senior', approach his attitude tu\\ards divorce is caleuurical. I  
persuades him to change his outlook but he thoroughly rehulTs the idea .)I 
divorces \'hich create a rift between Families. Aneril he Counters Bill's 
ar2unlcnt thus: 
I it 1)SO\: I don't Feel that strongly. I get a hit fed up listening to 
it. trying to find out what really did happen all the time. But I 
don't actually mind it. I just \,ouldn't go out of n►\ \%a\ to 
choose it, that's all. 
13l1.1.: What «ould \ou choose." Straight tor%%ard hit of 
complicated conveyancing. 
HHUI)SON: I'd say divorce was your line, Living other people's 
lives. (22) 
Yet another reason For clash between them rests in the issue of marital 
discord and inconstanc% which was the locus ol, ()sborne- s first play. I hou"u'h 
not as caustic and trenchant as Jimm' Porter the protagonist oI the present pia\ 
also ignores his \\its. But lie is at the same time critical of the s% iii paths that 
Iludson Feels tr .Anna his wife. Bill's acerbic viewpoint is consequent to hi s  
neQativity . lie remarks: 
BILL: Yes. You are But I don't think Anna is quite as absorbed 
in her children as 'ours.... Yes. Fhat's what Anna says. 
Perhaps she should have married \on. You ha e .o man~ 
points of agreement. (26 t 
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through the ro\\ bet\\een these two 1~►ntilies Oshornc dclincates the 
appalling corollaries Uf close and frank l'anlily liaisons aniottL psclldl) liberal 
members of modern society. the inevitable rise of adulter\ in sucictN is an oil 
shoot of the absolute latitude enjoyed by people. Most of the characters in this 
play nl,u-ricd or otherwise arc. in one way or other. accused of adulterous 
relationships producing unwanted pregnancy. estranzenient and finall\ divorce. 
Osborne's opening phrases • ickedness. lewdness and debauchery" and "the 
practical dangers of hrciriarital re tatiumhips in the cunlmandirig heights of our 
declining objects" hetra% the _r % its of the issue. Osborne', intention ill 
lilregruunding the subject lies in an aspiration for social change. 
l he title cal' the play Inadmissible Evidence is further illustrated in the 
case of Rose and her husband whom she accuses of cruelty and inappropriate 
behaviour including adultery. l his conflict is occasioned by multiple 
cuntro crsies and false accusations. She accuses hint, though \\ ithuut e idence 
of ph\sical abuse with his hcav\ gardening boots. of locking her out of the 
house in a car on a freezing night. in just a night dress. the exposure 
presumably resulted in flu. pneumonia. or pleurisy. On the ground of these 
accusations she demands divorce. alimon\ and maintenance. All these 
allegations lack proof and testlinon\ . I his same man whom Rose condemns fi r 
excesses and pertersiun has a s~nlpathirer in Hudson X%hu explains to Bill after 
hearing her case and examining her gestures. confidence and countenance: 
l3II.l.: And \\-hat's she got? A wall e'e and varicose 'cin-. 1'II 
bet. lie sounds titirl ordinar\. 
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ii t' )SON: No. 1 don't think he's such it had chap. Still- 
BILL: Any adulter\'' 
II I)SON: She says so. but there doesn't seem to he ntucIi 
evidence. Winters has seen the papers. lie didn't seem to 
think much of it. I'm afraid he won't touch it under 300. Still. 
if lie can get her to stick to her story, we should get him on 
cruelt}. (24-23) 
/.ubuski's case is still more strange. lie \\ants a divorce from his \viic 
and yet insists on ph\sical relationship on certain terms. lntCrestin,il . his k%iIc 
agrees to this extraordinary condition anlusina, both Bill and Iludsun. I3iiI'; 
Iau~thter and Iludson's \kry expression mock at sexual ahiioriiial,t and 
degenerating human values. Osborne snakes it an occasion to ridicule a sordid 
modern society. its decadent morality and impaired human conscience. 
Adulter\ is taken up as a vital raison d'ctrc of instability in Mrs. 
(ictrn;cv• marital lift. I ier case raises many such serious social problems 
\ hieli lia\c become pressin!u !,rectos ii1' recurrence :Ind rt,ntLn.t,( r:ucit 	is 
I he adulter\ semis quite clearl\ established". 	\1 h\ \1r,. (iarnsc\ 
separation is maul festcd through her enibarrassingl\ ironical statement about 
her husband: 
MRS. CiARNSL;Y:...You see he's a good man really. IIc's kind. 
he is v er\ sensiti' e indeed, he seems to he one step ahead of' 
me all the time in everything. everything, lie al\\ays has been. 
l ie Imes me. I Irmo 	that...[ think \\c...~ccll. I. .di.ahh pint 
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Iiim. But no more than he disappoints himselF,...Hc is clever. 
he does his Job \\ell. Ile works hard. lie's good looking. I Ic 
has it lot ol'eharnn. in his 	n wa\, he reaIkk ha.. he Can make 
~ W laueh like almost no one else. Rut what. \ghat kills inc i. 
that he is being hurt so much. 
1311 .L: how do you mean? 
MRS (JARNSFY: By everyone. He comes home to me. and I 
know that nothing really works for him. Not at the office. not 
his friends, not even his girls. I wish they would. God knows. 
he tries hard enuu,h. I wish I could help him. Iiut I can't. and 
e"er'one. wherever. 'C sou t(,)<_ether. \%hctlicr it*, It night vut. 
Of a❑ evening at our club. or an outing \%ith the children. 
e"eryune's. I know everyone's drawing away From him. And 
the more people have been good and kind and thoughtful to 
me. the worse it's been for him. I know. And now. Now I'm 
doing the same thing. 'l'he children hardly notice him. And 
now it 's me. I cant bear to see him rciected and lati hcd at 
and scorned behind his back and iLnOrcd-(All this last i, 
scarcel\ audible.) And no\ it's me. I've got to lease hinm. 
(A'uthiirg ntur•e meaniug%u! cones from her. ) (36-37) 
Mrs. Garnse\ ridicules her husband as he is not handsome in her eyes. 
does not have a worthwhile social status to attract the people around him in a 
part\- . is not prosperous enough to satisfy his children's need. and is too 
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sensitive and envious to grant her absolute freedom. In a nut shell, he is not 
equal or an adequate match for her. 
Sexual inconlpatibilitt appears to be the reason promoting adulter in 
the play. Though `lrs. fonks insecurity about her husband Richard I onks 
stei»,) 0111 of en\*\ suspicion and apprehensions about it rival. She file; a 
petition against her Spouse accusing him r,fa purported intimate and adulterous 
relationship with a woman. it "great big beautiful hlond" living in the 
neighbourhood. 13i11 rejects all the allegations and accusations put against 
Richard George I onks and he attributes it to complete dissatisfaction. Ile says: 
BILL: I (ailed in giN ing her complete satisfaction. M 'vile fell 
rile on the 12"  da\. of September 1963. (56) 
The above statement cements Ionhs case with Maittand -s o\ %n as the 
protagonist superimposes his experiences becoming all husband and Anna his 
better half a metaphor for all sronged wile. Through the medium of this 
conflict Osborne has made an attempt to solve the crucial problem of' child 
custoth atler divorce. According to religious cannon the court exercises its 
discretion in la our of' mother if - children are infants. but lather finds favour it' 
the are adolescent. Osborne seems to favour the guardianship of' tic mother in 
this case. as Mrs. Tanks appeals to court in her petition: 
MRS. YOLKS: Vs'herelore your petitioner humbly prays that the 
court will exercise its discretion in her favour and decree (1) 
that the said marriage may he dissolved (2) that she ma N he 
granted the custody of the children of the said marriage. (3) 
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that the respondent be condemned in the cost of the 
proceedings. (OG ) 
Not unl\- women but men also have been observed suspicious of their 
x ive~. the cheerful conjugal life of Mrs. Anderson is on the verge of 
separation when her husband gives up his job as it clerk. become', it tra\ cllini 
salesman staving out o I10111C for long periods, tier outings gencratc ill hill) 
suspicions of adultery. She explains her grievance against her husband in these 
\\ ords: 
MRS. ANDERSON: Things became increasingly unhappy and 
difficult when my husband gave up his job and became a 
traveller lilr a firm in electrical tittinas. lie was able to he at 
home most of the tine. but when he was a' a\ . nc\ er more 
than fur the odd da\ or two. he ould accuse Inc ol' going Out 
withh men. (58 
Ubiquitous immorality. vulgarity. malevolence, debaucher,. dishonesty. 
nl,Ilt•eatnlent suspicion. criminal assault, vay ardness, peevishness. and 
adultery are some prevalent evils that destroy families. The malaise is endemic 
to modern societies. though scientific progress and technological re\olutioms 
can change the map of the universe but human ps\ the and nature remain, the 
same. Osborne sculls at societ\ conlpleteI\ dependent on technolug\ 
1311 l :. 	I hereby swear and al'tirnl. Affirm. On n1\ ...I ionour? 
It\ n►\- belief". M\ belief in. ..in. ..the technological revolution, 
the pressing. ,growing. pressing. urgent need for more and 
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more scientists. and more scientists. for more and more 
schools and universities and universities and schools. the 
theme of' change. realistic decision based on a highly 
de eloped and prolcssional stud-, of' society by people who 
really know their subject. the overdue need li)r us t0 adapt 
ourselves to diI't rent conditions, the theme and ehallcnuc of 
such rapid change. change. rapid change... In the ninety se' en 
per cent. ninety seven, of all the scientists who have ever lived 
in the history of the x%orld since the days of Euclid. 
P%thatoras and Archimedes. Who. who are alive and at work 
today. today. nofl. at this time, in the ine itabilit 	of 
automation and the ever increasing need , need oh. need for. 
the stable ties of' modern hunt I\ lilt. rethinLin,. rclicN in. 
makint, \\a\ I r the motor car . liirIN million h\ nineteen: in a 
tor'%ard — looking, outward -- looking, programme-controlled-
tool-line reassessment. With. yes. With faculties of memory 
and judgment far beyond the capacity of any human griel, 
being. (Jr any ;group of' 1lutnan \\ho has ever lived. (2) 
A careful perusal of' the pla\ also reveals Osborne's Marxist leanings. 
Fhe repercussions of technolo ical re olutiion on the It lc of conuncmrr,. 
political and scientific research institution; that provide an illusion of 
revolution, evolution and social chan`_c find mention. I he pla\wwright mocks at 
"the National Research, Research Development Council. the 'l a\ for Report. the 
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Na\ let Report. the failure report". lie Ieels that the colultr is making this 
progress at the cost uC stable ties of modern 1'anlil\ file. !'heir urie\ances are 
mounting but scientists are hus> in creating motor cars. The time will come 
when technology shall paralyze human abilities. society ,hall he dependent 
completely on technological instruments, and computers shall play the taxing 
role of judges and ht \\ \ers in the court. angry 13 iii is heard saying: 
1311.1.: "1 hey won't need us much longer. I he\ ' I l need no more 
la%\vers. Have you seen the papers this morning? Some 
mathematical clerk will Iced all our petitions and depositions 
and statements and evidence into some clattering brute of it 
computer and the answer wi11 come out Guilty or Not Guilty 
in as much time as it takes Lu ,a\ it. 1 h ere'll he no more laws 
delaNs. lust the insolence ol somehod\'s clt'lice. I hey' II need 
no more lax\ vcrs. I don't understand who \\•I II he i1ccdc(I ( I (, ) 
Not unl\ 13111. 1 ludsun too. is a2itatcd h\ the intcrlcrcncc of machines in 
human life. N'1(►ckin.tly. both protest about the war het\\ccn man and machine 
making jobless a populace which would be reduced to destitution. 
BILL: ...I can't think of'a better way to emerge — in an cmergcnt 
countr> . Wll\ don't they all go and emerge? Emerge. 
11L.DSON: Wh\ don't you do a bit of emerging (►urselI? 
BILL: I'm nc\cr likel\ to do that . 
lit I)SON: Well \\e should make a start (Joke) l3elorc the inu\c 
in the Computers. (17 
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'l'he dander of tnachini.s intervention in human Ii h. lacint. thQ cur,< <, t 
unemrlov meat and the rising number of' people leading a lit helovv po\'ert\ 
line in the emergent country was felt deeply by the playwright. This t1 cling of 
anguish against rising menace of technology and sympathy fir the poor and 
jobless lower middle class can be observed now and then in his plays. 
Osborne's pla\s serve to emphasis the dangers we thee. The 
pu\\ertitl rhetoric of the heroes directs our attention to these 
threats and is designed to pre em its from hceomint machine. in 
a computer-crazed «urld. Osborne has perceived that herein lies 
the essence of modern tragedy. In a world where daily human 
beings take on a closer appearance to machines. he tries to keep 
us idealists. secitto that tragedy is the defeat of the perceptive 
ratan in a world of mediocrity with no place liar warmth or purity 
of emotion. Where in our lives, he asks. is there anything to rouse 
its to significant action. lie has ne er tried to tell its x0 hat there i,. 
but simply to suggest that there is not enough. We must find Our 
irnn answers, make our own response. What Osborne has done is 
to give us something to respond to. (Carter 4-5) 
In an interview taken by the critic T~'nan in 1968 published in the 
journal The Observer Osborne refuted the idea that the country could ever run 
b 	urking class but by technology. Osborne in Tura Observer maintains: 
The working class isn't what it as \hen I got the hell out of it. 
The trouble is that history has rather pulled the carpet Out ftom 
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under 1t. If anv'thtn-, takes over it will he Iecl1noli>2\. not the 
\\orkinu class. The Labour Parts has appcalcd to cupidiit\. and 
the appeal has been unauts"ered b\ technology. (Carter 1-1) 
Bill Maitland's multiple relationships with \\omen f rnl the core of the 
play. Ile moves 1row one alliance to another searching fir a sense of 
fulfillment. I us interpretation of the various cases Anderson . Maples, Tonks. 
(iarnsev that came to him as a lawyer become extension of his own Iifc's 
complexities and associations. The lawsuits heard From Bill's personal and 
private perspective add to the repertoire of enwtional expericIlLes. I h, 
evidence in each Of these suits is inadmissible because it does not pertain to 
actual proof and execution but instead appeals to a dimension \Qhich is 
emotional. Despite his own culpability and debauchery. nothing can be proved 
because of its inadmissibility as the feeling of guilt is intangible. 
BILL: I' ye no idea. I don't which is worse, which prospect 
frightens me more. I keep seeing their laces. Anna's. Liz. And 
some of the others. It's even worse when tile% ring up. Not 
that Liz rings very often. She has an immaculate idea 01' it 
mistress's rights. 1 want to feel tender. I want to he comforting 
and encouraging and full of' fun and Future things and things 
like that. But all I feel is as if my head were bigger and 
bigger. spiked and falling oil', like a mace. it gets in ntv way. 
or keeps getting too close. It's not worth the candle isn't it" 
(21) 
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l'o Osborne mistress is 'a very melodramatic word for a very 
commonplace archetype'. (cmmmunicating %%ith his vi ft on the phone I3iII 
expresses his complex but realistic vision as: 
[SILL:... I know. but mistresses. as you call them. are usually 
less tolerant than wives. Mind ou, they are also less 
patronizing but totally without generosity... No. I malign her 
about that... Yes. and you too... (43) 
Act second begins in much the same fashion as Act one. In a note 
Osborne explains: 
...some of the duologues should progressivel' resemble the 
leeling of dream and unreality of Bill's giN ing - eN id once at the 
Beginning of Act One. Some of the time it should all seem 
actually taking place at the particular moment, naturally. casual. 
lucid unclouded. At others the grip of the dream grows tighter: 
fir example. in the call that fo1lo\\s now. the presence of the 
person on the other end should he made very real indeed. hut. 
sometimes it should trail oil' into it leelin of doubt a" t(i \Nhei.Iier 
there is an one to speak to at all. (391 
he t o large monologues addressed to l.iz and Anna reveal the 
essential psychological eunllict. fear. and insecurit\ of the prcutas~unist. l'huugh 
scared he betrays the lReling that his identity depends upon the continuit) and 
\alidity• of his tnarriaue. However Bill clutches to his relationship \pith Liz for 
support and c\ en seeks refuge behind it for the sake his unit \. Ile appeals: 
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LI/_ ... I'nl irightened...It was as it' I only existed because of 
her. because she allo~ced me to. but if she turned oft the 
switch... turned ott the switch .. who knows? But if she'd 
turned it oil  I'd have been (lead. (43) 
File second speech is directed to Anna. I lore again Maitland emerges a. 
it nran in need of support and succour. "Though the speech in its tutalit is it 
detensive attempt to convince his wile the element of commonality lies in the 
appeal that he makes to his wife which could easily he interpreted as extension 
ot'the earlier frantic appeal to Li?: the difference being that he is a\~are that his 
iUc is a better person than he could ever he. 
13I1_L . ...It*s just that the more the despise inc the nwrc 
admirable and courageous and decent spirited OLI 
beconle....sometIf11es I think you're my only grip left, if you 
let inc go I'II disappear. I'll he made to disappear, nothing, 
will work. I'll be like something in a capsule in space 
weightless, unable to touch anything or do anything, like a 
,:roping hah in a removed. putret ing v►►tnh.(43) 
Later he observes: 
BILL: I'm tired of being watched. I m tired of being watched h. 
you. and ohser cd and scrutinized and assessed and guessed 
about. (80) 
the ph \ sical relationship between Bill and Shirley also is constituted as 
pretentious to e affair for nterelk materialistic gain. Ilowever Shirley is sick 
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and disgusted and is getting married elsewhere. The secret of' this mysterious 
relationship is dent\stilied with their li►ctual acknowledgement of False love 
and infatuation after their furious accusation and counter accusations over 
adultery and pregnanc\ 
1311.1.: And when \\e \ere in bed together you dropped all your 
pretences and deceits. after a while away. Perhaps I did e\en. 
I don't think I let you think it was an enduring love affair --in 
the sense of' well of endless. wheedling obligations and 
summonses and things... (32) 
Alienation and cultural dei radation in modern Society prompts 
condescension in Maitland. I he existence of gender conflict or misogynous 
attitudes in various ti~rnls at various le \ els can he ohser\ ed in about all the 
major plays of tite playwright. In Look Buck in Anger he is cross v\ ith his \\its' 
IAlison) and girlfriend (Ilelena). In T/it Errlertniner he falls out With his \\itc 
l'hoehe) and dau_shter (Jean), In Luther he is upset with his mother. and in 
Inuchnivsihle Evidence he falls foul of his mistresses (Shirley. Joy and Liz,) 
daughter( Jane) and wits (Annal. In Inadmissible Eviclerrcc Osborne exploited 
Bill as his mouthpiece. The conflict between him and women is used as an 
effective medium to express his points of vic%\ 
I he generation antagonism in Gwd,:issiblc Eyiclence has been 
represented b Jane and b Jean in The Entertainer. Both Jane and Jean displa\ 
frustration. rebellion and hanker tier freedom and a meaningful voice in 
personal choices. Bill Maitland and Archie Rice signilj' the receding 
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Edwardian splendour and opulence which is lost in the modern void. The 
uneasy and distressing association between father and daughter (Hill and Jane) 
amply illustrates the frustration of d\ inc patriarchs and the collapse of family 
concord. Hills condescending attitude towards Jane has roots in his vagrancy. 
irresponsibility, a deliberate spurning of his Family consequent to his turhitudk. 
degeneracy. misogv nv and hostility to young people. Andre' %V\ Ilia• iii his 
hook .1'r.v on Stage. Gender and Sexauliw itt Post-FI'ar I3riU.sk theatre '.\ rites: 
Whereas Archie Rice looks wistfully backward to the Edwardian 
he day of his Father. Bill Maitland lore s for the freedoms which 
he thinks his daughter experiences. and is jealous of her as a 
representative of the younger generation. (58) 
Both wish to he rid of another. Jane dislikes his licentiousness and 
callousness towards them. The, reciprocate each oilier', feel in of antipath\ 
Ile plays the role of a strange. careless and unfeeling tither. When she visits 
him in the office on her se1cntccnth birthdays he makes her \%ait like a 
stran_zer. When Joy pleads for her with him that 'she's not got very long he 
angrily retaliates: "Who has? Tell her to wait" and prolongs the interview with 
his gay client Maples. When Joy makes an impassioned pica again "your 
dauihter wants to know how much longer" he condescendingly declares: 
BILL: Fell her she's got to wait. I don't cure. She's got to 
Now tell her... (Switches off.) (68) 
The gap between them is so firml\ entrenched that empath\ seems 
impossible. Ile wants to speak to her on the phone but she refuses to. and even 
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tries to get rid of him. Bill believes that he is "a fairly rotten father but better 
than some" though he does realize why Jane is not on speaking term with him: 
BILL: I see Jane every day of the week and no one could be more 
relieved to be rid of me when her friends are around. . 
because I'm only an inquisitive, hostile, undistinguished 
square I suppose.(43) 
Such a friction between the parent and child appears to he a common 
phenomenon of modern society. This disagreement contributed towards the 
ever growing fissures in families, increasing number of orphans and destitute 
and collapse in meaningful communication, causing chaos, misunderstanding, 
and conflict among masses. The failure of fruitful communication lies in 
materialistic attitudes. Hudson rebuff to Bill Maitland's offer to be a partner, 
his ultimate desertion , even getting his friend to lie about his absence and 
reluctance to receive the call at Piffards . oblivious and careless of letting Rill 
hear his voice are all consequences of this tendency and ambition. 
The sole reason for the conflict between Bill and Jones apparently lies in 
sexual jealousy, materialism and generational antipathy. Bill's resentment for 
the younger generation is revealed in his own words: 
BILL:... You're pretty solid, I'd say. Solid but forward-looking, 
you know , a child of the jet age . a new age of fulfillment 
with streamlined institutions , a sense of purpose and looking 
forward to the new frontiers of knowledge. ( ) 
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the playwright clearly % rites in the decor note that l II .I ', in.u►ner to 
Jones is ,lightly hostile, more polite than he is to most people. 'I he discourtes> 
of the protagonist to ards him echoes his own duplicity which is disclosed 
thus: 	"I[' that's Jones. keep him out of' mV' was: 1 don't want to see 
him".(46)Not only does he dislike him but Maitland manner is condescending. 
I le's a tent peg. Made in l:ngland. To be knocked down into the ground". (14) 
Sarcastically he christens Jones "13ritain's t'uturc' discrediting hi,, cl'I1►rt and 
\\ork at the office. . But all the icelings ot'hostility are compromised \%hen he 
selfishly contemplates it truce through marriage \%ith his daughter: 
1311.1.: 	.Jones is useless... well, the truth is I don't like him then: 
it's all right him working tier me. but I'd feel di t'Icrently if he 
wanted to marry m\- daughter. I .just hope to God she wouldn't 
\vast to... Any way. Jane's sure to marry an emergent 
African .(44) 
Jones is a trope tier the spiritually arid England. But at the ,amr tine he 
also ,vmholires the spiritedly mobile jet set immersed in their \\urldl\ al'lairs 
but otherwise mentally and spiritually sterile. Osborne debunks the idea that 
people do work because they are alive and people are alive because they do 
work. I o him indi\ iduals are victims of illusion. Reality is not what is ' isihlr 
to them: it is %%rapped into manifold illusions. Ile declares his position on this 
issue through Bill's sarcastic remark: 
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13I1.1.: 1 says soon y'e'll all be out of job. II' anyone's riddled with 
the idea that being bus\ is the same thing as being alit  it'. 
Our \ Ming Jones. ( 15 ) 
lie is in tact frustrated and suflering from a nostalgia of glorious past of 
British Empire now reduced to a mere island sunk into political obscurity. Like 
Jones, the countr\ is making a strenuous effort to emerge again in this fast 
chanuinu world, lie holds dissembling politicians and materialistic English 
scientists responsible for the decline of the countrN and intensiRin;; disparity 
among tcllo\% countrymen. Osborne holds established vote-hunk politics in 
post-'\ar Britain as the sole reason for rising political inertia and vanishing 
patriotic sensibilities in the masses. 
Maitland's anger and conflict correspondingly extends to religion, law. 
police, science, technology, fashion, academic institutions and intellectuals. 
Bill minimizes their greatness with passing sarcastic remarks over their reticent 
boastful nature. Talking to Jo\ he ridicules Liz and his litther (representing 
middle class or posh society). 
1311 I : Yc; (Icy Joy-) that's her way of saying I don't seem to he 
able to hold on. on to. to anything. She talks in that funny waN 
because her father is a don and is what is called conceptual 
thinker, which, it's all too clear. I am not. No darling, it's not 
something in a rubber goods shop: it's \\hat her father is. One 
of those little intellectual monk's who chatter on the tell\ 
about Copernicus at two hundred cards as minute. And don't 
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ask me who Copernicus is. I don't know the name of the 
Prime Minister. at this moment. Ile's aver% cold fish. Joy. 
Her father I wean. lie's Drub lbly the Owl roan Il\ iii 	hose 
unconscious desires are entirely impersonal. (77) 
Conceptual thinker'. 'little intellectual monkeys'. 'chatter on'. 'very 
cold fish'_ 'impersonal unconscious desires' are some of the hitter phrases 
used for intellectuals and dons. 
Like Jimm\. Archie and Luther Bill is a mislit who has no place in the 
society. As Jimmy was useless because he was a puritan horn out of his age: 
Bill pronounces his frustration to his daughter Jane in these words: 
BILi.: There isn't any place tier me. not like you. In the law, in 
the county\, or indeed. in an\ place in this cit\,. (72) 
At another place when sharing his distress with his mistress he discloses 
that he will say good-bye to the place and go far away. as far away as possible 
trorc this place because there's no place for him here (8(J) Nobody listens and 
cares. %alucs have disappeared. The world is absurd, pretence. deceit. 
obscenity. adulter\. disloyalty. mistrust and isolation are the customs of the 
world. I His anger at these social indictments is so strong and \ itriolic that he 
desires to annihilate the whole society. In frustration he utters: 
BILL: I'nn still surprised to hear ou sad it though. 1 alx\a}'s am. 
And I shouldn't be... why does it shock nee'' Why? I mvscll' 
.nn more packed \eith spite and twitching with revenge than 
an one I Knox\ of I actually of en. frequently. daily want to 
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see people die for their errors. I wish to kill them myself. to 
thro\\ the switch \\ith my own fist. Fortunately. 1'%e had no 
more opportunities than most men. (77) 
There seems no reason to doubt that Nrac/nnis.vihle 1:vrc/encc is it perusal 
of sexual abnormalit\ and a study of a frustrated solicitor at law society. 
Racial persecution. tamil conflict owing to idleness. and indignation at 
journalism are also significant issues mentioned cursorily in this play. 
Although angry and frustrated Osborne sometimes emerges ambivalent wishing 
to annihilate the whole humanity but under his anger there is a benign and 
benevolent human being who desires to root out the politicization of religion. 
region, caste. class, language. accent. race and colour. ( )shorn • \\anted to (ira\\ 
attention of' authorities towards the deeply rooted racial injustice and incc{unlit\ 
against black-skinned race. In a long tirade to Jane Bill criticizes racial conflict 
(black). regional conflict (African). religious conflict (nun) and political 
conflict (Journalism) in these words: 
BILL: ...You've stopped its lumbering, indecent, slobbering 
ancient longing and banged it into the middle of the Daily 
Express where the 're only allo\\ed to sa\ the \\ord "rape" 
it a /lack African is in%oh ect. Or perhaps it nun.( 74 
Like Look Buck in Anger and ihc Eweriai,wr in lrwuclmiss•rblc E►'iclencc' 
also the theme of intertcrence in family matters plays the role of intensilying 
clashes among families. George and Maples like Jimmy turn cynical and 
suspicious and undergo mental stress owing to unemployment and stay in vain 
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at eheir father-in-Ia«'s h usc, but the relation between Bill and Anna %korsens 
due to lantil interference. The tamil story of Bill and Jimmy seems similar at 
_real length. Anna's parents never pad' heed to Bill as Alison', to Jimmy. As 
Alisun's relatives Celt sorry For Alison and looked down upon .1immv Anna's 
relatives too are apologetic of Bill and regard him as both nick and crude. (till 
say is 
BILL: ...sure, the are sorry for Anna and think I'm it boorish 
old ram but it was more . there was more to it than that... (42) 
Ilis behaviour towards his old lather is polite just as Jimmy behaves 
pulitel\ with his lather-in-la \\. Both the characters have soft Iccling for 
l:dwwardians. Like Jimmy Bill is sympathetic with his Father. JimmN's lather 
had turned blind and Bill's Father doesn't vs ant to see hint. .1inint\ ridicules Its 
Father-in-la 	as a Ictt out From the I'dwardian t ilitiht but Bill regards him 
'road' and. 'des ii'. 	Not unl 	his own lather but his daughter's other 
grandparents hardly acknowledge him. Anna's mother's attitude towards Bill is 
same as Alison's mother's behaviour towards Jimnmv. His mother-in-law sends 
precious precnts to June but never mentions his name in the letter to her 
daughter. as Jimmy's mother-in-law did with him. Bill expresses his Iceling in 
the similar words as .Jiinnt\•: 
1311 .: . . . and the still wive \ou generous presents Christina, 
and Birthday. but do you know when the %\rite to \,cur 
mother, they never even mention me 1, name:. love to 13i11. 
hoe's Bill. nothing. not tier ten years, and they only did it in 
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the early %-ears after you were born because they had to if they 
were going to be able to see you! And then they discovered 
that they didn't' even have to mime that genteel little 
courtesy. 1-low much do you think your safety depends on the 
good will of others? Well? Tell file. Or your safety" I-low sale 
(10 you think you are'? I low" Sale? (73 
Nevertheless, the relation and the conflict reflect the natural love and 
hate relationship between maternal and paternal relatives. Like absurdist 
dramatists he raises the question of human safety in society. As I larold Pinter 
indicates in his pla\ The Birthday Party that man is not safe. anywhere, 
anytime, in any situation, even in his own home. Although Wesker and 
Osborne are associated with the ' Kitchen Sink Drama' and the latter was it 
pioneer of the Angry Young Man movement there is an evident influence of 
Absurd drama also in his plays, lie thinks that the human Ii e and his existence 
are useless. Phoebe in The Entertainer declares that she doesn't know in which 
street or ditch she will die and what v ill happen to her dead-body after death? 
In a long monologue Bill too communicates to Liz: 
i3II.L:... !'m frightened.. ii was as if I only existed because of 
her. because she allowed file to. but if she turned of the 
switch. ..~who knows'? But if she'd turned it oil I'd ha\,.: been 
dead...Thev \\uuld have passed me by like it blank hording or 
a tombstone. or \lastsaround by the rail\\a\ line or 
stonlething.(42 ) 
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1'.ach major pla\ of John Oshorne serves to foreground a ,inglc 
si.gIl1f(caIlt issue. Look Back in Anger- developed the chasm between the 
privileged and the plebian working class. The Entertainer dealt with forgotten 
stave heroes. Luther probed the subject of religious freedom and the present 
play revolves around the judiciary la and admissibility. The court of law only 
permits evidence that is supported by proof. Consequently the fate of people 
and cases heavily relics can the both of proof that \\oulci he entertained and 
admitted. Osborne converts his title into a metaphor because the transgressions. 
of'lence , guilt. lelonv illustrated through human relationships (converted into 
cases) are either withdrawn or postponed for the very reason that they are not 
supported by ample body of proof' or evidence. Osborne makes these hollow 
unimpressive cases pass through the consciousness of' his protagonist through 
sheer dramaturgy. Be zinning with a dream the entire play with its resultant 
conflicts and sequences happens in a state of admissible and Inad11l1ss1he. 
Topical issues of' relevance, technological leaps. hrcakdo\\ II of moral Iahric. 
collapse of health \ lamilv relationships, sexual per eI'Slons, alienation. co-
mingle with this world of' law, evidence, hearings. statement. to create a 
phantasmagoria where the human mind is the accuser, the victim and the judge 
simultaneously. In a court of law there is no admissible evidence against Bill 
Maitland but the world of' reality passes its judgment in final isolation and 
abandonment b\ friends and family. l'he pla\ ends with naturalistic 
progression of the story of the hero's hysterical collapse in a conlpletelR dark 
is fated \\orld beseeching his wit to a(lov him return home. 
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CHAPTER V1 
DEJAVU: 
'1'he Rallying Cry against Social Evils 
John Oshorne's last play l)eiav u ( 1991) is a sequel to his first play Look 
Bock in Anger (1956).11 reveals a measure of sympathy for the decadent 
British colonizer. l here seems no reason to doubt that Osborne did never 
betray his mission in giving lesson in feelings. Although he has become 
increasingly cold but it is wrong to believe that his anger is gone. 1Ic is still a 
revolutionary political activist dealing with various current issues and major 
problems of "the must class-ridcicn' post-war British society. Dejuvu consists 
0! multiple thematic preoccupations. 1'hematicall} Dejavu is no more dillcrent 
from Look Back in ilngcr• but literally and emotionally it is an insipid and 
monotonous intellectual piece. Oshorne still traces the theme, Ot old age. 
\\01- k1 rg class. sexual deviancy. Last food. language. religion, young people and 
their frustration. 
Dcjczvu revisits Jimm\ Porter after an inter\ al of thirty ti  long years. 
J.Y. and iimin 	are parallels \\it}t dii1i rcrlt attitucic, and identities. A rich. 
1tshiouable gentle man J.P. lives in it hu<uc. heat_ clean and well-decorated 
mansion. Instead cal playing the piano loudly he listens to soft concert music. 
I [is fur\ and reactionary leanings are replaced h\ the inescapable comic 
mclanchol\. and religion substitutes the earlier heresy. Still young .limn in 
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even sense belongs to posh society. But his sympathy fir the working class 
persists. It is largely believed that Jimmy was an anti-feministic. sadistic angr\ 
\ou►i1 man but Osborne claims that he was widely misunderstood. J.P. exhibit 
Oshcrne s stand against such "vulgar conceptions." In the matter of sexual 
deviancy (sodomy. lesbianism and sexism) J.P.'s vitriolic statements and 
vulgar and vituperative words are a manifestation of his frustration and 
antipath\' to these social evils. Although his attitude towards women appears 
comic but the language he uses to describe their frailties is scathing and 
trenchant. Osborne in the AUTH IOR'S NOTE defends J.P.'s original character 
in these \\ ords: 
I'he original character of J.P. was w idelR misunderstood. largely 
because of the emphasis on the element of *anger' and the news 
paper invention of 'angry young man'. The result of the vulgar 
misconception 14 as often a strident and li'equently dull 
performance. Wearisome theories about .I.P.'s sadism, anti-
lerninism, even closet homosexuality are still peddled to gullible 
Students b\ dubious and partisan 'academics'. l'he\ continue to 
proliferate and perpetuate themselves among those who should 
know better. J.P. is a comic character. lie generates energy but. 
also. like. say. Malvolio or Falstaff. an inescapable melancholy. 
lie is a man of gentle susceptibilities, constantly goaded by a 
brutal and coercive world. This core of character is best 
expressed. not onl\ theatrically but truthfully. h\ a mild delis er\ 
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In other words, it is not necessary or advisable to express 
bitterness bitterly or anger angrily. Things should be delicately 
plucked out of the air not hurled like a protester's stones at the 
ene111\ . I Ills was true of the original. It is even more appropriate 
to what nlight be thought of as Look Back II ( VIII) 
Comparatively assessed "J.P. is a grey-haired man of indeterminate age. 
casually and expensively dressed." (2) but Jimmy is a tall, thin .-ouno man 
about t\\cnt\' live. wearing a shabby jacket and flannel. Unlike Jimmy J.P. is 
rational. polite and peace-loving. Jimmy likes to listen to radio concerts and the 
clatte- of the ironing-board disturbs him but J.P. dislikes the meaningless noise 
of' pop music and the sound of the iron on the hoard fails to perturb him. I. nlike 
Jinni he does not chastise Alison, his daughter but silently turns the radio off. 
lie hates the obsolete fashion of the ironing-board. J.P. sa\s: 
J.P.: "We're all tired. ..l shall burn that ironing-board. I've never 
used it. It's a plot.. .teddy is very' quiet. (23) 
I.'nlike Jimmy's nostalgia for the lost empire .I.I'.'s emotional 
detachment with the colonial past is frustratingly' superficial. Apparentl\ he ha, 
no regret over the freedom of India. decolonization of the world and 
elimination of Great Britain from the world map. Instead he seems 
sympathizing with the colonized, firmly advocates their freedom and human 
rights and censures British policies of dehumanization of mankind. J.P. 
maintains: 
The on dit is that there never were lung days in the sun. the slim 
volumes of verse. IF the linen was crisp. some laundr\ maid's 
cracked hands had paid the price for it. As for the smell of 
starch. it was quite possibly poisonous and nothing so special. 
No. not only did e. did I at least. tootlingly rcgrct the passing ul' 
other people's worlds: they were one,, we'd just conlected for our 
~ ul,iar comfort. (32) 
J.P. is an alcoholic and a sadist for he is always hemmed in by all 
varieties ofinelancholy. I)ejavu is an analysis ofOsborne's own sadism and his 
biggest misfortune is that "he's never loved any one. Not even himself and God 
knows that dues make sense'(-I 1). I Ic found his friends treacherous. love a 
hetra\al. wives dislo\ai. and children disobedient and consequentl\ he resorts 
to exccssi e use ui alcohol. t-lowever. instead ul heconuna Furious. 
%ituperative. reactionar\. revolutionar\ like .IinunN' cr\ing For "no good hra%e 
causes lefi . J.P. has become a "mellow fellow". "non-vegetarian". "muddle-
headed" and "cool". IIe is no more a misogynist and honestly confesses his 
accountability for marital and tamil\ discord. the discourse halo 	portrays 
him \\ell. 
.1 P. l he\ are setting, up Fund to put him hack together again. 
(iave'em a tiver. I may not he hot on brave causes but I kno%% 
a more - or —less good one. 
IILLENA: You think so? It seems to me you've never made an 
honest decision in our life. 
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J. P: I Ionest decision- 
I 	Feebleness. 
J.f': Complaining may not he admirable but its better than 
sanctity . 
III.I.I:NA: Ah. the old dog's lost all the teeth it ever had. 
Regretting things it never had or never %\ere. Spitting scorn on 
our wives who've both Ictt you and now on our children. 
who are just about to. Have you thought about what you've 
done or, rather. haven't done? 
.l.P.: Little else. But you're right. 
I Ill.l \A: I wish ou'd stop agreeing with me. 
J.l : I In\\ heautiful yon are hcn you - re angr\. 
( I.II:I Oh. alcheapo. (7I ) 
he metamorphosis in J.P.'s personality lies in his altered behaviour 
toards women, especially his mother. Although both of them are alone and 
iso!ated but instead of "spitting scorns" on his mother. as Jimmy did. J.P. feels 
nostalgic on her birthday. l-orgetting his childhood rift with his mother he sings 
it song of love in these words: 
.I.P.: \'l' heart is singing a happy refrain 
Blur skies are smiling above. 
l m going home to m mother again 
Oil to the one that I lose. 
Its m mother's birthday- today 
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1'nl oil ►11\ - way with a lovely bouquet ... (77) 
Undeniably J.P.'s gradual transition from atheism to religion is a 
remarkable achievement, but it is also an amazing l'act that though he started 
loving church he still ridicules the clergy;\. Jimmy closed the window to the 
sound of' the church bell and disparaged the Bishop of Bronlel\ liar supporting 
the manufacture of II-bomb against humanity and promoting one nation and 
one religion. Britain and Christianity. Similarly J.P. hates Rev. Ron. it young 
and modern monk in jeans and t-shirt. Cliff ridicules Rev. Ron in these words 
"1 le doesn't invite Ron in. lie's one of those people who are funny in their 
absence. Their presence is only tolerable."(77)And Jinlniv in Look Back in 
1novr maintains: 
JIMMY: Give her finger back. and don't be so sickening,. What's 
the Bishop of l romel\ say? 
CLIFF: (Letting go of Alison). Oh. it says here that he make, a 
very moving appeal to all Christians to do all they can to 
assist in the manufacture of the 1I. Bomb. 
JIMMY: ...what else does he say. Dumdidunldidumdidum. Ah 
yes. lie's upset because someone has suggested that he 
Supports the rich against the poor. Ile says he denies the 
di!terence ot'class distinction. "this idea has been hersistentl% 
and wickedly fostered by — the working class! (I I ) 
J.Y. is still scum like Jinlnly, but his anger is controlled. lie 
acicnov ledges that he is "very tired" and "that l;nglish virtue that purifies our 
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ro\\il\ passion- ' is dead. Act three. scene one starts with the cards ".I.I'. IS 
SCL \L OK." inscribed on the -I-shirt worn b.' Helena. a tact that he accepts. 
l hou<gh the %i arid has developed he is still stagnant. His anger is visible behind 
his ironic smile. 
.1.P.: don't miss what you've never had. Or thought uu never 
had. 
hilt [NA: von seem in a dull mood. Both ol'vou. 
C'I-II I : I know. Come on. J.P. Sparkle a hit! 
.I.P.: You sparkle. I lelena: sparkle. 
(Pause.) 
(Noel Co\\ard deliver) I \bent round the world, you knu\\. 
CLIFF: Flow was that? 
.I.P.: The 'orld'? Developing. 
CI.IFI : And you? And have you de eloped'? 
J.P.: Not at all. Still. ultimately and finally a futile gesture. (83) 
lie is modest and he worries over why he did "not learn the art uF 
immodesty". Both Jimmy and J.P. champion the cause oi- the poverty-stricken 
people but their language ot'discourse greatly diftcr. Jimmy an underprivileged 
crusader lamnteasts snciet\ For hampering working class prrsperit\ " tide J.P. the 
alread\ privileged nerdy appeals for support liar the afflicted. In contrast to 
Jimmy's tirade he displays controlled Frustration. The passage mentioned 
helom indicates teddy's condition and J.P.'s frustration: 
WE 
CI.II I : instead of making a cheap. wholesome scup out cal stock 
and vegetahles. What do you take him for? A peasant? 
J.P.: Ile doesn't work. so I suppose he can't be. 
CLIFF: He can't cat wholesome food. Capitalist socictN has seen 
to that. No. this is a matter of laying down first principles. 
What's required in our changing society is a l cddv's Charter. 
.1 .P. lndubitably. 
CLIF: But he needs \'Our support. 
.I.P.: Counseling? 
CLIFF: More. You see, our ted has an astute mind but he's a poor 
communicator. 
J.P: So am I. Nobody understands a word I say. 
I IFlFNA: telling me. 
CLIFF: But vuu're privileged. 1Ioww can he even contemplate 
bringing young hears into the world? (841 
In the matter of class distinction. J.P. appears a hit different from 
Jimnl When Jimmyfeels a deep emotional attachment with the working class 
J.Y. is disgusted being a member of that afflicted segment. Ile is no more an 
adamant working class advocate. Unlike .iimmv J.P. has lost interest In playing 
the guitar and the trumpet. the symbolic \c orking class entertainment. lie is out 
of practice. Fhe reason might be his prosperity and close liaison 	ith high 
society which holds such instruments in Contempt. I'he b Ilo\\ing triendI 
discourse between I lelena and J.P hear- test11111)n\: 
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HELENA: I don't think so. I'he\ tell nle \ ou used to pla\ the 
trumpet. 
J.P.: For a while. 
1-II:LENA: Alison says you were very good. 
J.P.: She can't remember. The Gatlin gun of the guitar had 
mastered the world long-, before she was horn. 
I IF!.FNA: Don't you ever play it'? 
J.P.: Oh, on m own now and then. My old do`: didn't like it too 
much. Before, it used to annoy the neighbours. Now 1 (kin '1 
have an neighbours. My dog's gone but there's still the wild 
liIi . I shouldn't pollute the environment for them, should I? 
(lie opens a cupboard and takes out a case, places it on the 
table and takes out a trumpet, giving it a polish or two with 
his handkerchief'.) Anyway. I lost in\ pull. And it didn't seem 
an appropriate sound and longer. You really \v ouldn't enjoy it 
at all. (81) 
Failure and frustration persuade J.P. because he has been an honest man. 
I (e claims: "I've never owed anybody anything" "I was aiw as an honest 
person". ..still the\, don't care", "1 have written to the Council. l he-, won't do 
nothing", "Nobody cares about us", and "This government wants hanging it' 
%ou ask nlc".(90) The protagonist is a good man, and instead of' using 
vituperative tirades and vitriolic diatribes he laughs in grief'. At people around 
him he throws gently ironical, comic comments to Cc)llllllunicate his and&er. I Ic 
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feels sorry for his past and broods at the bitter relationship with his lalnil\ 
Believing that the world is a long play and he is society. Osborne's current hero 
does not bother, nor is he hurt because he has learnt to minimise his stress. It ik 
wrong to say that the fire of his anger has extinguished conlpletel\ . I hough 
quintessentially the saner J.P has mellowed. learnt to control his anger and 
speaks the language ui irony, satire and mocker-\. Indisputably he is cold but 
burnin` in anger. At the end of' the play he tries to end the misunderstanding 
about his personality and leaves his innerself hare to the people in these words: 
CL 11:1:1.: I should have thought pride was a hit I.MC For you. 
J.P.: I.vc no pride. Just distaste liar piet\ 
.Env v? I was too arrogant. Gluttony? Certainly not. 
refused to queue and despised second helpings. Avarice" 
CLIFF: No. 
J.P.: Thanks. Whitaker . Wrath? Oh. not as much as people 
thought. Lust? Now and then. Sloth? Oh. yes. most certainly 
and urievouslv. Sloth. ( 100) 
The most remarkable thing in this play is that Osborne closes the chapter 
of' his personal and dramatic Ii C in the name of God. lie refuted all accusatiun~ 
hurled at him in the transitional journeN from Look Back in Anger to Defuvvu. 
from Angry Young Man to one who is remote. and from skepticism to faith. 
1.P.:... I'd like so much to believe in God. but I'm afraid he just 
doesn't live up to my own moral necessities. (l01) 
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Dejmvu is it connect with the past as well as a deep regret over lost 
achievements. It is a homogenization of' multiple personas. Jimmy Porter and 
J.P. are twin masks of the same individual. In one sense Look Rock in Anger 
and De/a vu explore Osborne's gradually changing ph \ sical. mental, social. 
economic and literary identity. Dejuvcr is not ►nerel\ a play of' regret and anger 
o\ er events and incidents of the past but it is also an expression of hi, moral 
and social ascension and literary decline. 
l'he element that establishes distinction in the thematic treatment of' 
issues is that Jimmy directed his anger directly but J.P. hurls his verbal 
invectives indirectly. Though his anger subdued Jimmy appears decent. J.P.'s 
vexation is rooted in the same issues as Jimmy Porter's: but the nature of 
indignation has undergone a change. and in Dejavu it is concealed beneath 
sardonic laughter. J.P Iike .limmv feels alienated. frustrated. lost and betrayed. 
His anger is directed towards the injudicious actions of government machinery 
against a particular fraction of society. especially the police department 
torturing youth caught with accusation of' being involved in criminal activities 
at places ot'worship. Such a racial and religious conflict is prevalent even today 
all over the world. lie is angry at government's failure in eliminating ohesit\ 
and impotence among youth due to excessive t.ise of' fast food. Ji►nm 	as 
concerned about smoking Causing cancer: J.P. is worried about the popularit\ 
of fast-food. He still faces family conflict and runs a one-parent family but is 
not as much of' a misogynist as Jimmy 	Jimmy advocated the freedom and 
rights of gays but J.P. on the other hand articulates his frustration and 
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antagonism against homosexuality and lesbianism. Jimmy was proud of being 
an emotional writer but J.P. believes his writing ability is dead. Just as Jimmy's 
hear is isolated J.P.'s teddy is jobless. afflicted and frustrated. Jimmy mourns at 
England: the lost empire.. I.P. himself is England. the lost empire. 
West today is gravely trapped in the gist-lucid lashion begetting b it\ 
in general and pre-marital incest among 1,'oung people in particular. ( )shorne s 
protagonist considers the go\'ernment accountable for increasing range of this 
latal disease. IIe believes, instead of seeking control over industrialisation and 
privatisation, it is the government that co-operates with industrialists for 
pecuniary benefit from masses. Teachers and parents are also held responsible 
for pla\ ing havoc with the future generation Osborne mentioned white 
buttered-toast as a symbol of fast food. lie exploited the puhlically used hhr,I'c 
"1-lunlaIl Engineering and Social l echnolug\ I)epartmenl to protest against 
go cr[lllletlt s policies: 
i.P.: Buttered toast. A recent survey carried out by the I-Iuman 
Engineering and Social Technology Department of Chichester 
New Town University has produced an impressive body of 
evidence in its third report that the annual consumption of 
more than Live hectares of white buttered toast per person nla\ 
lead to a serious incidence of pre-marital incest. particularl\ 
among young people. 
CLIFF: They do seem to have trouble. some of these young 
people. I blame it on the teachers. 
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J.P.: And the parents. Why doesn't this government do something 
about it? Instead of raising up temples to the greater glory of 
greed and the sanctification Of profitability, the blasting ol the 
lurr rights of helpless animals... 
('I.IF: Man is born free but everywhere ... (15 ) 
Upper-class people favour last feud as Osborne', spokesperson ridiclldL> 
'they like expensive things to slurp with their hcelrur<ger,. beans and chip" 
and "Hot buttered toast, oozing with cholesterol. Some dainty cakes." 
Osborne's hero employs the terms "Fallen Sparrow Concern" and "properties 
of Kattclmeat to bring his objection to world wars into notice. II is anger is 
acutely visible here. Unlike young Jimmy regretting over British imperialism 
the cold J.P. abhors cultural imperialism and advocates total decolonisation 
even at the cost of British political e\clusion. I.P. complain': 
J.P.: fallen Sparrow Concern. I feel I must protest most 
vigorously against the unfeeling obsession and glorification in 
your columns of the so-called properties of Kattomeat. By 
doing this do you not realize that you are playing into the 
ruthless paws of your own avowed persecutors and enemies. 
I he money being spent on this exploitative and vile industry 
Could go to providing a thousand kidne\ machine, and 
alleviate the sufferings of millions of unsung sparro v s in the 
third world. (1 7) 
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India i.duals in the modern \\ orld are victims of physical. financial and 
moral insecurities. People want solution to the global political conflict but they 
remain bewildered. The root of conflict is nothing new: it is the clash between 
the haves and the have-nots. Another reason of political conflict lies in the 
division into geographical boundaries. Osborne seems to advocate universality 
and centralization. lie fa\ ours universality in human rights and relations rather 
than violation of state sovereignty. annihilation, restoration and reconstruction. 
J.P: Be useful instead of sitting there failing to come up with 
solutions. You've been quite good up to now. Uecant the 
Chateau North- South divide. (54) 
i.P. worries that people (the plebeians/proletariat) are colonized in their 
o\\ n countr\ by their o n Icllo\1' country men (tile bouriieoisic). l'he\ are 
no here free and safe From violence, communal riots, class and caste 
discrimination. Destabilization in urban litestvle has left people intiecurc. 
confounded and terrorized. State terrorism is prevalent and innocent particular 
classes and sects are allegedly suspected, targeted and arrested. lie frets about 
class conflict in England and injudicious persecutions practiced against middle-
class people. 
J.P: vhere are eve' 'The New Model Army Invades the I leart of 
England.' Young Jimm\ - one of Crom\\ell's nlen. ( Reads . 
quicks and rnarrn\:) 'We are used to reading of mindless 
violence in our inner cities but this week \\e find it exploding 
right here on our own doorstep. the heartland of England. 
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Ilcrc. ;ccure 1S \\c thuulht from the hliUht of po.t-iIidu trial 
despair. we find ourselves invaded bN it nee\ model arm\ 
intent can what must appear to us to be unmotivated reprisal can 
an innocent, law-abiding community, proud of its ancient 
heritage and still trying to uphold and honour its spiritual 
endo ment. 13lah. blab. Where its town hall still displays its 
Latin charter of 1 57 3 proclaiming Freedom from the tyranny 
of troops and even princes. An act of' barbarism has been 
}perpetrated in Our midst which makes us Shudder for the 
future. We will Only add that the two \ uung men who face 
these allegations are both From corn forlabic middle-class 
homes. They have, thank God, the right to a full and fair trial. 
We say only this: that this was an outrage committed hv 
persons as yet unknown, not in the new purpose-built cities of 
the twenty-first century but in the kind of sinall and ancient 
to\\ns \\e assumed were still Outposts against the vandalism of 
modern urban life. (43-44) 
lie derides this new kind of democracy in which the police is equipped 
with special powers. autocracy speaks loudl\ . demonstrations are regarded as 
acts of terrorism and the right to freedom ofexpression is violated. 
Moral degeneration. price hike due to feud scarcit\, rising prostitution. 
poverty, abortion and diluted interest in brave causes '►re some of the social 
issues Osborne touches upon. I His language is not merciless but ' ulgar and 
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audirious. I he grievances are the sane as dealt in Look Back Ill Anger ii'. 
may not be eager on brave causes but he knows a more-or- less good one. ( )nc 
of the major political issues thou intensified pe ple's stns is scarcit' and sharp 
rise in the price. 'l'he reason fur chaos and social instability Ian in inefficient 
leadership. Contemporary political structure relies on social networking, not 
talent. Jimmy ridicules Brother Nigel's political inability and J.P mocks at 
politicians like Sir Anthony Wills, a theatrical administrator and champion of 
arts thus: 
.1 P.: Chuck my money at it lot of no-talent con-persons. A superb 
politician- politician: IIc looks like (iu> Fawkes and they 
think he's smooth and subtle. is at his desk at 6 a.m. seven 
days it week, hates holidays. .1 can't bear it! (89 ) 
Osborne's indignation over social abuses is deep. l)cjavu demonstrates 
Osborne's fur\ over the prevailing old-age home system that builds neo-sh cltcr 
tier abandoned parents. Contemporar\ \oath find it unCl)mlifrtablc to 
accommodate old parents in their condominiums. I he rush for nlone>. position 
and prosperity has become the ruling principle and time is at a premium. [he 
worst sufferers in such situations are the older generation. Young relatives 
either \%'ant tllcnl t0 live and look after their grandchildren or he relegated to it 
meaningless existence inside these homes. They thus shift responsibility and 
only occasionally visit them to appease their sense of guilt. J.P..vnlpathies 
'cith senior citizens and feels their predicament as lie himself is the part of that 
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age ;group let out and treated as outsiders in ]:ngland. lie questions the 
violation ol rights, their importance and legalit>. 
J.P.: But no matev handshakes either. Alone and amen<t man\. 
Senior I ant not. Senior to what? to whom'' Seniorit\. the 
complain medal of dull and co\%ardl\. I am certainl> not a 
citiien of the UK. Sounds like belonging to the Coop. 
Underashed. underendo\\ed. unappealing, un-United 
Kingdom. All right for her Britannica Maicst' 's cry of 
football curs and the red and peeling beery spies. in their 
battalions. thru\\ Ing up at Spanish skies. (57) 
Further he ridicules government's role in pro\ idin them with requisite 
satet\ and facilities. Such as retirement. pension schemes and others: 
J.P.: the brasserie and bars, the music-halls of Sickert and La 
Goulu. lungs filling x\ ith carbon and laughter and 
recklessness, delving clinical death and a Few unknowable 
extra \ears of antiseptic, germ-banished, senior citizens 
golden retirement and pension schemes. (56) 
No one is satisfied, neither juniors nor seniors. Senior citizens are out 0t' 
their home after retirement while juniors are deprived of ere-retirement homes. 
the solution nowhere in sight. 
J.Y.: you say I'm negative, all gripe and no solutions. What about 
Young Folk's homes? Pre-retirement homes or junior 
citizens? Senility is institutionalized. ( )) 
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C~llnse~luentl\ the older `generation demands the forceful implementation 
ot* Father's Rights. they complain of the governments failure to take 
cogtlii.anee of their plight in this insensitive culture. feddv is a victim of thi: 
Culture. I Ic wants to be ' activated, oriented and motivated' but is a\\ are that it 
\\ill not Illal~rial ie. the I11teraCtlon bct\\cen C li IT and .t .h cast some 11_llt on 
this grim problem: 
CLIFF: there's the pressing question of Father's Rights. What 
guarantee does he ha% e? 
J.1': He wants to be rewarded for being a father" And being a 
teddy? 
C LII' : \ell. its quite clear to me. Ile should take this Caws to 
The European Court of Fedd Rights. Ile \\ ould like a li\ el\ 
debate. 
J.P.: you did say he was astute. 
CLIFF: But he still lacks training in relationship skills. Don't 
pretend you can't see that. i.P. He must be encouraged to 
work out control techniques tur his compulsive tendencies 
and c\ ol\ e a suitable ethic for his indi\ ideal need, ulid 
Culture. Can't you bring oursell'to talk to him? 
i.P.: No il' 1 ha\ e to endure his linger-painting. sandpit culture. 
CLIFF: Our society does nothing but place outmoded obstacles in 
his path. (85 ) 
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l'edd\ stands (or the common man and suppressed people. He belongs 
to the working class .J.P. is emotionally attached to the working-class and 
respects their dignity. 10 him teddy is 'very quiet'. 'thoughtful'. 'horcd'. 'too 
polite and caring. and 'very vulnerable class. Ile is an illiterate. puvert\ - 
ridden, discriminated, prejudiced. marginalized and ph>sicall\ and mentall\ 
harassed class: 
C'1,1FF: You've never sutf'ered the marginaIization of being„ a 
bear. The harassment, the prejudice. 
.I.P.: Yes. I have. It's can record. 
CLIFF: Never unemployed. 
J.P.: I got m\self'a sweet stall, remember. dreamboat? 
CLIFF: You never grew up with an outside toilet. 
J.P.: the cold wind round a young bear's parts doesn't seem the 
worst wound Iitc can inflict. Besides, it' he'd troubled to read 
the neatly cut-up newspapers hung handily and ingeniously on 
the empty toilet roll, he might have overcome his snivelling 
illiteracy. 
CLIFF: All right for you. You live in a big house. (25) 
Osborne believes the sole reason fin their worsening Iitesty Ic lice in the 
gru\\ in 	rate of' illitcrac> . Indigence hampers the \\ ax to education. I lie 
materialist world follows the concept of survival of the fittest. 'l edd> is well 
aware that the competition has become progressively more difficult and 'he 
must become increasingly competitive*  but illiteracy and penury block the way 
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to success and competition. Teddy lutes materialism and does not have a role 
model. Alison hates Teddy. She throws it on the oven and thinks 'he secretly 
hates whitey'. Cliff believes teddy is in a 'no-Win situation' 'perhaps a little 
mad', but not n li 2n'. lie is confused and frustrated: 
CLIFF: lie already has a firm grasp of New York Jewish humour 
and the international role of'conledv in film- 
3 P.: Oh \'C,. ' uppurting \\ ild life. 
CLIFI:: damn it, J.P.. he's unl\- human - 
J.P.: Damn you. that's just what he's not. It's what lie's been told. 
CLIFF: All he wants is to learn. 
i.P.: his own way. you mean- 
CLIFF: lo create a better and more just society- (S6) 
Instead of having. a whimsical streak he wants to et out of all tt)i• ,►nd1 
start livinz in the real world of Coda\ . The passage mentioned above 'presses 
t >sborne's dismay over misinterpreting working, class reality and presenting 
poor people as comic and wild characters in films today. Nevertheless, teddy- is 
uncertain and 'doesn't understand why it is that God allows so much suffering 
in the '\oriel." 2' As man is not inia11iI1e, it is not God who is inflicting paill on 
human beings: it is human being, who is violating human rights. In spite of 
human frailties and indignation over working class people J.P. does not lose his 
contact with his working class origin. 
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J.P.: %es. but I keep two rooms in a Sunderland hack to hack just 
so I don't lose contact with my working class roots- and 
where I can give interviews to the press. (25) 
Teddy is going to take his case to the European Court of I Iuman Rights 
for he finds no ray of hope and protection in England. [yen the young have no 
hope' 	because the world has become increasingly cumpetiti\ e. privatization 
of education has hampered their way to standard schools and colleges. I he 
younger generation is illiterate and cannot read the instruction inscribed on a 
piece of product or advertisement. 
Undoubtedly young actresses have been the victims of' theatre 
exploitations but J.P ridicules those who dream immediate success He advices 
them to think pcositively, be optimistic and hopeful. The secret of dejection lies 
in the ]act they are just becoming more and unsure cif their sell worth. suffering 
from stress. J I.N. suggests thus: 
CLIFF: I thought you said you'd enjoyed it. 
1.P.: It was what I believe young actresses call a challenge. 
CLIFF: they don*t seem to be offcrcd much hope. 
.l.P.: l lopes come from within, as you Well know. nl\ poor old 
guilty goosey. Be proud. You have thrived. by virtue of \ Our 
modest talents. in a cold and poisonous world. When hope 
goes. eve freeze. No. they are not chilled. not '\ith dc"hair. 
\\- h\ should thc he" May he it will come but not no\\- . (28 ) 
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1n2er is a Common malaise of British soviet\ in one \%u\ or other. 
e cr one is wretched and disappointed. Death looks easy For the terror of 
insecurity stands everywhere. J.P. prompts optimism because he himself is 
under the spell @I pessimism: 
.I.l'.: Life is terrible and death is worse. 'l here's the eravv so don't 
ask amone to pass it. Lib c is terrible and death is \\orsc. You 
are unconnected to the past. I lopeless about the Iuture. (65) 
In the decor note Osborne declares that Jimmy \\a mistakenl\ 
understood as an anti-feminist ann~r> young man '\hlle he \\as it comic 
character. But paradoxically J.P. has not been portrayed as a comic or 
humorous character. but a scathingly frustrated individual who uses unethical. 
depraved and unprincipled language. Gender conflict is not dead. Sex war is 
still being luugltt. J.P. holds \ omen responsible for the stress and bitterness 
and liantilv discord. lie ridicules feminine wisdom and their natural frailties: 
J.P.: Il'a man says life is hell, he is thinking (cud doesn't lu\r Inc 
anymore.' Iliy iFe. hearing this, say's. 'My husband. doe;n*t 
love me any more.' I us best Friend thinks- 
CLIFF: poor old bugger. lie never was very lovable.' 
J.P.. I he «ile sa" to her husband. You don't love Inc any more.' 
.To Which the man replies. 'I do love you Of'course I do. All I 
said eras: Litt is hell. To which the woman replies. 'YOu 
couldn't say that il' ou loved me.' thy► 
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l)if'ferent people define hell ditTerentl After having examined \ 
options collectively Osborne's central character came to the result that 
Americans are Iiv in in a paradise of prosperity and file is hell 11leanti nothing 
to them. In French this means nothing'. To it Welshman, li(c is hell? To an 
Irishman: 'Brits out. TO I)r Dreadlocks: 'ft's the legacy of colonialism.* lo a 
socialist: ' It's cruel, uncaring l'hatcherism.' To l ory: it is privatization. lo the 
fcnlinist and' oii n: it is 'the tyranny of men.' Briefly. the Future looms lari e 
and people are hobbling Under mounting frustration. They \vans to lead a lull 
and useful file and society needs to he restructured on liberty cqualit\ and 
fraternity: 
CLIl 1-: What's on the telly? Why can't you lead a lull and usetill 
life like that'? Give it here. 
J.P.: \\ell, let's have something chcertul, ducks. I've never really 
believed in these braces. I'hev need restructuring. Like a dead 
and alive hole like this place, WS'ell. I'' e had quite enough 
upsets in my Ii f. I can't stand any more. (90 
Some of the highly contentious societal issues Osborne has dealt itll in 
)ejavu are hOmi0eXuallty, lesbianism and sexism. Strangely enough. Osborne 
rio feels a deep sense of shame and repugnance over the social evils he has 
been del nding earlier. A hint of' his possibly closet homosexuality has been 
assumed in Look Buck in Anger. and .1 Patriot for ,t/t' is a clear declaration of 
his solid advocacy of their rights and deep s nlpath\ filr this comnlunit\. I lip 
on ,into-biography A Better Class ofl'erson declares him homosexual t ent\ 
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percent or thirty percent. It is claimed that the divorce of his fourth wife. her 
consequent suicidal commitment and creation of M(Olnrs.vih/e EvOeirce \\.i,, 
the result of his open humiliation by his wile. Although Dejai•u seems an cltort 
to disseminate the lllessa~.~e that J.P is largely different from inexperienced 
angry young Jinlnly. he is not anti-feminist: he counters sexists and feels deep 
disgust at homosexuality. The articulation is extremely abusive and unethical. 
J.P. ironically maintains that he does not disrespect gay eQW1muiiitv as the are 
respected creatures of God like other rut'tians. No one is sodomite by birth and 
is entitled to dignity and respect'. It is quite natural : no body approves 
diminutives. especially "hen they are not in a socially and politically leading 
position. In later halt' cat' the twentieth century when Osborne was writing this 
play lesbian-gay community across the world was not as strong as today is. 
l'he\ are gathering openly with a so-called brave cause of restoring manly 
relationship, arranging collective marriages, reporting their protest to get rights 
authorized through constitution, and the world today witnesses they are coming 
\\ ith living colour and hands of la\\- and religion are left amputated and 
paralysed. As an iconoclast Osborne decries unethical traditions in the decadent 
British society. Ile burns silently in his o\\'I1 simmering Indignation: 
.f.P.: Ah. reinforcement. The Gay (ilorgons are gathering. By no 
means. I'm afraid we'll bore you out, but she might find the 
Nicaran`aunl '89 amusing. There are still some brave causes 
left(49) 
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1.in`uisliC. academic and colonial conflict is ubiquitous in his major 
pla\ s: Look Back in .-lnr~c',•. The Entertainer. Luther. inadmissible Evidence and 
Dejuvrr. 'l'he protagonist realiies that he is on a literary decline. lie used to 
have a nice way with words but no\\' he is Iosin<t it. HIS language was al a' 
original and innovative. Ile is disappointed that originality today is not \\arnrl\ 
received. Only those who plagiarise attain success. He passes sarcastic remarks 
can those \V h() plagiarise quotations and mix them deliberately' with original 
ones. 
.I.P.: I was quoting. actually 
CLIFF: It's a bit desperate when ou start plagiariring yourself. 
Alison: [tear, hear. 
.1 .F.: I'd say massive reputations \ere built on it. 
CLIFI : Be positive, innovative, invent. 
J.P.: Be oriLtinal? Not much market there. Whitaker. Like 
modesty. 
CLIFF: think olsomething. 
I ILLFNA: No more limericks. please. 
J.P.: Ah. the poor sonnets of irreverence. We need a ne\\ 
vocabulary of swearing. 1 resh words. (6x 
lie reprimands the literary artists. poets. novelists, and playwrights for 
their apathy and creative inertia. Ile holds them responsible for growing, sense 
of depravity in people as their nighty pens are silent. Society needs change and 
revolution but poets. the herald ul' revolution are inert. Ironically the perceive 
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the splendor of beauty. hear the rhythm of peace and tranquility but do not Mel 
the searing pain of society, lie criticizes poets who talk tall, make draconian 
laws but do nothing worthwhile to bring about change. Osborne's protagonist 
approves revolution that leads to improvement but censures that which is 
destructs' e. 	lie appreciates romantic but revolutionar\ poets like \lath\\ 
Arnold \\ ho lcel mixict\ and raise their voice against the culture of inunuralit~ : 
.l.P.: Here we are, Culture: 'enlightenment or refinement arising 
front artistic values and pursuit of' excellence'. 'Acquainting 
ourselves with the best that has been known and said'-
Mathew Arnold. (65) 
10 Osborne escapism is a feminine instinct. Jimmv- in Look Bc,ck irr 
,Inger calls William WW ordsworth 'Aunt\ Wordsworth and I.P.. 	in Dejavu also 
calls him retired 'Auntie Wordsworth' tier his reverie in his dream world. miles 
away from the 'angst'. 'anxiety' and problems of' real world (57) lie does not 
attach importance to the romantic poetry of W illiam Wordsworth \\hose 
passivity over culture. revolution and pseudo-tranquility is established. I-{e 
considers his poetry a place 'where grace of' culture has been utterly unkno\\n*. 
He demands new words to be coined as language lacks expression. lie 
realizes he is virtually dead as his writing lacks meaningful expression. 
coherence. depth and clarity, and he is a letdown. lost and I olish. Act I \\o. 
Scene l'wo ends with J.Y's sorrowful acknowledgement: 
J.Y.: all of which, m~' dear, is as unclear to \ ou as it is to me as 
say it. Barking. An old trumpet. cornet, trumpet. played upon 
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but not playing. 1learing but only in 111\ - head. But, coherence 
isn't all. coherence, like the intellect of your mother's friends. 
conceals as much as is revealed to the lost like the who 
contemplates the wreckage. To be alone and not demand the 
light. that dear, one-parent- tatllily AIi,on- 
Al. IS( N: words. Stupid words. 
.1 .P: I.anguage! - that only is goodness. gaiety. unapproved. 
unlegislated. unsealed. that is life, triumph, victory and 
dominion...( To CI.IIT) You know. Whittaker- I am foolish. I 
must remember to breathe when I speak. (> I ) 
Osborne's plays are abundant in symbols. These cryptograms underlie 
deep meanings. Python, cobra, rhinoceros, squirrel. hear. ledd\. cone. lion. 
donke\ . boar. bird. cat. dog help readers decode his cr\ ptic language. I runlpct 
and dog ma \ be said to denote his own personality. 'Old trumpet' could stand 
for his frozen enmtions and 'old dog' his own lading ideas. lie has Forgotten to 
play upon the trumpet (words) as J.P says ' I am out of practice'. and his dog 
has lost its teeth (strength and bite) even may be dead (dull and insipid). His 
words (trumpet) do not match with his ideas (dog). as .I.1' declares: 
I-IEI.I:NA: Don't vnu ever play it? 
.1 .P.: Oh. oil m\ - own no and then. My old dog didn't IIke it too 
much. I3elinre, it used to annoy the neighbours. No I don't 
have any neighbours. M\ dog's `(one but there's still the \\ ild 
lit. I shouldn't pollute the environment for them. Should I? 
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... An 	a\ . 1 lost rn pull. And it didn't seen) an appropriate 
sound any longer. You reall\ \couldn't enjoy it at all ... (8I 
Lan~ivai.te pla\s it vital role in colonizing or decolonizing the world. 
English is one of the richest languages spoken worldwide with dilterent 
accents. Osborne. as a patriot, prelers British accent to be fioIluwwed across the 
\%orld. lle just ' ants 'something strong, something simple. st)iiietlii11L!. 
Something English' (34) l His hero dislikes Celtic cadence and elsh it and 
\%ants to 'keep the English Out of Wales'. goes against American accent and 
belies es 'all our childr'e'n \\ Ul1Id be Americans". lie regards American cities. 
especially Los Angeles. it desolate, the dessert heart ol'cities on the plains. Cliff 
feels hits tier Hugh. Jimmy's friend who left London for America and 'adopted 
quite a ridiculous American accent': 
C i.1 I•I::... Ile's %cr 	itted but no one is quite sure \%hat the ,gill 
might he. In Ilolly~\nod. he's feared. dcspi~cd. the prnduccr 
of fairly spectacular flaps, he's a kind of fireball of intelligent 
tastelessness.. I.P. is still perplexed at his leaving England. But 
there as no place lur him here. I 	not seen hint for years. 
1-lc's adopted a quite ludicrous American accent- not unlike 
Christopher Isherwood's. I'he\'ve got no car at all out there 
but even the\ find it bizarre. It sounds as ii' it miuht he quite 
painful to sustain. like J.P. speaking \\ ithuut breathing. I 
)lever in I.ondun more than twenty-four hours. (78) 
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.I.P. despises to he associated v.ith the lower middle classes because of 
their predicament. "O lord, let me not be lover middle class". (21). I lc is also 
against discrimination on the around of race and culture. Society is seen 
hemmed in by racial feelings. The protection of national and racial minorities 
and the elimination of racial discrimination are needed ur~.entl\ for the 
saleguard of humanity. Ile strongly believes the clash between black and \%bite. 
Australian recidivists and Americans. Black Africans and the l.nr;lisli 
recidivists is the legacy of colonialism. The protagonist seems to he anti-racist 
but Ire is not reads to \\elcunie Australians with open arms, as C'lif'fdoesn't like 
racialism but his sons are recidivists. Though Teddy works for 'anti-racist 
cross' but J.P. remarks 'vou can not impress an Aussie however you squeeze 
their sun-baked leathers hearts. 
As li)r culture. especiallx modern British culture..I.P. never Feels pride in 
his culturally decadent societ\: instead lie lo\ed the Victorian culture of 
morality, lie ridicules the culture of' shameless toe makin_ among 
sanctimonious elite, as IZodd said: Debbie and me are in love and we \\ant all 
the world to kno it. '' lie despises the culture of jeans and 1-shirt among 
women prompting sexual deviancy. Alison takes this comment as an obnoxious 
behaviour lovv ard: women. compares her father to an angry dog snarling every 
moment and condemns the dog-loving-fashion among older generation that 
pre rs dogs to people. 
Al ISON: Oh. I goaded him: I exposed the \ iciou, oik ;trugglin-, 
inside e%cryy carping old dodo like .I.P. longing for some pcit\ 
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recompense for a lifetime of useless snarlin~u. No wonder the 
prefers dogs to people. Ile came into this world bitching and 
he II 0u Out the same \\a\. Unloved. unlo\able and unlo\in;'. 
(39) 
What goes on in society, in the name of ' art and culture. is evident to 
all. Ile believes there is nothing wwron`, with the system: it is the culture or 
'cultured art' that is disseminating unethical ideas. Ironically 'corruption is 
called 'caring' and obscenity is taken as art and culture: 
J.P.: ( pouring wine ) you corrupt and you call it caring. 
Ill:I.1 NA: \\h\ du VOU reach for the semtex when you hear the 
word 'culture"? 
J.P.: ( Sharplt) I am saying that there may. only may, he an order 
of' precedence of' art and skills, like marine navigation. 
astronomy, sonata form, cabinet and clock making. gothic 
re\ iv al. horse racing. tapestry. oratorio. Thu' T(wi lvest and 
Turner and bet\\een. let us say. not unfairly. limhu, break 
dancing and deadlock, rapping and pugilism, soul food and 
music. cal\pso and oil drm. Robinson Crusoe. Sugar Ray 
Robinson, Well, SO much for culture.(64) 
J.Y. ridicules White File University and pusillanimous culture therein. 
lie lu' ours decent culture, not the one leading to decadence because a nation is 
identilied \v ith its culture. The meaning comes out 01' the incident 0I' Alison 's 
furious departure with his brother Jim from her I'alher's home. and .1.P.', 
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patronizing. behaviour towards them. J.P. bids them farce ell with real British 
culture of a good Christian: 
.1.P: Just a moment. Acre. (He produces a red and white ti~othall 
supporter's wooly cap and scarf.) We mustn't let young Jim 
depart Vs ithout his colours. Not if' he's to pursue his present 
Occupation. 
(lie pulls the cap on her head and places the scarf around her 
neck.) (79 ) 
Dejavtr is the title of the play and the protagonist hinlsell'. as C'1i11 
believes, was 'born dejavu'. So it's better to define the title's suitability or 
Oshorne's success or failure in making the play helbre reaching a final 
conclusion. J.P. defines dcjavu as follows: 
J.P. . . literal translation lrcml a forever foreign tongue. Thus. 
dcjavu. The meaning of'\ti- hich is quite simply the sensation of 
apparently recognizing some person or event which you could 
not possibly have c\ er \ itncssed. In other \\ urdN. al deluded 
sense of recall. a recherche experience ' hich could not ha \ e 
ever possihl\ taken place and most certainl\ not privy to the 
likes of canting pillocks like yourself. (20) 
l he: phrase 'a deluded sense of recall' authenticates the relevance of the 
Vsord Dejavu as a title of the pla\ and rightly validates its significance as a 
sequel to Look Back in Anger. All the characters are same with difference of 
age and relations. .1.P stands IOr old Jlnlnl\ and voting .Jim. his ;can. is a ne\\l\ 
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invented character and an addition to Look Back in Anger: ,Alison. his daughter. 
is a uh,titute character to Jimmy's wife. Strangel\ enough Alison has her 
mother's natural instincts and sensibilities. She practically repeats ol what her 
mother has, been doing in the earlier play. Nlost other characters are drawn on 
similar lines though the dramatist kept in mind the passage of time and its 
impact on the principal and subsidiary characters. Events too happen to be in 
continuum. Look Back in Anger and Dejavu appear like two acts of the same 
play. Beckett's Wailing fur Goclot has two acts which are practically a repeat 
with a dill rence indicated through passage of time. Beckett when asked why 
did he include the second act replied that the impact elf the first act \' could ha\ % 
remained incomplete 	ithout the second. In a similar Cashion look Back in 
Anger and Dejavu complement each other and the manifold issues. multiple 
themes. diversity 01' human relationships would have remained incomplete 
Without the sequel. Political, religious. economic, social and national polemics 
become the arena where Osborne plants his major characters both young and 
old. Their discourse supplies to the audiences the much needed language of 
voicing their misery and deprivation. 
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CHAPTER V!1 
CONCLUSION 
the British dramatist John Osborne (1929-1994) became famous with 
the performance of his play Look Back in Anger on May 8. 1956 at the Ro\ al 
Court Theatre in London. It is said that on this day history \\ as made. a ne\\ 
idiom found and the relevance of L'nt lish theatre established. 
Although Osborne's plays are by and large structurally conventional but 
the kind of life that the,, portray is uncoil\ entional. The central characters in 
these plays belong to the lower class of society and are quite angry and defiant. 
the phrase ' Angry Young Man' came into being \\ ith reference to Jimmy 
Porter from Osborne's play Look Bock in Anger and has been popular since. 
Osborne himself was an actor before he became a dramatist and li)r this rca`'. uu 
he is quite %\ell-°rounded in the theatre. Osborne and his contemporaries 
revolted against the orthodox middle class drama hich according to them was 
not realistic enough. it did not deal with real people in real situations. its 
characters were superficial and its situations theatrical. What Osborne achieved 
with his early plays like Look Back in Anger. The Entertainer and Luther is that 
he realistically and convincingly articulated the bitterness, the anger. the rage 
and disillusionment of his generation. Ile exposed a state of mind. Ills pla\s arc 
it serious comment on the state of society as Osborne and his generation luund 
it. 'l he moral and social disintegration is clearly portrayed and so is the violent 
reaction to such a state. But Osborne the dramatist `re\\ and developed and 
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characters in his later plays like Inadmissible Evidence and Dejuvu are no 
longer so angry. I us plays are realistic as well as fantastic. contemporary as 
well as historical. 
Look Back in Anger gave vent to the hopes and fears of younger 
generation. and visualisation of their intense feeling and scaring passion with 
utnlust fidelity. It is it melange of both established traditions and ne 
tendencies and an amalgamation of auto-biographical elements with keen flight 
of imagination. It turned theatre into a platform to practice vibrant, challenging 
and meaningful debate on post-war British society. The play demarcated the 
ne\\ wave of literary creations, shattered the shackles of vague traditions in 
vogue. and vent Out seething anger on the wretched people of socially. 
politically. economically and culturally defunct England The play dispia\ s 
disillusionment !among individuals stumbling to achieve some meaning of litc 
by establishing more concrete personal relationships viith people in a vvoriel 
ens eloped in the thick mist of despair and disgrace. 
A streak of Marxism. tinge of Beckett's absurdistn. imprint of l3rechtian 
alienation and influence of' dramatic theory of' Sir Terrence Rattigan can be 
traced in this play, but unlike these dramatists Osborne managed successfully 
to conjure: an optimistic view of life taut of despair and tuutility of human 
existence in a poisonous atmosphere involving people suffering from 
breakdown of meaningful communication in an alien world stru_gIin to 
escape from the multiple problems. 
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l he play recei\ ed lavish praises. as well as critical re' ie\v s liar it 
portrayal of hulllall psychology in myriads of themes involving conflict, anger 
and despair. l'he play is an honest and angry voice against church hypocrisy 
that supports class-distinction and nuclear armament. It is a social document 
against \\ idening generation gap and intensifying gender conflict owing to last 
changin;( mindset. Culture and scenario of \\ ar-af -fccted-post-modern world. 
.linlm\' Porter. a protagonist from the working-class origin, is an angr\ 
misfit who is in conflict with everything and everyone because of a personal 
philosophy of right. He is angr\ with his mother- in- la \\ for her animus against 
h\ pergamv. with his father-in-law for his illusion that everything is changed, 
with Brother Nigel for the promised land in politics despite his utter 
inefficiency. with his own mother for her leanings towards wealthy fashionable 
people. 	ith I lelena for her safe and careful love with I urn, with his \v ife liar 
her utter emotional passivity . high treason, education and \ irginit\ . with 
women expert in making and changing new hov li'lends. ith people lo \ al and 
disloyal. lie is bitter at Allso n's departure and her separation. I lelena's arrival 
and her departure. her escape from the pain of life and love. her withdrawal in 
favour of his lawful wife. and her deep fantasy in the romance of i)ark Ages for 
awa\ from the problems u1' the twentieth century laluland. Ile is annoyed with 
Cliff for his ignorance, for reading the papers and for not reading it. Ile rails at 
religious traditions such as 'an evil orgy in Market I larhorough' \\ here 'the 
blood of' it white cockerel is sucked by 'a well-known debutante'. and 'the 
111aS5 meeting of a certain American e\ angclist at f;arl, ff;ourt' Ia cantemporar\ 
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ho1% Ala% pra\ er fleeting 	hich oltell generated nla„-h\ ,feria I 	here 
Christian woman is run do\vrl by the 50.000 ignorant '('hristian Soldiers 
taLlll._' no eo~1nizance of her groaning cry. Ile is resentful that the world does 
not recognize his extraordinary worth. He rages at the insecure future of the 
newly emerging classless educated youth. Ile is upset because 'There aren't 
any good. brave causes left'. The list of his causes that produce his anger is 
endless. This resentment is not personal. Instead it is the voice of the angr\ 
youth of post-war Britain. Not only he but all the characters look back in anger 
to the past. to the lost empire, power. honour. opportunit\ . missing parents. 
children. companions. love. youth and status. Osborne wants the malaise of 
society to he cured by the physicians of the community and the leaders of the 
nation. I Iv pergamv is the tool employed to depict class conflict in the instant 
play, and a condescending attitude underlies Jimi \ 's multiple relationships 
and bitter experiences with women. Under his misogynous treatment of women 
there is a benign and benevolent Osborne amused at the natural frailties of the 
Fair-sex. especiall\ at the burden ot w bite woman trying her hest to ,gather 
power to suhjugate the masculine world. 
Briefly Look Bcick in Anger is a key to individual's conflict with society. 
and inter-class or inter-cast marriage. It is also a manitestation of, Osborne's 
personality as a committed socialist, honest political activist, and brilliant 
working-class dramatist who promoted social realism, and lilund favour with 
proletariat. 
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The Entertainer mirrors the sad predicament of' second rate artists, and 
the neglected rundown status of theatre in post -%N ar decadent England. I he 
trope of the music -hall' and the 'mad-house' signifies the chaos. 
disillusionment and dichotomy between private and public life. It is a drama of 
three generations at cross purposes with each other: Billy Rice. relic of 
Edwardian era in his twilight \ears: Archie Rice. an extant of the frustrated pre-
war generation: Frank, an epitonle of the post-war angry band of people. "!'he 
whole action of the play rotates around the theme of the absurdity o1' human 
existence. materialistic rush of the capitalist or bourgeoisie. \ ilitication of 
religious legends , denigration of political icons, the paradox of' a monarchic 
s\stctill in a socialist society and the shift of power equation from England to 
Canada due to economic depression. 
The Entertainer is softer in expression but deeper in emotion. Anger and 
conflict are evident in all characters of the play. Individuals are seen struggling 
to make their way out of a slough of despair and recurrent tribulations. Though 
looking 'dead behind eves' they struggle to hide the pain of life under a mask 
of apparently happy gins, blues and intoxication. 13111\ feels nostalgic for the 
past glories of Edwardian England. Archie's melancholic mental state 
intensifies the grim and unpleasant sense of failure as an artist and tamily-
guardian. Phoebe's inferiority complex. Jean's sorrow's over her broken 
engagement. Graham's failure to persuade Jean for marriage. Mick's untimely 
death in the battle. Frank's disillusionment, bitterness and cynicism. Archie's 
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self-destruction and persistent refusal to leave England for Canada for a better 
future saddens Brother Bill. 
Oshurne's critical attitude tO\\ards society. his stern but realistic 
comments on perfidious politics and altered religious rites, against ethicall\ 
decadent culture getting popularit\ among youngsters are all deeply rooted in a 
commendable set of principles. The dramatist's verbal invecti\ Cs against 
women consist in ridiculing pretensions and misguided proclivities, and his 
preferred awareness in them of economic recession, political crisis and cultural 
degeneration In the country. I lowever he betrays the tendency of discouraging 
women's emancipation and equal rights. 
Luther is a manifestation of'Osborne's religious experience, it uundert'ul 
amalgamation of history and imagination, and his Intellectual bourne\ from 
atheism to religion. It is a play concerning religious skepticism. conflict 
bet eon laymen and churchmen, and consequent rising indignation in 
Christendom. In this play Osborne deals not only with the world of a single 
human being but Martin Luther, the man, his !tmily, the church and the 
Almight\ God. "l he play denounces the monopoly of Catholic ('hunrch o►' er 
religion, its involvement in unscrupulous politics and its control over human 
socict\. misuse of' indulgences (a token to paradise and permission to commit 
felony). holy relics and the misleading mediation between man and God. The 
pope's supremacy over \k ords and councils, the five extra rituals/sacraments. 
conflicting number of' Jesus Christ's real disciples. inability of' scholars and 
supposed intellectuals to reach the real meaning of' the Gospel. conflict among 
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various schools of religious thoughts (catholic. protestant. Dominican. 
l \ angelist etc). are some other vital issues tackled in the pla) . Though the 
tirade and indignation are not as scathing as in the previous plays yet the 
church which is the subject of appraisal does receive a critical scrutiny. 
Luther ridicules religious intellectual; like Fra;l»u; \\ho \\ ant to bring 
about change but are not brave enough to v Bather its hardships. Any 
commendable change. revolution or brave cause demands guts. enthusiasm and 
an indomitable spirit to revolt. Knowledge, wisdom and logic lead to 
skepticism and heresy in religious matter. Hence the monolingual St. Augustine 
is rated above Jerome who knew five languages. Luther's Indomitable spirit to 
establish 'just', 'words' and 'faith' force him into conflict with rcliuious. 
political and royal authorities. Ile is offered political options. threatened to 
submit but he refuses to con1Irolni,,B with truth. I.uther's declaration that "a 
withered arm is best amputated' thrusts him into the category of heretics like 
other religious reformers Wycliffe. Huss and Jerome. Osborne holds Luther 
accountable for polarizing Christian community into Catholicism and 
Protestantism. Luther's war was not aimed at the Catholic Church and 
asceticism. but against capitalism. hypocrisy, and sybaritic monastic Iit'c that 
permitted indulgences to be sold. Both Charles V and ('a,jetan acknowledge 
that Luther was honest and could not mislead people. but he is I►1SUldr1 ,l\ 
branded a heretic, an apostate. Ile defies recant as to recant means to Issue a 
license for more tv ranny. and to act against one's conscience is neither safe nor 
honest'. SO he eBisnli.sseS the authority of the council as incompetent. lie 
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claimed there was no evidence for Pope's supremacy over all Christians. 
authority must rest With the council of the church and Pope should submit to 
the authority of the council. Angry and frustrated the Pope declares Martin a 
\\ lid pig in his vineyard to be hunted down, issues summon to arraign him in 
[ionic. Luther's beliet' in God t'atter.. he cries God is dead, and then repeats l Ic 
cannot (fie. 
After Luther's exile the movement continued, and the whole Europe 
witnessed intense religious polarization and Peasants Revolt against Catholic 
svbarites. bourgeoisie and an agnostic monarchy. Luther is recalled to mollify 
the suppressed peasants. but he paradoxically declares them just an angry mob 
and certifies their massacre to sustain his movement and to maintain peace in 
the country. Staupitz s\ mApathised with the hood inked peasants and 
condemned Luther's support to imperial forces for the peasants had a "dust 
cause". Luther justified the initiative taken against peasants as the were rebel 
mob and were Outside the law and God. Luther said that the world was 
conquered by the Word and the church is maintained by the Word. Politics and 
religion should not be separated and the world cannot be ruled with a rosary, 
mob is always against Christ. 	Revolting against the established Catholic 
convention of marriage prohibition for monks and IIUIIs Luther eloped vv ith 
Catharine. a nun in the church. marries with her and sa\ s: 
Seems to the there are three ways out of despair. One is faith in 
Christ. the second is to become enraged by the world and to make 
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its nose bleed for it and the third is the love of a \ uman. 
(Osborne Luther 65) 
Osborne brings the play to an end with Luther's uncertainty, internal conflict. 
tears and despair and a nostalgic note. Ile is minimised to a common man. . 
\vurkinu-L lass anti-hero. hus\ in his marital life. cradling his innocent i il',rnt 
who is afraid of a nightmonster in his phantasmagoria. 
Itiadniissible Evidence is a scathing indictment against the seemingl\ 
incurable evils ol' modern society. Alienation, despair and collapse of' 
meaningful communication among characters occupy an important place in the 
play. I Ivpocrisy has become the trend of materialistic world that produces 
insincere love. dcceittuul friendship and treacherous relationships among people. 
It is difficult to distinguish between friends and foes. Marital conllict due to 
decadent culture and widening generation gap owing to modernity are in the 
air. Modern I ngland is lacing political, intellectual and technological 
corrosion. Individuals are struggling for freedom as development and 
fulfillment of their sinking expectations depend on technology and 
magnanimity of society. So. the chaos, conflict and anger are the prevailing 
ar14ummt of 1herciHiissib1e Evidence. 
Major and minor characters of the play persistently bicker, contend and 
parry against each other in a shre\\d hattle of wits. [he married couples 
deliberately or other\\ ise repeat demands of di\ orce. alimony and 
rehabilitation. Adultery and liaisons jeopardize normal lives. Avarice and 
excessive appetite for power in corporate sectors urge partners. colleagues and 
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subordinates to double cross and hoodwink each other. I:v en academics (so-
called spiritual mothers and lathers) are also untrustworthy. The life of Bill 
Maitland. the protagonist and his moral and unethical associations revolve 
around the lacuna that evidence has to he proved f'or the delivery of judgment 
in a court of law. [he play assembles within its parameter several unproved 
instances of inadmissible evidence. Ironically all of them concern natural and 
Unnatural human relationships. The play gathers together the various causes 01 
conflict and angers and their resulting consequences on society. 
In the present play Bill's dissension extends to embroil most characters. 
his wife Anna. daughter Jane. mistress Liz. her father. Shirley and Joy the 
office girls, his partner I ludson. Shirley's boyfriend Jones and her fiance. In 
each case the reason for discord differs. When lack of compatibility and 
numerous amours and associations were causing a rift between him and his 
wife absence of commitment stood between him and Shirley. Joy served as a 
stopgap linkwonnan because of' a rebut t' from Shirley . A libertine and profligate 
Maitland was a compulsive rake. He is a bad f-ather because his Own daughter 
is petrified of both his words and ways. I Judson whom he bribes with 
partnership has long been disillusioned with him and his manners and the 
young clerk Jones manifests new thinking which is counter to his age old ways 
of dealing with issues. cases and problems. Thus Bill has estranged himself 
from practically every individual. 
l'.ach major play of' John Osborne serves to foreground a single 
significant issue. Look Back in Anger unearthed the chasm between the 
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prig ileged and the plebian. The E11ei-tainer U lco\ered the tra ailk of the 
tur~utten stage heroes. Luther probed the subject of religious freedom. and 
Inadmissible Evidence revolves around the judiciary law and admissibility. The 
court of la\\ only permits evidence that is supported by proof. Consequently the 
fate of people and cases heavily rely on the body of proofs that would be 
entertained and admitted. Osborne converts his title into a metaphor because 
the transgression, offences. guilt, felon V 	illustrated through human 
relationships (converted into cases) are either vv ithdrawn or postponed for the 
ver\ reason that they are not supported by ample body of proof or evidence. 
Osborne makes these hollow unimpressive cases pass through the 
consciousness of his protagonist through sheer dramaturgy. Beginning with a 
dream the entire play with its resultant conflicts and sequences happens in a 
state of admissible and inadmissible. Topical issues of relevance, technological 
leaps. break clown of moral fabric, collapse of healthy family relationships. 
sexual perversions and alienation co-mingle with this world of la . e\ iclence. 
hearings and statement to create a phantasmagoria when the human mind is the 
accuser. the victim and the judge simultaneousl\'. In a court of' law there is no 
admissible evidence against Bill Maitland but the \\orld of reality passes its 
judgment in final isolation and abandonment by friends and fanllly. The play 
ends with naturalistic progression of' the story of' the hero's hysterical collapse 
in a completely dark isolated world beseeching his wife to alloy\ him return 
home. 
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Bill's multiple relationships \pith 	umen torn) the core oI the 
play. Ile believes that mistresses are less patronizing and less tolerant than 
\\ iv es. I Ic is not as n1ISOI1VnOUS vitriolic. `ituperati e and vindicti\ e as Jimmy 
\gas. Ile is cool and logical in pointing out their natural weaknesses. 
Generation antagonism in Inradnrissible Lvidencc has been presented by 
Jane as b Jean in The E,z(e ruiner. Both Jane and .lean display frustration and 
rebellion, and hanker tur freedom and a meaningful \ oice in personal choices. 
The conflict between Jane and Bill (daughter and lather) is a ke\ to %\eakeriinw 
patriarchy and family relationship. Jane's prospective marriage' ith an African 
exposes the lading sense ol'colour and race distinction. Jones also is a trope liar 
the generation conflict. ( )shorne decries the idea that people do work because 
they are alive and people are alive because they do work. I To him indi' iduals 
are victims of illusion as reality is not what is visible to them. Reality is hidden 
under man\ la\ers of illusions. Jones is a metaphor liar sinking British Empire 
that is struggling to emerge again out at' despair, economic depression and 
political failure. 
13i1  Maitland like Jimm\. Archie and I tither. is a misfit in the countr\ 
and anv\\here else in the city. lie feels nobody listens, nobody cares, no values 
are left. and the world is absurd. Pretence, double-cross. obscenity, adultery. 
mistrust and isolation are the customs of the %\orld. Peace onl\ lies in the 
passionate company of the wife. When Bill Maitland. the antagonist. i! 
abandoned by friends he seeks permission from his 'vile Anna to come had 
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home. the end of the play conveys the meaning that peace lies in 
reconciliation, not conflict. 
In Dciovu J.P.. the protagonist is the new version revisiting of Jimmy 
Porter. but with a completely different nature and lifestyle. Instead of hurling 
invectives like angry protesters pelting stones at priggish, boorish and snobbish 
bourgeoisie. he turns into a comic character such as Malvolio and Falstaff. Ile 
is deliberately cool. Unlike Jimmy Porter he is affluent. fashionahlc. mild. 
decent, sympathetic and benign to the working-class. fie does not want to be a 
member of orking-class community because they are socially . economic all\ . 
politically and educationally untouchables. lie is a man of' gentle 
stisceptihilities, constantly goaded by a brutal and coercive world. 
instead of hurling invectives at social problems. J.P. expresses his 
bitterness tenderl\ b\ means of genteel humour and comic satire. Dejavu is 
nostalgia for lost achievements and a rallying cry against social evils. Look 
Back in Anger and Dejavu explore Osborne's gradual changing personae. 
physicall\. mentally. socially. economically. and literally. It is an expression of 
Osborne's social and religious ascendenc\ accompanied h\ a parallel creati' c 
decline. J.P. is incensed with the ne varlet\ of democracy that promotes the 
bureaucracy and fosters police persecution of youth from middle classes. lie 
dislikes immorality, abortion, prostitution and is aware that these social evils 
are the consequences of poverty and illiteracy. Like Jimmy he too is bitter with 
the lack of leadership. the jingoistic patriots and the near bankruptcy of society. 
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He is also disillusioned by the manner in which old parents are relegated to old-
age homes and young ones do not even have pre-retirement rights. 
Class-conflict and joblessness are still in the air. Teddy signifies the 
plebeians. an illiterate, marginalized and leaderless class whose illiteracc rate is 
growing and social status is decreasing as privatisation of education has 
hampered their development in the increasingly competitive, materialistic 
society. Alison hates Teddy and teddy secretly hates whitey. He wants to live 
in a real world. Teddy takes his case to the European Court of Human Rights 
for his rights are not safe as he is treated with contempt , misbehaviour and 
colonized by his own people in his own country. Osborne ridicules decadent 
academic institutions. He supplicates the case of the 'laid offs' to ensure in 
them an optimism and ability to encounter deprivation 
J.P. no longer appears misogynistic and vituperative but has never been 
honest and decisive in his life. He confesses to accountability for marital and 
family discord. The basic change in his personality lies in an altered attitude 
towards women, especially his mother whom he offers bouquet of love and 
respect at her birthday. His relation with women is comic and patronising. He 
laughs at their natural weaknesses. J.P. becomes impatient with sexists, is 
disgusted with lesbians and gays, and ridicules at the general inclination 
towards sycophancy and adulation in men and women. Believing men and 
women to biologically and psychologically different the protagonist now 
knows that they are inevitably bound to live together. 
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J.1' is alcoholic and sadistic like Jimmy, but unlike Jimmy he is mellow. 
non-vegetarian. muddle-headed. and cool and the gradual transition from 
atheism to religion is a remarkable achievement for him. He loves the church 
but \et ridicules church authorities. Like it -,00d man he lauuhs in tears. and 
strangely enough closes the chapter of his life and career in the name of* (;cad. 
I le has become increasingly cold but never betrayed his mission to give lesson 
in feelings. 
iheatrically Dejavu is no different from Look Back in Anger. but 
literally and emotionally it is an insipid and monotonous intellectual piece. 
Social and political conflict covers wide range of human predicaments. Food 
problem. male-dominated political system, multi-culture. industrialisation. 
privatization. the wrecking of modern Urban tile, one-parent tanlil\. old-age 
homes. conflict between old and young. sense of lost freedom. rising po\ert\, 
lack of opportunity. identity crisis and increasing influence of homosexuality 
and lesbianism in society, adultery . liaison , incest, responsibility of teachers 
and parents, gender conflict, women empowerment and their political 
involvement are some of the controversial issues in the modern world. 
As an iconoclast Osborne dissents against all erroneous and damaging 
tradition in post-modern or post-colonial British socict\ . People want change 
and a better societ\ as lice has become increasingly unbearable. lie castigates 
literar\ artists. poets. novelists, and dramatists for their lack of interest in social 
problems and their alleged creative inertia. Osborne holds them responsible for 
the despair and disparity in people. Societ\ wants change so lie approves of a 
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constructive revolution, as frequent changes bring no improvement. The 
dramatist demands new \\ords as lan~LIua<ge tails to communicate. Ile rails over 
the role of English language in the colonial past. Ile despises controversial 
artists like Salman Rushdie who provoke sectarian conflict, holding religious 
and social institutions responsible for the deprivation. criminaliiation. se\u.►I 
abuse. disenchantment in the youth Osborne believes that the older 2eneration 
did not take cognizance ut their predicament. lie thinks there is no wrong with 
the s\ stem: it is the culture or 'cultured art' that is promoting ideas like semtex. 
Briefly. Dejcrvu is a sense of recall, a deep analysis ot'his life achievements and 
a regret over lost opportunities. 
} fence it is \\rims to say that Osborne is misou ilist as behind his 
condescension towards women a compassionate Osborne \\idles ,l return to 
Victorian morality in women. The dramatist has no svnlpath\ [or the 
fashionable cr\ of feminism. In spite of his multiple liaisons with 'women all 
the major plays discussed above ultimately end with spouses happy in 
reconciliation and women support. Osborne's protagonists are not neurotic. 
Instead the are extraordinarily sensitive and humane and courageous 
characters. It is the pressure of' an unsympathetic society that paints these 
gullible plebeians negati el\. their fight against dishonesty. C01,1ufption and 
immorality makes them misfits in the world. Osborne wants to create it l'tupian 
,grid based on reconciliation of values of eq uality and liberty . I us curly plays 
are deeply rooted in anger and despair but the later plays are dispassionate and 
detached. The wonderful melange of truth and imagination accelerates the 
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readers and audience. I-le was a Christian atheist Who turned to religion at the 
later stages of his life. His antagonism to religious icons and political legends 
lie in their double-cross. Briefly lie was an honest political activist, a fervent 
socialist, a brilliant dramatist and an ardent evangelist who succeeded in his 
mission of educating the masses. 
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